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Health jobs to be contracted out 
THE NORTHERN Health Authority 
has chosen laundry, food and house- 
keeping workers as the first batch of 
employees who will have their jobs 
contracted out so it can ease a budge 
deficit. 
Nearly 500 people, including work- 
ers at Mills Memorial Hospital, face 
job'loss or a reduction in their wages 
when the tasks are handed over to pri- 
vate contractors. 
The.contracting out is an effort to 
reduce the authority's deficit which is 
creeping toward $6 million on a total 
spending package of $425 million. 
that's about $2 million higher than the 
authority first forecast. 
Eventually, several thousand more 
people taking in job classifications 
ranging from care aides to main- 
,chance workers will face having their 
jobs farmed out. 
Health authority official Mark Kar- 
jaluoto said the laundry, housekeeping 
and food workers were chosen first be- 
cause their wages are much higher 
than those of their counterparts else- 
where in western Canada. 
A chart prepared by the Northern 
the consultant who evaluated their ini- 
tial proposals. 
"We don't have their permission," 
said a second health authority official, 
AI Martin, last week. 
The authority does want bids back 
by early December so they can be 
evaluated. There's no firm date of 
when the authority wants to hand over 
Health Authority indicates wages paid the work to private contractors. 
its cooks exceed the national average Under legislation brought in by the 
by nearly 38 per cent, by 39 per cent 
for laundry workers, by 29 per cent for 
dietary aides and by 29 per cent for 
cleaners. 
The health authority has already re- 
ceived what it terms expressions of in- 
terest for its laundry services and has 
chosen four companies to submit bids. 
It won't identify those companies nor 
Liberal government, it is easier than 
ever before for the health authority to 
sever itself from existing labour con- 
tracts and from its unionized em- 
ployeesl 
"Employees are no longer em- 
ployees of the Northern Health Author- 
ity. They are employees of the ,con- 
tractor," Martin said once it hands 
over the work to a private firm. 
He said typical contracts are for 10 
years in order to provide a company 
with an adequate return based on the 
money it needs to invest to take on 
services uch as laundry or housekeep- 
ing. 
Martin estimates contracting out 
food, laundry and housekeeping will 
save the health authority approximate- 
ly $2 million a year. 
Laundry in this area is handled at a 
1 million ton a year facility which is 
part of the new Kitimat General Hos- 
pital, The facility now does 600,000 
pounds of laundry a year from Kitimat, 
Mills and from Terraceview Lodge. 
Contracting out follows three failed 
attempts by the health authority to 
have its unionized workers who aren't 
connected with direct patient care 
take wage and benefit cuts; Wage Cuts 
alone amounted to an average $3.25 
an hour for each employee. 
The first two attempts were for re- 
gion-wide amended contracts. The last 
attempt featured individual union lo- 
cals deciding to take the cuts or not. In 
Terrace, British Columbia Government 
and Service Employees' Union mem- 
bers at Terraceview Lodge voted to 
take the cuts, But Hospital •Employees 
Union members at Mills Memorial 
Hospital decided not to e.ven hold a 
vote. 
All told, workers at seven northern 
health care facilities did agree to con- 
cessions costing them $630,000 a year. 
The amended contracts run out next 
March 3 I. 
Sawmill opening date hinges 
on unions, good weather . . . .  
WORKERS at West Frascr's Terrace sawmill will be weeks before enough lumber has been cut that the mill 
back on the job Jan. 5 - provided there isn't a cold snap, needs to recall another 50 employees who work in its 
an IWA strike or a lockout, kilns, planer and lumber yard. i::i 
The planned opening will end what will then be a "We probably won't have a full crew working until 
seven-month s utdown sparked when the company's Eu- around the end of February," Jay said, : .... 
rocan pulp workers in Kitimat went on strike. That strike Uncertainty over whether the IWA wouldlgo out on 
has now ended but the local mill remains closed be- strike was also a factor in the wait, Jay Said, as was the 
cause of an oversupply of chips, company's desire to wait through a seasonal period ol 
Woods manager.Sonny ,lay. said there:.s.,also, a chance .lower.lumber p ices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the Jan. 5 could be pushed back slightly if Terrace is hit "Generally lumber markets bounce back or move up 
with a very cold spell then. "That's the plan," he sad in the spring time," he said. "By starting to operate in 
• . • ~ . . . .  . : .  , ,1  
"It's fairly firm unless we get some really bad weather m January we hopeto hit the better part of the market. 
terms of cold temperatures." Union spokesman Surinder Malhotra welcomed tile 
Up to 40 loggers with Terrace Timber Ltd. are already announcemenL ,This town has suffereda lot and it's still 
in the bush, he said, with some deliveries expected by'  Suffering," he said. ,'Any news of opening a sawmill is 
the end of this week. They'll work steady until Christmas good news." 
before bush work slows down due to weather. "It has a domino effect," Maihotra said. "Loggers are 
The sawmill will reopen with an initial 30 workers on going to go back. Truckers are going to go back. Chip 
a one-shift basis, Jay said. It will take a number of haulers are going to go back." 
French immersion group eyes 
vacant Mountainview school 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES will be asked to turn Mountain- 
view Elementary into the new home of Terraee's ele- 
mentary French immersion program - provided parents 
back the idea. 
The Terrace chapter of Canadian Parents for French 
(CFP) sent surveys home to parents here last week to 
determine the level of support. 
If parents decide to back the Mountainview proposal, 
CPF will organize public meetings to hear from teachers 
and others, says chapter president Darcie Annesley. 
Meanwhile, she said the board is looking a t changing 
schools to deal with declining enrolment and budget 
constraints. That could place the issue of what to do with 
Mountainview, a brand-new school that's been vacant 
since it was completed in 2002, back on the agenda. 
"What we're really asking for is if [the school board 
is] going to open up Mountainview this year, that we 
start pub.lie consultations as soon as possible," Annesley 
said. If  there's enough demand for a proposal to move 
the French immersion elementary program there, CPF 
will develop a detailed submission to the board. 
At tonight's school board meeting, CPF representa- 
tives will ask trustees to consider taking proposals from 
the community for Mountainview Elementary until Dec. 
12. Since some of the proposals might recommend clos- 
ing schools, additional meetings would be necessary. 
"If that happens, they need at least a 60-day consul- 
tation period before they close a school," said Annesley. 
There are currently 135 elementary school-aged stud- 
ents enrolled in Terrace's French Immersion program at 
Kiti K'Shan and Cassie Hall schools. 
If the French immersion students went to Mountain- 
view, the board could then consider closing either of 
those two schools, said Annesley. 
Moving the French immersion program to the new 
school could help attract more students, ensuring the 
survival of the program through to graduation, she said. 
Her group is also trying to start a second stream ol 
French immersion that would allow older elementary 
students to join the program in Grades 5 or 6, 
"Late" French immersion students would help bolster 
the program at the secondary level. The program is al- 
ready supported through federal dollars for French im- 
mersion. Additional federal funding for French immer- 
sion is expected to be in place by next year. 
Mountainview Elementary, a $3.2 million facility 
completed, has I0 classrooms and space for up to 250 
students. In September, the Coast Mountains school 
board turned down an offer from Mountain View Chris- 
tian Academy to purchase Mountainview school. 
The new independent school is currently located in an 
outbuilding on the Alliance church property. 
Bridge work restores access 
to two Nass Valley villages 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
NEARLY a week after a bridge was washed out over No- 
Name Creek, cutting off access to the two Nass Valley 
villages of Greenville and Kincolith, a temporary struc- 
ture has been put in. 
Residents were stranded in their homes after the 25 
metre bridge was washed out Oct. 25 as the creek water 
rose quickly because of heavy rains. The replacement 
was opened Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. 
Water ran at such a rate it ate away the crock's 
banks, leaving a 70:metre gap. Work crews had to fill in 
half of the gap before the 35 metre replacement bridge- 
could be put into place. 
Crews worked around the clock blasting rock at a 
nearby quarry called Ksedin Pit to create fill for the 35 
• metres of banks, rock approaches and abutments, 
The problem stems from the original bridge being 
built over a geological formation which sees the river 
funnelling water from channel to channel, said transpor- 
tation ministry 
[] Heavy rains in the official Don 
Nass cut power, too. Ramsay. 
Page A2 "The channel 
[] Dutch Valley also af- that this bridge 
fected by floods. Page A3 was crossing had 
one hock of a lot 
more water in it 
than it's had be- 
fore in our experience," Ramsay said. "Upriver, the 
former main channel now has much less water in it and 
this channel has more." 
The No-Name bridge Washout isn't: the only problem 
the rains have cause on the Nisga,al highwayl 
Several shoulder washouts,lplugged culverts, sections 
of broken up pavement and landslides ,are allalong the 
highway including half of the road falling into the river 
near the No,Name bridge, forcing Single !ane traffic until 
it is repaired, 
THE POWER of rushing water is evident In this shot over what's left of the No-Name 
bridge crossing in the Nass Valley, GreenVille andKIncolith were cut off when the 
br dge went out Oct 25. A new bridge wa~put in OCti 311 PoWel ~ was also cut to the 
tWo v ages PHOTO COURTESY M N STRY OF TRANSPORTATION, 
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MEMBERS of the New Aiyansh village government spent a day grocery shop- 
ping in Terrace last week for people in the villages of Greenville and Kincolith 
who were cut off from the rest of the world when the No-name Creek bridge 
was washed out by rapidly rising water due to heavy rains. That's Laurie Mer- 
cer head of the New Aiyansh emergency social services department, Lorna 
Davis and Reg Percival in the middle. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Flood cuts power 
,n two Nass villages 
ELECTRICITY WAS restored to the Nass 
Valley villages of" Greenville and Kinco- 
lith last week after a three-day outage 
last week caused when flood waters 
swept away a power pole. 
The line was severed at No-name 
Creek, east of Greenville in the early 
morning hours of Oct. 26, but conditions - 
and the length of time it took to make re- 
pa i rs -  meant it took until approximately 
6 p.m. on Oct. 28 before service was re- 
stored. 
"We lost one pole and it pulled the 
conductors off other poles," said B.C. Hy- 
dro line supervisor Jim Owen of the dam- 
age. 
A helicopter was used to string a line 
from one side of Noname Creek to the 
other, a distance of at least 200 feet, said 
Owen. 
"That was tricky and it's temporary 
until the conditions up there are 
stabilized," he said. 
Flooding conditions on Nass Valley 
roads caused by heavy rains prevented 
hydro crews from getting to Noname 
Creek early on, Owen said. 
Members of the New Aiyansh village 
council came down toTerrace last week 
t(~ purchase supplies Yfor both ~Gre6nville 
and Kincolith residents. 
The outage spoiled food in freezers 
and in refrigerators, aid Kincolith chief. 
councillor Nelson Clayton. 
"We have people going door to door 
surveying the losses. We lost a lot of 
Ibod," he said. A village council-owned 
boat was making trips south from Kinco- 
lith to Prince Rupert to bring back sup- 
plies, Clayton added. 
"We wanted to make sure there were 
items such as milk and diapers on hand," 
he said. 
Kincolith has suffered power outages 
over the years owing to bad weather con- 
ditions affecting the line bringing elec- 
tricity to the village at the mouth of the 
Nass River. 
But B.C. Hydro is now in the middle of 
a program to move the line down closer 
to the new road which now connects Kin- 
colith to Greenville, said Owen. 
"Before we had trouble seeing where 
the problen~ was and then getting to it," 
he said, adding the repair work was dan- 
gerous and complicated. 
When the line moving project is fin- 
ished, it will be much easier to bring in 
,equipment such a.s, bq~k~t,,!ruc~s to oak e; 
repairs, Owen a0deO. 
City seeks people 
for Order of Terrace 
DO YOU know of someone 
who's put their stamp on 
Terrace, making it a better 
place? 
City hall is looking for 
nominations for the first- 
ever Order of Terrace, the 
city's highest and newest 
honour. 
It was created as an ho- 
nourary distinction recog- 
nizing people who have 
madc an outstanding con- 
tribution to the community. 
The official policy is fi- 
nally in place, paving the 
way for the first Order of 
Terrace recipients to be 
recognized. 
City councillors want to 
present the Order before 
the end of 2003, the city's 
year-long 75th anniversary 
celebration. 
The Order is meant to 
celebrate and honour a re- 
cipient's dedication, gen- 
erosity and achievement. 
To be eligible, no- 
minces must have made a 
significant contribution to 
the community in a variety 
of fields, including busi- 
ness, the arts, science, 
health and education, 
sports and youth leader- 
ship, and volunteer serv- 
ice. 
The order can be con- 
ferred posthumously. 
Politicians are not eli- 
gible while holding office. 
City council can una- 
nintously revoke a recipi- 
ent's Order, bat reasons 
why this move might be 
made aren't explained in 
the official policy. 
Nominations can be 
made by any citizen or 
group from Terrace. Mem- 
bers will be inducted at a 
ceremony where the mayor 
will present them with a 
badge. 
The badge insignia is a 
Kermode bear, the white 
beat' tbund on the city of 
Terrace's official seal and 
logo. 
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Who: NWCC Anthropology 203 and Geography 11 l
students and faculty, the Na na kila Institute, and 
Elder Cecil Paul are hosting this Fund Raising 
Event. 
What :  Fund Raising Event will include the World Premier 
Tour of the National Film Board's video, "Totem: 
The Return of the G'psgolox Pole". In 1929, the 
Haisla people returned from a fishing trip to find, 
the G'psgolox Pole severed at its base and gone. 
This beautiful and provocative documentary" traces 
the journey of the Haisla to reclaim the mortuary 
pole. 
Where :  The Kiva- located at Northwest Community" 
College, Waap Amgam Building, 5331 McConnell 
Avenue, Terrace 
~/herl l  Tuesday, November 1812003 @7:30pro 
II~/hy; The Na na kila Institute, anon-profit charitable 
society working for the Haisla Nation, is raising 
money to bring home the G'psgolox Pole, one of its 
most culturally significant treasures, from a 
museum in Sweden. 
How"  Admission is free, %shirts and other items for sale. 
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Rain-swollen Kalum River overflows 
Valley homes flooded out 
A BREAK from the rain 
early last week gave some 
reprieve to Dutch Valley 
residents whose property 
was under as much as 
three feet of water due to 
recent flooding. 
The water from the rain- 
swollen Kalum River 
reached its highest point 
Oct. 27 and 28 washing out 
roads and filling crawl 
spaces and basements with 
water in the residential 
area just north of town. 
Tina Goddard was 
stranded at her home on 
Bohler Ave. when heavy 
rains washed out a portion 
of that road turning it into 
a rushing river. 
"At first it came up to 
the edge and we woke up 
the next morning and it 
was all over the road," 
Goddard said of how 
quickly the flood waters 
rose. 
She had to miss a day 
of work because the water 
ha d overtaken the only 
road out of her neighbour- 
hood. 
Despite the flooding no 
water actually came into 
her home. 
"My place didn't get 
one little drop in it," she 
said. 
Her uncle, Kent God- 
dard, who lives next door 
wasn't so lucky• 
By 3 p.m. Oct. 27 there 
was water waist-high in his 
basement. He was able to 
pump it out. 
The rising water also 
means local residents had 
AERIAL PHOTO provides snapshot of Dutch Valley 
at the height of flooding which took place there last 
week. At right, a grader works to restore a road 
connection broken because of the water. 
to boil water before drink- 
ing it, Tina Goddard said. 
The low-lying area is 
prone to flooding during 
times of heavy rain. 
Equ ipment  crews 
worked to raise roadbeds 
and generally stem the 
rushing water. 
Weather, birds affect plane landings 
IT ALMOST seemed like the old days at the 
airport last week when planes were diverted to 
Prince Rupert, Prince George or Smithers be- 
cause of bad weather. 
Bc~th Hawkair and Air Canada Jazz missed 
flights Oct. 26 and Oct. 27. 
Complicating matters was a malfunction in 
the airport's $1.5 million instrument landing 
system (ILS), said airport manager Laurie 
Brown. 
charge of the ILS equipment was away in Ot- 
tawa on a training course aimed at equipment 
maintenance and repair at the time. 
Technicians were flown up from Vancouver 
to fix the system and bring it back on line. 
Birds had pecked away at some of the sys- 
tem's rubber protective covering. 
Among the missed flights was a Jazz air- 
craft from Vancouver which could not land the 
morning of Oct. 27. It then went to Prince 
;:.~'But i 'm ~iigt' su'fg~"fild~"iLS: W0uld'-h~i.ve .George before, eoming back west, landing in 
helped anyway'" because 'the"weather was so Smitffe'fL.PasgefigefS were p!aced~on a school 
bad," he said. bus tbr the trip back to Terrace. 
Ironically, the airport's chief technician in Hawkair had three missed flights over the 
two days, said company official Rod Hayward, 
resulting in trips to Prince Rupert where pas- 
sengers were taken off. 
Last week's series of missed flights was the 
first prolonged batch since the ILS was in- 
stalled last November, said Brown. 
"There's been a dramatic improvement, 
perhaps 20 to 25 [missed flights] since the ILS 
went in," said Brown. "Before we would have 
been up to a 140 or so." 
The ILS permits pilots to approach the air- 
port at a lower altitude, allowing them to land 
in conditions which in the old days would have 
required them to pull up and go elsewhere. 
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News In Brief 
Dave Barrett visits 
FORMER NDP Premier Dave Barrett visits Ter- 
race.for a breakfast session Nov. 8 organized by 
the local provincial NDP constituency association. 
"There's no special reason. He has a lot of 
friends in the area. We asked him to come and he 
said he would," said local NDPer Les Watmough. 
Barrett was the NDP premier from 1972 to 1975, 
leading tbe party to victory over the long-time So- 
cial Credit government of WAC Bennett. The Bar- 
rett government was itself defeated in 1975, by a 
renewed Social Credit party, lead by Bennett's on, 
Bill. 
Watmough said the $12 breakfast, at the Best 
Western Terrace Inn, won't be a money maker. 
"'It's not like it's $500 a plate. All of our mem- 
bership together doesn't have $500," he said. 
Community policing 
position filled 
THE TERRACE RCMP 
detachment has a new 
community policing of- 
ricer. 
Constable Kel ly 
Martin was appointed 
to the post Oct. 30 after 
Cnst. Natasha Roberts 
was transferred to New 
Brunswick for compas- 
sionate reasons. 
"She's a highly 
skilled investigator 
who's been in Terrace 
tbr two and a halt' years 
now," says Staff Sgt. 
Jas Basi. "She knows 
what the community 
needs and she's willing 
to tbcus her energy into 
those needs." Cnst. Kelly Martin 
Doctor returns 
A FAMILIAR name and face has returned to 
northwest medical circles. Dr. David Bowering, 
who ran the old Skeena Health Unit in the time 
before it was absorbed into the much larger North- 
ern Health Authority, is now standing in as the 
northwest's medical health officer. 
For the time being, he's replacing Dr. Isaac So- 
bol who has left the authority fbr a position at the 
University of British Columbia, 
Bowering is also the medical health officer for 
the northeastern portion of the Northern Health Au- 
thority. After leaving Terrace, Bowering went to 
the north Okanagan before returning to take up the 
northeastern medical health officer position. 
The authority's chief medical health officer is 
Dr. Lorna Medd who is also the medical health of- 
ricer for the central part, 0f. the.health auihority 
area. A replacement for Sobol will be:~qught .......... ,
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Customer Apprec/at/on 
Ce/ebrat/on Weekend 
IT'S IN ALL THREE 
GEMMA'S STORES- 
Bed, Bath & Kitchen Boutiqu 
Gemma's First Nations Store 
The Christmas Store 
:;7 
ALL REGUALR PRICED 
MERCHANDISE 
(Including collectables 8, electricals) 
" *with a non.perishable food item 
EACH DAY 
s50 Gift Certificate 
, to be given away 
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Docs' bucks 
HERE'S A quick quiz. Name the group of 
public sector workers which has given pro- 
vincial, governments, be they NDP or Lib- 
eral, the most aggravation over the years. 
The government's own employees'?. Nape. The 
current provincial government is succeeding in 
eliminating thousands of jobs, which has angered 
workers, but it has now managed to negotiate an 
extension of their current contract until 2006. 
Teachers? They do complain a lot, but 
the government retains - and has used-  the 
legislative powers to settle their contracts. 
It's the doctors. Aside from lawyers, doctors 
are probably the most organized labour group 
in the province. Well-financed and with very 
good leadership, doctors retain an almost mysti- 
cal control over the government and the public. 
There are very good reasons for this. Doc- 
tors have literal command over life and 
death, something that must rest heavy on 
the minds of government officials when 
they face them over the bargaining table. 
There aren't a lot of doctors to go around. 
This shortage of supply in the face of high 
demand provides doctors with an overpow- 
ering advantage. They also have very por- 
table skills. Anger the docs, and they can easily 
move to other provinces or out of the country 
to places willing to pay them more money. 
All of this means the provincial Liberal govern- 
ment will face the biggest est of its term next year 
whenitsitst°neg°tiatean°therc°ntractwithd°ct°rs" 
Remember that the provincial government is on 
a three-year mission to cut spending to meet its 
commitment of balancing its budget by the ~[ii~e;' 
it heads to the polls again in 2005. The cuts so 
far in jobs and spending may seem drastic. But 
the reality is the Liberals must hack close to a $1 
billion more to reach its goal, a staggering fig- 
ure in the face of an under performing economy. 
This will be the second contract between the 
provincial Liberals and the doctors. The Liber- 
als inherited an acrimonious mess from their 
NDP predecessors when elected in 2001. It took 
a year, and an arbitrator, to reach a fee increase 
of $392 million which put the total compensa- 
tion package over the $2 billion mark. Can the 
province find another $392 million for the next 
contract? Or even half that given the need to cut 
a $1 billion as it is from the provincial budget? 
It's one thing - and fairly easy - to freeze 
the spending of regional health care authori- 
ties and then hide behind their skirts while 
they extract concessions amounting to $3.25 an 
hour from ordinary folk, or to contract out jobs. 
But it's another to stare down the doctors them- 
selves. Concessions? Not likely. Zero per cent in- 
creases? No way. Stay tuned. It'll be interesting. 
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Gov't  can 't al  ,,ays )e a bus'ness 
VICTORIA - Sometime next 
April, close to 30,000 British 
Columbians, hitherto destitute, 
will be independently wealthy 
or at least well off, according 
to the Liberal government of 
British Columbia. That's when 
they will be kicked off welfare. 
Murray Coell, the Minister 
of Human Resources last week 
explained his government's 
game plan to eradicate poverty 
• in British Columbia by granting 
tblks down and out on their luck 
two years worth of assistance 
out of five in an op-ed piece in 
the Victoria Times Colonist and 
presumably other newspapers. 
Jobs, he explained, are 
better than welfare. No argu- 
ment with that, but he went 
on to say that his government 
had dibs on tens of thousands 
of jobs, paying good money. 
I checked out some of the 
jobs. One demanded 15 years 
! ~ I[*]~'~ I i :  I : l~ l . * l " J  b I : I  I I  
HUBERT BEYER 
ous two-woman opposition, 
Coell doesn't know what to say. 
His only comeback is to 
accuse the NDP of wanting 
everybody on welfare.Really? 
That's not the NDP I know, at 
least not the one of the past eight 
years or so. It was former NDP 
premier Glen Clark who went af- 
ter welfare recipients with a fury, 
taking $50 a month out of the 
experience as a roofer..It ~aid$ ~ pockets of every sac al assistance 
an hour provtded the ai,Eltcan L recinlent who in th,, e~e¢ nf, the 
had his or her own car and tools, government, was employable 
Right, all the people on social And that was most everyone. 
assistance have cars and tools. 
Another job offer wanted 
someone with a technology de- 
gree, which would earn the lucky 
winner $11 an hour. Again, I am 
sure that many people on welfare 
h,'we degrees. Or have they? 
When confronted in the 
legislature by the tiny but furi- 
But the socialist Clark was 
nothing, compared to the so 
called Liberal Premier Gor- 
don Campbell. The latter has 
dreamed up a program that 
will leave thousands of British 
Columbians without any as- 
sistance three years out of five. 
Now, there is no reason to 
believe that either Coell or his 
boss, Campbell, are evil people 
who don't care about the poor. 
So why would they subscribe to 
a policy that is bound to make the 
poor even poorer? They believe 
their own rhetoric. And given 
the huge power base the Liberals 
have, it's a trap easily to fall into. 
We all have a tendency to 
believe in our own recipe for 
success. The premier comes 
from a humble background and 
owes his personal success to his 
mother more than anyone else. 
He became mayor of Vancouver 
and premier of British Columbia, 
a success tory if I ever saw one. 
Coell has a bachelor of arts in 
social welfare from the Universi- 
ty of Victoria, but, I'll bet he has 
never.been on welfare himself. 
Neither have I, although I once 
applied for it. That was in Win- 
nipeg some 45 years ago, when 
we had two small children and a 
a couple of weeks, receive the 
bursary to the town clerk (wel- 
fare then was a municipal affair), 
undertaking to pay back what- 
ever financial help I could get.  
I was promptly told by 
the clerk that considering 
my circumstances, I had no 
business going to university. 
Well, I stuck it out anyway, 
and the long and the short of it 
is that friends helped us out and 
I could continue my studies. It 
seems that in the third millenni- 
um, what was obvious the second 
one, has still not been learned. 
No matter how much mod- 
ern governments, especially 
but not exclusively right-wing 
ones, want to run the state 
like a business, it won't work. 
Businesses have no heart. 
Business concentrates on the 
button line. The profits of share- 
holders must be paramount. 
Governments must allow 
third on the way. I was.studying .., for~,l~uman frailty, and failures. 
,at,;the.. U.niversity of Manitoba The frightening' f~ict :is ~ 'that 
and, 'on the strength of my marks, fewer and fewer governments 
had been assured of a $500 bur- 
sary, which in today's dollars 
would be something like $4,000. 
I applied for welfare because 
the gas company had cut off 
our heating source. It was 30 
below. Our kids were freezing. 
What I needed was temporary 
assistance. I presented the uni- 
versity's note that I would, within 
do. Certainly ours doesn't. 
If the Campbell government 
were a corporation, it would 
be the envy of the stock mar- 
ket. As a government that is to 
care for the people it governs, 
as well as look after the taxpay- 
ers' money, it is an utter failure. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hbeyer@coolcom.com. 
Cclt ;h ing the I:)uzz : ]bout  flies 
OVER THE past two weeks our 
home has been invaded by clouds 
of tiny flies. They are every- 
where. In the morning I find their 
carcasses clustered in any stray 
drop of water beside the bath- 
room sink, in the dish drainer, 
and in the dregs of coffee mugs. 
They march in file where win- 
dow frames meet glass, cruise 
past my eyes as though they were 
floaters (seniors' eye specks), 
and nose about on my desk like 
rodents, dogged determination i  
the set of their narrow shoulders. 
We clap our hands ifi the 
air similar to toddlers play- 
ing patty-cake as we squash 
these dawdling flyers. 
Observers misunderstand- 
ins our rnotives, might rec- 
ommend hiring someone 
younger to keep an eye on us, 
These flies don't bite, make 
noise, or do harm so far as 1 can 
tell. We've not had to buy bug 
repellent or calamine lotion. We 
do, though, have to keep all tbod 
covered even as homemade soup 
or bread cools on the counter, 
• : • : .  L • . /  
THROUGH BIFOCAL~ 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
They are unobservant, radar- 
less flyers. Unlike houseflies 
or bees, they fail to recognize 
danger and cruise at low alti- 
tudes like cropdusters, reck- 
lessly skimming the surface of 
cupboards, windows, and food. 
At suppertime yesterday, one 
fly, mocking a water bomber, 
skimmed the vegetable juices 
on my plate, misjudged its 
altitude as it approached the 
potatoes and upended as though 
snagged on a submerged log. 
I swiftly extricated its wreck- 
age, smeared its lifeless skeleton 
on a tissue, and finished the food 
from tile slope of the plate. 
Whereas most flying insects 
niflily elude flyswatters and ac- 
celerate when disturbed, these 
wee flies exhibit no fear or avoid- 
ance maneuvers. Consequently I 
can squash them with my thumb 
or index fingertip. To do so leaves 
a black smudge out of proportion 
to the size of their fuselage. 
I prefer to wad a hand towel 
and pounce the life out of them. 
Or unfurl the towel and flick 
them from and out of reach perch 
such as above the bathroom ir- 
ror lights. This infestation has 
livened up TV commercials. 
With the sound on mute, I have 
three minutes to clear my desktop 
by sopping them up as though 
they were leftover specks of salt. 
Those climbing the wall 
behind my typewriter or trot- 
ting along the edge of my book 
I mercilessly smoosh. I 'm 
always amazed how far one 
of their tiny bodies smears. 
Since my wrist fracture 
18 months ago I keep handy 
beside my pencil holder a 
pair of two pound dumbbells 
for strengthening my wrist 
as I watch Oprah or Dr. Phil. 
For lighter exercise I now 
reach and stretch shoulder 
muscles in my quest to nab 
these winged creatures. Both 
my muscular agility and vi- 
sual focus should be improving. 
Where these flies came from 
I 'm not sure. They must con- 
gregate in front of doors like 
New Year's Day shoppers. They 
lose no opportunity to enter 
the house. Light lures them. 
At bedtime as I read they stilt 
across the ceiling or stalk over the 
wall. Their size magnified as light 
passes through their wings which 
are transparent as a toddlers alibi. 
Their numbers make me ques- 
tion the value of fresh air as a 
means to a good night's sleep. 
If they drown so eas- 
ily in the kitchen, how do they 
survive our incessant rain? 
LOOK ooNAPPX! jlq'ooK.qi Evlq'or cflo  I  'o ETEE yEAR. oF / i  
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The North American Free Trade Agreesnent 
turn s 10 in January. The Terrace Standard' s Jeff 
Nagel and eight other Canadian reporters at- 
tended briefings in Ottawa nd Washington D.C. 
last month on the effects of NAFTA. The federal 
government paid for the trip. 
B.C. makes 
last ditch 
try for deal 
on lumber 
FINAL diplomatic push for a deal 
A with the U.S. on softwood lumber is 
now underway and B.C. has brought 
out its big guns. 
., Forests minister Mike de Jong heads 
to Washington D.C. next week for 
the second time in recent days to help press 
Canada's case with U.S. politicians. 
It follows the minister's Oct. 22 visit to the 
U.S. capital with premier Gordon Campbell, 
who met there with vice-president Dick Che- 
ney. They bluntly told American officials the 
time for a deal is now. 
"'If there's a deal to be had on the softwood 
lumber file, then let 's  do it and let's do it 
now," de ",long told The Standard in Washing- 
ton following the meeting. 
"If .politically that's not possible, then tell 
us. Because we'll get on with our lives." 
Time is running out for several reasons. 
First, the more rulings by NAFTA or WTO 
trade panels that find in favour of Canada in 
the dispute, the less incentive there is for Ca- 
nadian officials to cut a deal. 
"The longer this goes on the less likely it is 
that we'll be able to negotiate a solution," de 
Jong said. "The rationale for playing out the li- 
tigation option becomes tronger." 
Also, the U.S. is starting to gear up for elec- 
tions in 2004. 
That's another closing door of opportunity. 
The closer election season gets, the harder it 
is to get American politicians to approve any 
deal the U.S. lumber industry opposes. 
De Jong and Campbell are increasingly 
pushing the one hot button that may get the 
Americans' undivided attention: energy. 
Canadian and B.C. officials deny they have 
explicitly linked a deal on softwood to Cana- 
dian approval of pipelines that would carry 
Alaskan natural gas to the rest of the U.S. Di- 
plomats say they don't make threats they're 
not prepared to carry out. 
But a subtle variant is being talked around 
Washington. 
"Both the premier and I have emphasized 
the toll this is taking on industry, families and 
communities," de Jong said. "And how that 
B.C. FORESTS minister Mike de Jong outside the Capitol in Washington D.C. Oct. 23. 
He's back there next week to convince U,S. politicians to sign a lumber deal. 
NAFTA 
@10 
First of a series to 
mark lO years of North 
American free trade 
A special report by Jeff Nagel 
amount to an unfair industry subsidy. That 
complaint has always been the launch pad for 
demands for duties on softwood. 
So far, however, the U.S. government hasn't 
yet followed through and approved the draft 
policy bulletin that maps out the required re- 
forms in Canada. 
"We have been waiting for six weeks for it 
to be finalized and formalized," de Jong said. 
Without the policy bulletin, any proposed 
deal must get the consent of the U.S. industry 
- and that's as likely as trees learning how to 
walk and talk. Only a deal in which Canada 
completely caves in to U.S. demands would 
get the okay of U.S. producers. 
So that leaves de Jong and Campbell hop- 
ing to persuade U.S. legislators that the Ameri- 
can industry is unreasonable and to approve 
the policy bulletin, which gives the U.S. ad- 
nainistration the power to override the objec- 
tions of its own industry and seal the deal. 
De Jong's meetings with senators and house 
toll~.would impact,on.people'.s percep.tions o f  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  representatives ne[t week aim to ensure they 
thedJUnited.State..,s,'!',,;;~i,'I ~:~'7' , ..... :"":" :~' would resultkm"a t'ot~est,systerrr;tliat tl~e, ld!S;:~;~tind~{si'a~'d:ith~"de~th"O~'ih~:"dfiafige~ B C,;is 
.."As, anxious as we .are-as a~government to :would a~ree i~ fair ani:l unsubsidized, making and the gravity of the issue on the Ca- 
promote increased sales of natural gas and as If B.C.'s forest reforms fit the definition, the nada-U.S, relationship. 
anxious as we are to facilitate construction of 
things like natural gas pipelines, officials here 
have to understand that British Columbians' 
general reaction to those projects will be 
guided in part by how they are being treated in 
other areas of the relationship." 
Translation: If our citizens and MLAs stay 
angry over softwood, we may not be able to 
stop them from, say, blocking your proposed 
pipeline through northeast B.C. 
"The premier spoke to the political reality 
of any government's ability to cooperate on 
projects of the magnitude that are being pro- 
posed at a time when the overall relationship 
is suffering," de Jong added. 
An agreement had seemed within reach. 
The U.S. commerce department had drafted 
a document that may be the road map to 
peace in the woods. Known as a "policy bulle- 
tin", it sets out policy changes in Canada that 
province's timber would be immune to tariffs. 
"We believe we meet the test," de Jong 
said. 
B.C. reforms now being ilnplemented in- 
clude a 20 per cent takeback of timber from 
"Both the premier and I have 
emphasized the toll this is tak- 
ing on industry, families and 
communities." 
big companies that will then be auctioned off. 
The prices generated at those auctions would 
guide industry-wide stumpage rates that B.C. 
could then defend as market-based. 
The U.S. industry has long claimed B.C.'s 
arbitrary stumpage rates - a foreign concept in 
the U.S. world of privately owned forests - 
"The question is whether' there is sufficient 
political will, political ability, on the part of 
the administration," the minister said. 
Canadian trade officials have meanwhile 
been working to strike an interim agreement, 
which would set allowed levels of Canadian 
softwood exports to the U.S. while forest sys- 
tem reforms are in progress. 
That's seen as a deal covering the next 
three to five years. It would be far from per- 
feet, de Jong says, because it would maintain 
some level of tariff during those years. 
The chances for a deal still look remote. 
Provinces like Quebec are nowhere near as 
advanced as B.C. in changing forest policy. 
And there's tremendous potential for the 
U.S. industry to put tile screws to their legisla- 
tors to scuttle any deal. 
"I am not brimming with optimism," de 
Jong admitted. 
Softwood basics Rich American lumber 
lobby an implacable foe 
IMAGINE a zombie that, no matter how many 
times you kill it, keeps rising from its crypt to 
attack you again and again. 
That pretty much describes the U.S. forest 
industry and its unrelenting zeal to guard its 
market against Canadian lumber. 
Repeated rulings in Canada's favour would 
seemingly strike a killing blow to put the mon- 
ster to rest. 
But the American industry desperately 
wants to maintain tariffs that inflate the price 
of Canadian lumber in the U.S. And they have 
numerous tactics to keep the duties alive: 
• Delay, Appeal rulings and simply wait 
until the crippling duties push Canadian produ- 
cers to the verge of collapse and they capitu- 
late to U.S. demands. 
• Fight us with our own money.  U.S. 
trade law allows U.S, companies to use the 
money collected through countervail duties. 
That means money paid by Canadian mills as 
they export lumber across the border can go 
directly into U.S. pockets to finance further 
lobbying and legal attacks. But a recent trade 
ruling has found the more than $1.5 billion in 
tariffs collected to date must be returned to 
Canadian producers. That decision m, of 
course, under appeal. 
• Change the rules. Imagine Canada ulti- 
mately prevails and a final decision by trade 
adjudicators finds the U.S. tariffs are unjusti- 
fied. All the U.S, need do is slightly modify its 
commerce law and the entire process can 
begin all over again. 
Then there's the awesome political and fi- 
nancial clout the U,S. lumber barons wield. 
They are easily one of the richest lobbies in 
the U.S. They contribute heavily to political 
campaigns and can make or break the careers 
of senators and representatives. 
One of the timber barons in Georgia fighting 
to keep out Canadian wood is none other than 
former U.S. president Jimmy Carter. 
By contrast Canada's diplomats have no 
money or votes to deliver. That means little 
influence with U.S, officials who have much 
more to lose if they side with Canada against 
the U.S lumber lobby. 
Canadian trade raps are building alliances 
with U.S. consumer groups, home builders and 
mega-retailers like Home Depot - all of whom 
want cheaper Canadian lumber to cut con- 
struction costs, 
Unfortunately, they're not nearly as power- 
ful as the timber barons either. 
Adding to the challenge is the fact the bat- 
tle is happening at a time when Americans are 
overwhelmingly focussed on security. 
Some Canadian trade officials candidly 
admit the situation is almost futile, that the 
issue will continue to be "just brutally unfair" 
no matter what happens. 
Yet Canada continues to score wins before 
NAFTA and World Trade Organization panels 
that adjudicate the dispute. 
Each time trade adjudicators come out in 
favour of Canada it becomes more difficult for 
the U.S. to maintain its protectionist tance. 
The optics are also worsening for Washing- 
ton. 
The softwood spat with Canada is a spread- 
ing stain on president George W, Bush's 
claims to be a free trader. 
"What we need is a deal," says Canadian 
Labour Congress president Ken Georgetti. 
What's the issue? 
U.S, producers say Canada unfairly subsidizes its lum- 
ber. The claim centers on the public ownership of Ca- 
nadian forests - an alien concept in the U.S. world of 
privately held timber. Because provinces here set 
fees - stumpage - to cut public timber, Americans 
claim that is an arbitrary amount with much potential 
for governments to Drop up unsustainable operators, 
What's the real Issue? 
The real issue is how much B.C, wood is being sold to 
American customers. Our lumber is not only tess ex- 
pensive but also of higher quality than what's pro- 
duced in Ihe U,S. southeast, American producers to- 
lerate some Canadian imports. But whenever Cana- 
dian lumber makes up more than about 30 per cent of 
lotal sales in the U.S, and American mills start clos- 
ing, calls go up for barriers to Canadian lumber• 
Why is it Important? 
Tarilfs inflate the price of B,C, lumber in the U,S. 
adding nearly 30 per cent as it crosses the border, 
While some mills here have become ever more effi- 
cient and continue to run, many have closed and 
thousands of workers have been laid oil in B,C, 
What Is the effect in Terrace? 
West Fraser's idled sawmill in Terrace sends three- 
quarters of its lumber to the U,S. It will be more sus- 
tainable when it restarts if it doesn't have to pay high 
taritfs on lumber shipped soulh. And New Skeena 
Forest Products would be in posiition to restart its 
Terrace sawmill now if not for the 27 per cent tariffs, 
Most of ils lumber goes to Japan, but a favourable 
softwood deal with the U.S. would provide a much 
needed alternative, making the mill more viable. 
How long has this been going on? 
Americans have complained about Canadian v, ood 
since the 1800s, The first dispute was between Maine 
end New Brunswick in the 1820s, The newest battle 
"Any other way will  just lead to an arbitrary : broke out when the U.8, slapped duties on Canadian 
decision that one of tile parties wil l  f ind a way soflwood in May 2002. That followed the expiry of a 
around," 1996-2001 deal that limited duty-free Imports, 
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MACKENZIE AGNEW, 19 and a half months, 
has been in Vancouver since mid-August taking 
extensive cancer treatments. PHOTO COURTESY 
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE 
Mac is 
doing fine 
IN LATE summer. Mackenzie Agnew. ~lot even a year 
and a half old then, was dhtgnosed with cancer. 
Since Aug. 13 she and parents Don and Lynda Agnew 
have been spending time in Vancouver because her 
ongoing cancer treatments. 
Community response has restdted in bake sales, 
garage sales and the like to help with their expenses. 
When not in the hospital, the family is living at 
Ronahl McDonaM House. 
Below is an updated version of a recent emtiil 
received from Lyrrda Agnew and rtzeant for the 
community. 
MACKENZIE IS doing well. Her last chemo was on 
Oct. 27, her fourth round since we have been in 
Vancouver. It went well and there were no problems." 
This chemo was to have taken place Oct. 20, but 
was postponed because there was no space on the 
ward. 
Her third chemo on Oct. 3-7 was a very toxic 
"cocktail' and was very hard on Mac. She spent quite 
a bit of time being very sick. This was quite a change 
from her other reactions from theme and we were 
taken aback. She became very listless for awhile and 
was very cranky. Not our usual girl. 
This lasted over two weeks (through Thanksgiving) 
and she lost over two pounds. However, she had two 
bright spots. Grandparents Laurie and Judy came to 
visit and that helped. Then Nana Cyndi came on Oct. 
20 and Mac did a complete about-face. She has since 
regained that weight and became our little "angel 
again. 
We now have sort of have a schedule. Her next 
chemo, i~ .sclteduled, ~iral~l.o,~,~.~ d,~4.),Sutgexyijs;-D~:td 1,, 
then eilemo on or about Dec. 15. She will be 
completely reassessed afterward, including a new 
bone scan, ultrasound, CT scan and various blood 
tests. This will determine if she still has cancer cells 
in her body . . . . .  
We do not know what will happen if this occurs, 
but we have every hope that it will not be an issue. 
Assuming all goes well she will then go back to the 
hospital on Jan 5 for five days of very harsh chemo in 
preparation for her stem cell transplant on Jan I1, 
2004. 
She will be completely isolated for this as well as 
the next 30-40 days after the transplant. Imagine a 21- 
month old in one room for 5-6 weeks? Any 
volunteers? 
I [Lynda] was back in Terrace for two days 
recently to see who I could. If I missed anyone, I
apologize. Don and 1 are hoping to bring Mac back 
home in early December for a wi~ek, but it all 
depends on how she is. So here's hoping. 
I tell a lot of people down here about Mac's town 
and they all think you are amazmg. They can't 
imagine what it's like to live in a town as supportive 
as ours. So thanks to the community of Terrace for 
restoring a Iol of people's faith in small towns and in 
humaniiy. 
Lym~ and Don Agnew 
A life of numbers 
By AL  LEHMANN 
GRADING STUDENT papers today, l was reminded 
once again of how strongly numbers monopolize our 
lives, exerting a not-so-subtle tyranny over thought, 
feeling and motivation, the very stuff of our existence. 
The notion that all learning (among a myriad of 
other facets of our lives) should be reducible to 
numerical analysis was truly a revolutionary 
invention, yet sometimes it seems about a reasonable 
as the protagonist's discovery at the end of 
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy that the meaning of 
life is 42. 
Gazing at each paper, I see behind the words on 
the pages the faces of the students who produced 
them. Some are inquisitive or naive, others lazy or 
sly. A few are impatient, and fewer still confident. All 
wrestle as personalities with the humdrum chaos of 
daily life, and my homework or exam is only a few 
pixels in the great, fluctuating jpcg that would 
constitute any e-rendering of their conscious and 
unconscious attentions. 
Culturally we have swallowed whole the primacy 
of numbers. They are so reassuring, so solid in their 
meanings that how can one doubt their truth and 
utility? Thus we check our watches and our bank 
balances, climb off the scale each morning with a 
mournful sigh or a satisfied "hummph," let up on the 
gas when we creep too ['ar over fifty, and silently 
calculate how many days until the weekend or tile 
Christmas Holidays. 
Numbers rule the world. Stock market averages, 
sports scores and temperatures monopolize the 
airwaves of early morning radio. Is the World at Eight 
the same as the World at Six? 
Market gnomes puzzle over interest rate changes 
and commodlty prices, At Safeway I sidle up to the 
pharmacist's co,inter and slip my arm into the blood 
pressure cuff, hopeful that thedigital readout will 
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It's past time to stand up 
for senior health care here 
Dear Sir: 
The Terrace Standard 
Oct. 15 story "Terraceview 
bed close plan raises more 
fears" once again demon- 
strates the dire state facing 
area seniors with regard to 
the cuts facing long term 
care services. 
Earl ier this year the 
Northern Health Authority 
(NHA) announced cuts to 
Terraceview Lodge which would see the now 75 filled 
long-term care beds in Terrace reduced by over 30 per 
cent to only 50 beds. 
Alberta Hanna's situation i~ Terrace with regard to 
the article is not a new one. As she awaits "placement" 
in a facility in her home town of Terrace she is told that 
Terracev~ew is full. So it Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
Now wait a minute here. Does that mean that the 
NHA would move long term residents from their home 
town if they had the opportunity? 
Would someone from my home town of Kitimat be 
put into the lacility in Smithers if they had the chance? 
That's over three hours front their home and family on 
good road conditions. 
This same situation faced my grandmother and two 
other long time Kitimat residents everal years ago when 
the health ministry tried to move our loved ones to the 
facility in Smithers, as the extended care unit was full at 
the time and was only overturned after a desperate battle 
with the ministry. 
Despite all the rhetoric that we have been fed by the 
BC Liberals time and time again, the harsh reality ts 
that health care for area seniors will not be there ['or 
them or their families. 
As our elderly continue to occupy acute care beds in 
the wait for placement in long term care facilities in 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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their communities the NHA proceeds to blindly cut back 
beds at Terraceview Lodge in order to "better meet the 
needs of area seniors." 
Clearly, the NHA, under the instruction of the BC 
Liberals is destroying what little we have left of a health" 
care system in the province. 
Our semors are not just numbers on a page, they can- 
not be shoved at the will of the NHA to whichever place 
seems right to them. These numbers are our loved ones. 
It is time that the NHA and our local Liberal MLA 
Roger Harris took a stand on this issue and woke up to 
the problems concerning our communities here in the 
north. 
How are towns like Kitimat and Terrace ever going to 
retain old and attract new retirees to spend their retire- 
ment years in the north if the health care system is going 
to fail us time and time again? 
The NHA must realize that its move to cut beds from 
Terraceview Lodge will fundamentally impact elderly 
and families across the north in a profoundly negative 
way.  
I challenge Mr. Harris to speak up and defend his 
government's stance on these issues, and work to restore 
some sort of confidence in this decrepit health care sit- 
uation facing area seniors. 
Deriek Stinson, Prince George 
A disaster waiting to happen 
Dear Sir: 
The local governments 
and the provincial govern- 
ment as well must do 
something about children 
on bicycles. 
The majority of them do 
not wear helmets. They_ 
travel on the wrong side of 
the road at night going 
down the steep hill from 
the cement plant in Thorn- 
hil l  at unbe l ievab le  
speeds. No lights whatso- 
cver.  
One recent night I met 
two boys on one bike go- 
ing down the hill and you 
could tell even in the dark 
they were almost going out • 
of Control. "4"~":b,:.., ' ,~  '-  
There is no doubt in my 
mind that it is only a mat- 
ter of time until we will be 
confronted by a disaster 
with children losing their 
lives. 
From Page A6 
A life of 
numbers 
confirm my continued ex- 
istence [br a while longer. 
I think about the even- 
ing: can I afford an hour 
and a hall" to watch Six  
Feet Under? What is the 
difference between a 12 
year-old and a 16 year-old 
scotch? 
What if all the numbers 
were to disappear, just ['or 
a day? There would be an 
anarchy of confusion, of 
doubt, of disorganization. 
When would planes f ly,_  
businesses open, lives 
connect in" any organized 
fashion? 
Still, there is a certain 
appeal to being delivered 
from all this numerical 
buzz, to the notion that we 
might actually see the 
world in a realer way for a 
few minutes if every per- 
ception we had weren't 
mediated by some numeri- 
cal filter. 
Perhaps that's the se- 
duction of the Zen mas- 
ter's instructions about 
"just sitting." t goes a long 
way to explaining why we 
can gaze for long moments 
at fire in a grate or leaves 
tumbling out of an autumn 
sky, lost in thought. 
But I must relutn to my 
papers, and when my stud- 
ents question the grades 
they receive I explain the 
grade as clearly as I can, 
but also add sagely that 
our world depends on it. 
AI Lehmmln is a teacher 
at Caledonia Secondary. 
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The local governments 
will definitely be held re- 
sponsible because they 
simply do nothing to teach 
children safety. 
Up until now I am sure 
we have been lucky and I 
hope I never say, "I told 
you so"  
Finally, I urge the pro- 
vincial government to 
help, starting off by mov- 
ing the Terrace city 
boundary to include Thorn- 
hill and carry out whatever 
steps necessary to force 
the communities to take 
charge and avoid a poten- 
tial catastrophe. 
Andy Nabess, 
Terrace,  B.C, 
www, hawkalr.ca i 
Call your local travel agent 
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bringing 
wel l -being 
to life 
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"aA C//TIIE~" 
Accredited by the Privale 
Post Secondary Education 
Commission 
200, 3400 30th Ave. 
Vernon, BC VIT 2E2 
(250) 558-3718 or 
1-800-701-8863 
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OVCMT is now accepting applicants for 
the January 2004 start of: 
• One Year Spa Practitioner program 
• Three Year Massage Therapy program 
Also offering: 
• Touch for Health Certificate program 
Level 1 - Oct. 25-26, 2003 - $275.00 
Level 2 - Nov. 29-30, 2003 - $275.00 
• Thai Massage - Level 1 
December 3-7, 2003 - $450.00 
www.ovcmt .eom 
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Attend our Bone Density Screening 
Osteoporosls is a potentially crippling disease that causes bones to lose 
their strength, often becoming brittle or porous leading to potential 
fractures, disablllly, pain and deformity. Find out more about osteoporosis .. . 
f0rd.ca 
Meet our healthcare professionals to discuss: 
• Risk Factors for Osteoporosis .,. 
• Diet and Nutrition : ~j  ;r -,"'% 
• Preventative Options i, .('1, ~1~!' " ~';~t,i'~a; ~ :';~;~: 
on-site using our heel ultrasound device. 
Bare feet will be required for proper 
screening A fee will be charged for this 
servlce.Speclaldiscount forSave-On.More 
cordholders. Appointments recommended. 
Book now and receive a Eree ~ . ~  
"Wemen's Health Pratlcal Guide" valued at 29.99 ea 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12TH, 
9:30 AM -4:30 PM 
TERRACE 
4731 Lakelse Ave. 
250-635-4021 
savei foods 
TM 0 The brlghtllfe W men's Health Program Is made posslble through support from: 
t ,~,, 
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With our winter Gold package, 
your vehicle will be more than ready to face our rough winters! 
• Oil change up to 5 litres of 
Motorcraft ® 5W30 engine oil 
• Motorcraft oil filter 
1 
t 
I 
• Lubricate chassis/hinges/locks 
• Tires checked and inflated (if required) 
• Battery test and reDort 
With FORD Fast Lane there is no appointment necessary. For fast service and great quality, 
you can count on FORD Fast Lane. So drop by anytime until November 30'" and we'll help you 
B, T THE: COLD!! 
FastZane" 
L 
I 
I 
*At participating Fast Lanes 0nly. Please see your Fast Lane Manager for details.Additional charge may apply for Motorcraft 5W20 and all premium grade oils, 
Motorcraft oil filter installed based on availability for your make and model of vehicle. Environmental charges may apply. Taxes not Included. Offer applies to most cars and light trucks. Offer expires November 30, 2003. 
Council gets failing grade . . . .  
abo ut statuto ry s h o p pi n g a r s , . :  . . . .  I ~ 
DeEven with a petition with 
hundreds or signatures and large CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
turn outs at city hall opposing 
stat. holiday openings Terrace is 
now wide open on statutory 
holidays. 
Whether you like it or not 
you have to give this council an 
A+ in political manoeuvres. 
This is great if you want a 
council that makes crafty decisions that benefit the tni- 
nority. 
As far as representing the majority, this council gets 
an F in  this case. If you are upset by this remember it at 
election time. 
Don't vote for a candidate that supported this or 
helped by not being present at crucial votes on this is- 
sue. 
While those of us that work in the retail industry are 
Tl,ae Mail Bag 
at work on the star, instead of spending time with our fa- 
milies, think of what this council has taken from you. ,' 
This council should be rementbered for the "stat holi- 
day opening fast one." 
One thing you won't hear out of the mouths of the 
currant council on a stat holiday will be "Hi, Welcome 
to Wal-Mart" 
That's because they will be home having Thanksgiv-. 
ing dinner with their families. 
James D. Fraser, Terrace, B.C. 
Canuct s lottery s aps amateurs 
2 Dear Sir: In September 2002 at the Union of B.C. Municipali- 
ties convention in Whistler I was successful in getting a 
resolution endorsed that proposed a lottery to do exactly 
what the B.C. Lottery Corp bas now done for the Van- 
couver Canucks. 
Only my idea was to have it go to all amateur sports 
in what I called support for young athletes from play- 
grounds to podiums. Isn't that what the original lottery 
corporation was Ibunded to do - support amateur athlete 
development? But it got to be such a big winfall that 
government got their greedy little fingers in the pie and 
the funds were diverted to general revenues. 
That was bad enough but this last deal to set it up a 
ticket in support of a pro hockey team really slaps all 
young athletes, coaches, and even our parents who often 
spend long hours on the roads driving our children all 
over the province, in the face. 
It shows the lack of consideration of both the lottery 
corp and the provincial government to our up and com- 
ing stars. Where are the hearts of these people that make 
up these organizations. Certainly not with the average 
hard working citizeus of this great county. 
Nipper Kettle, Houston, B.C. 
Say 'no' to Spirit Bear 
Dear Sir: 
I disagree with all these people who say we should 
accept hisSpirit Bear. I arrived in Terrace in 1969 and 
the kermode bear was a conm3on ame back then. 
The Caledonia kermode basketball team being one. 
City hall was promoting kermode beaer pins, which went 
everywhere, including the lower mainland. 
All of a sudden our bear has been moved to Princess 
Royal Island and become a Spirit Bear. 
I disagree that kermode is a difficult word. Why 
should we bend to the wishes of people who find ker- 
mode a difficult word. It might peak their interest if it's 
an unusual word. 
It's been our kermode bear for years. L.et's keep it that 
way. 
Vi T immerman, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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EFFECTIVE FITNESS 
(Your Family Fitness Centre) 
WELCOMES Virginia Hawkshaw, Certified 
Personal Trainer, Nutrition & Wellness Specialist 
With 10 years experience, Virginia 
can help with your Health & Fitness needs. 
Call 635.4130 
Tuesda), November 11 'h 
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
fo  oppi ' r your: ng convenience. 
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• 2,2L 140HP ECOTEC Engine - 5 ytl 
tOO.OOOkm PowerUain Warranty w=th SO 
Deducbble - 5-SPeed Getrag Manual . Theft 
Deterrent System ' 60/40 Split Folding Rea~ 
Seat. Spader (c0upe only) ,l ,4 e 
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Your Chevro le t  * O ldsmobi le  Dea lers  of BC gmcanada,com I "800"GM'DeRIVE  
You should know h s '* No a vehicles are ellotbis Vehicle availability vares by dee ensh p, L mi ed T me of er. Most be at least 21 years of age, nave a vatid Canadian driver's license and be a qualified buyer, Vehicle insurance end usage restricUena pply. See w~w.gmca ada cum o your 
dealer for complete terns and conditions, tCredit Inclusive of applicable taxes and will be applied Io relevant SmarlLease monthly payment, purchase price or cash purchase pr ce a dealership, t0% purchase financing on approved GMAC oredi on y. Down payment and/or redo may be 
required. Monthlypaymanlandeostothorrowinowlllvaffdeppndlngon amopntberrowedanddown paymenl/hede. Example:$tO,OOOotO%APR, themonthlyPaymeotts$g/L781or36months, Castof borrowing ts $O, Totslo~lgattonls$10.000 Dlscountsornther incentivasmuybe 
evaiisble where consumers opt or a c~h purchase I~lce offer. By se ectin9 the purchase financing otter consumers may he foregoing such discounts or other Incentives which may resuff in a high effective Inlerest rate. °'SmodLnase' offer based on a 48.mnoth tease for Maltbo RIA, Cavalier 
RTk Venture R/A, Impala RTA. Total oblioatlou Is $15.581, $10,147, $13,909, $15,939, A~noai kllumotre limit 20,000 I,.m, $0,12 per excess kilume re, Op ion 0 ~rchase a ease end Is $ 0,303, $5,5Y5, $9.0:)3, $11.388, plus appl cab e axes. 0 har lease opt ons available. Fmloht included 
Llce~e. Insurance and taxes not Included, "l'ffrotoht Included. License. insurance and taxon not included. ".nbe SmedLanse monthly payment and the GMAC ~rchasa finance rates are not evailable with and ate not calculated on the "Cash Purchase" pace sllowfl. The dillerence between the 
pdce for Ihe Smarlleane/GMAC ~orchase finance offer and Ihe "Cash Purchase" I~lce offer is deemed under i~ovlncisl disclosure laws to be a cost OT borrowing, whether or not the same represents anloai interest, and is required to be expressed as an ectoal parcentage rate which Is 0%. 
15.08%, 1.90%, 5.24%, ~,|'tOffars apply to virtually all 2004 new m demonstrator models of vehicles equipped as eosclllk-~ Dealer order or trade may be noceasafy. Offers pppl./Io qualified retail cnslomere In the BC marketing area on~y, Limited time oilers which may not he combined 
with other offers, Dealers are free to set individual prices. See your dealer(s) [or conditions and details &Award Details: Yenlule and Impala Eoergalde 'best in class' awards based on 2003 data. Natural I~nsourcns Canada fuel consumption ratings. Chewolet Venture holds a 5.Star dllvor and 
passenge( rating In side-impaot tests (when equipped wffh side air bags). Chevrolet Impala holds a 5.STSr fronl seat nsting in Irontal-tml~aCl teats, Testing conducted b/1110 Nshonsl Highway Traffic Safety Admintsffatlon. 
GET MORE. 
GM 
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CanadaO 
MacCarthy Motors (Terrace)Ltd. 
250-635-4941 
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House move delayed 
THE PLAN to move the 
George Little house to the 
foot of Kalum by Greig 
Ave. has been postponed, 
Approaching winter 
means costs  of ~noving, 
months. 
Terrace mayor Jack 
Talstra did say the city 
had hoped half of the mon- 
ey would come from the 
softwood relief program 
preparing the new site and and t!~e wage grant. 
renovation would be much I t  means the city will 
higher than at other times have tolook for, orput up 
of the year, says Brian by itself, another $400,000 
Baker of the Terrace Eco- - about $140,000 more 
nomic Development Au- than planned - or else 
thority, the project's main scale back the project. 
proponent. Organizers have said 
"We want to get it right the  proposal submitted was 
and the cost has to be af- for the "Cadillac" version 
fordable," said Baker. and could be downsized to' 
The house, built by city cut costs. 
founder George Little, is 
now on Hall St. 
When moved to the foot 
of Kalum and renovated to 
resemble a turn-of-the cen- 
tury railway station, it is 
intended to act as the an- 
chor for a revitalized area 
tbcussing on tourism. 
A $307,000 federal soft- 
wood relief grant will pay 
more than a third of the 
$878,000 cost of develop- 
ment. 
A second federal contri- 
bution, from Hun~an Re- 
sources Development Ca- 
nada, amounts to $140,000 
and is meant br wages. 
"When you add in the 
city's contribution, you 
have to remember that 
these are tax dollars and 
"We now have to go 
back to the drawing board 
a little bit and reconfigure 
it a bit," Talstra said. 
The project includes 
moving the house to the 
foot of Kalum St., street 
work; decorative lighting, 
landscaping, and extensive 
renovations and redesign- 
ing of the building. 
The city's flew down- 
town tourism zone along 
Kalum puts an emphasizes 
touristy shops and requires 
redevelopment fi an "old 
Terrace" design theme. 
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dacqui Kohl 
SALES & LEASING CONSULTANT 
CIIE'VROLL'T" OLDSMOBILE ' PONTIAC " BUICK " GHC TRUCKS 
The North's #1 GM Dealer is pleased to welcome 
Jacqui Kohl to their Sales Team. 
After 17 years with Safeway, Jacqui's excited to be 
part of the MacCarthy. team. She would like to invite 
all her friends and Former customers to view the 
inventory of new and pre-owned cars, trucks, vans 
and sport utilities. 
TERRACE 635-4941 
5004 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
KITIMAI" 632-4941 
OuT O~ TOWN CUSTO~S (1-800-862-3926) 
• 
i • 
less... 
you have to do things cor- 
rectly," added Baker. 
He doesn't anticipate 
any problems in having the 
grants be used next year 
instead of this year. 
As it is, the federal 
government's softwood 
program was delayed for 
Flu shots 
urged here 
THIS YEAR'S flu season 
Banana's 
South American Grown, .821kg. 
Small Stewing Fowl 
Mature Chicken, Fresh, 1.08/kg. 
!) 
is now expected to hit the 
region earlier - and harder 
- than expected. 
Part of Alberta and Sas- 
katchewan are already 
seeing sharp increases in 
the number of flu cases, 
prompting the Northern 
Health Authority to urge 
residents here to get vac- 
c inated.:  ~ i :  . . . .  " ; ~ r ' : q 1' 
The A/Panama strain is 
expected to hit seen to 
eight weeks earlier than 
normal this year, Northern 
Health Authority chief 
Western Family 
Mushrooms 
Pieces and Stems,384 ml., Case of 12 99 
01924-0 
Western Family Apple 
Blend 
I L.,Case of 12 
~,r, i~'~!r~u;l" "'~ t 
medical health officer Dr. 
Lorna Medd said. 
Another medical health 
health officer, Dr. David 
Bowering, said an out- 
break in Edmonton is par- 
ticularly bothersome. 
Road and air connec- 
tions between Edmonton 
and the north mean the flu 
can easily travel here. 
"Flu knows no bounda- 
ries, especially with peo- 
ple flying back and forth 
and driving," he said last 
week. 
"It's a heads up. The 
thing to do is get a flu- 
shot. Don't wait around," 
Bowering added. 
The Prairie strain seems 
to be mutating, making it 
more difficult to fight with 
the kind of vaccine now 
available in the northwest, 
he said. 
But even though the ef- 
ficiency of the vaccine 
may be reduced, Bowering 
urges people to get their 
shots. 
Residents are advised 
to get vaccinated as soon 
as possible in order to be 
fully protected, especially 
those who have chronic 
health conditions or who 
are deemed at risk. 
The vaccine is avail- 
able from your doctor. It 
offers protection against 
A/Panama, and the A/New 
Caledonia and B/Hong 
Kong flu strains. 
The NHA is also offer- 
ing drop-in clinics for the 
flu and the Pneumococcal 
vaccine al the Health Unit 
Auditorium, located at 
• 3412 Kalum St., every day 
this week from 3:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m, Daytime clinics 
will be offered at the same 
time Nov. 10, 12 and 14. 
Evening drop-in clinics 
will offered Nov. 5, 10 and 
12 from 6:30 p.m, to 8:30 
p.m. 
Both vaccines free to 
anyone aged 65 and older. 
The flu vaccine is free to 
people with chronic health 
illnesses, otherwise there...• 
is a $15 fee . . . .  . 
Western Family Original iDairyland Milk 
Waffles : ~ ~  Homo, Skim, ~ ~  
48 Pack, ~!~iSii~ii~C~),i ill ii ~i'~i~ I%,2%, ~ 
~ ~W.q,~l,~.~ "/: ~ ; '~-~i~ ] 4 Litre PLU# 50, 
~,~i  ~ ~/!~'~ ~:?~i,~-:~ . W'ith any $50.00 purchase xcluding coupon items, Iolto, tobacco, gift certificates, prescriptions, insurance, 
I: ~e~ ~ ~ ~ ~,~'~ :,  ~ ~ rewards and taxes. Present his coupon with your Save-On.More cord to the cashier at the llme of purchase. 
~ ~ .  !~~y!  Cannot be combined with any other coupon offer on this product. Coupon valid at $ave.On-Foods, Terrace 
i ~~'~ ::;:~ "8 '~  lecat;on only from November 5t11 to 8th. To the cashier: Enter PLU code. Place coupon m drawer. 
SPEND AND GET POINTS 
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Spend $200'on your Save-On.Hare card and earn: ~ i 
 00tl - -  " • bonus - - i  
11w potnts  
• 
~ " ~  ~.  Print t~ ~ ~tt~ r  ~ c_.~ © ~ ea~r m ~ ~ ~ .  on~ me " 
-.~',&A~=,'P#n,~ HAWKAIR~,~~ij~,~.l~.j~=_r~~pac/ficCoa~d ~~.,.,,." ~peReAie~ 
save foods 
We will be open Nov. 11,2003 from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Prices effective at Terrace locations from Wednesday to Saturday, Nov. 5 to Nov 8, 2003. We reserve the right to limit quantities. 
i Emblem winners 
A GYM full of Clarence Michiel students 
watched Skeena MLA Roger Harris present 
Grade 7 student Erin Bailey (top) with an 
Olympic t-shirt for winning the youth category 
in the "Unofficial 2010 Winter Olympics Em- 
blem Contest." Erin also received A and W 
meal coupons for her classmates. Below, Jon 
Roders wears an Olympic zippered top, his 
prize for winning one of the contest's adult 
categories. Holly Wassink was the other adult 
winner in the contest. 
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College lobbies gov't 
to keep budget intact 
NORTHWEST COM- 
MUNITY College presi- 
dent Stephanie Forsyth is 
in Victoria this week to 
convince provincial offi- 
cials to hold off on a 
budget cut. 
After two years of trying 
to increase student 
numbers, enrolments re- 
main below what the pro- 
vincial government wants 
in return for the money it 
is providing the college. 
The province has said 
the college qould have its 
budget cut next year be- 
cause of low enrolments. 
"We are about 18 per 
cent lower than what our 
target is," said Forsyth last 
week. 
"But you have to keep 
in perspective that the 
economy in the northwest 
is clown and that it is prob- 
ably the most affected 
area in the province." 
Forsyth said other rural 
colleges are also reporting 
decl in ing enrolments 
which, in percentage 
terms, are more than what 
is happening in the north- 
west. 
Northwest Community 
College's full time enrol- 
ments this year are actual- 
ly up by nearly five per 
cent over last year but part 
time numbers are down by 
nearly 18 per cent. Com- 
bined, this makes for an 
enrolment drop of 3.6 per 
cent from last year. 
Overall, there are now 
1,100 full time and 526 
part time students. 
A home support/resident 
care worker program of 26 
students would have boost- 
ed numbers but its October 
start date has been de- 
layed until January. 
"We just couldn't find 
qualified instructors," said 
Forsyth. 
The college also started 
its licensed practical nurs- 
ing program in September 
instead of January as was 
the case in 2002. It means 
the class of 24 students 
can't be counted as full [ 
time, Forsyth added. 
Despite the shortfall, 
Forsyth remains optimistic 
" = ~ % . ~ .  ~ I 
"~* ' : ' . : ( '~ *'~ '" I 
I 
COME ON DOWN...IT'S FREE! : 
FREE GAME VOUCHERi 
: 1  
This game is free, that's rigla, FREE!  
• T'i%" ":~ e / :~:  ~:. ? :.:~" '~, , Use voucher to redeem your free 3-up card ~'~'~'~":~"~"~'"~'~ 
: .o o • 
' ii I ' ;~: ~ ;~ 
, an $200.00! Bring I wt u eas ~ .~ 
. . . . .  . . . . . .  O~ . ,~7,  ~ : 
'. them nto our $alurda afternoon e~ ............... ,7 z~..-~tz . . . .  ~ ..........  ~  ~...;~ 
exchanae them for cards forthe [ree aame.:.:: `:~: • :. .... ~,~?..~.¢t~.~.~=..:--: 
about the college's ability sible areas where employ- 
to enrol more students ment skills might be need- 
based on regional employ- ed. 
ment needs, It is part of a general 
"We have eight differ- regional effort to wean the 
ent needs assessments now. economy off of an overly 
underway/' she said in cit- high reliance on the forest 
: ing aquaculture, oil and industry. 
gas an d agr!,culture as pos-. 
! : 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Srnithers &Prince Ruperl 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service In the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
IA  FtmeedSerdce Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
~/..~ ,~=ocio~ton 24 hour pager 
~ www.bc-girlguides.org 
*This number  wi l l  connect you directly with the 
Guiding representative in your  neighbourhood 
I Help  avo id  power  in ter rupt ions .  Keep t rees  away f rom power  l ines .  
Many power interruptions are caused by trees 
or branches falling on or touching power lines. These 
can be avoided through preventative pruning 
or removing hazardous trees. Keeping trees and 
branches away from power lines will also reduce 
electrical hazards which can endanger you and 
your property. 
You can do your part by monitoring the trees 
on your property. Look for trees that are unhealthy, 
are weak from injury or have unstable root systems. 
Also, watch for overhanging, structurally weak 
or damaged branches. 
If a tree or branch jeopardizes the electric service 
wire to.yourho~se;*a!raflge for a certified treb~ ~,, 
service to assess the problem: If a tree poses an 
immediate risk to power lines on the street, or if you 
have any questions or safety concerns, please give 
us a call at 1-80Q 224-9376 (I 800 BCHYDRO) 
or visit www.bchydro.com. 
BOhydro m AO2-659R 
u :.~y.i~.-. 
~.  lt~ "'ii:!:1~ili:i~ ~' Phone: 250-635-2411 
-~.. ' Fax: 250-635-7882 
~::!~.~.:~ Jackpot lnfo. Line Ext. 27. 
,ii:i 1~ t~ ~i~,~ ~i!¢0" I ~ 4410 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Here's how Luc.~ $ B'ng& Pala~e h~ assi'sted 
th,s wee~cs sooetyi, 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Over the years, The Terrace Kinsmen have 
provided many services and donations to the 
community. Recently with funding from Lucky 
Dollar Bingo Palace, Terrace Kinsmen have 
been working on replacing and expanding the 
children's park equipment at George Little Park. 
This project is costing approximately $20,000. 
Other uses of bingo funds have been for 
renovations to the Kin Hut at Halliwell and 
Sparks as well as providing funding to maintain 
and improve Kiddies Kamp. 
ti 
Please- don't take it out on the workers. 
TWU members share your frustration with Telus service. 
Over the last few years, the new management at Telus 
has made it impossible for us to provide you with the service 
you deserve. They have slashed staffing levels by 30%, 
removed thousands of jobs from communities across Alberta 
and BC and radically centralized their operations. It's not 
surprising that service quality has declined so dramatically. 
Unfortunately, some customers who are at their wits end 
in dealing with the company are taking their frustrations out 
on us. We want you to know that those of us who are still on 
the job are doing everything we can under extremely adverse 
conditions to meet your needs. 
There is no indication that management understands how 
badly the situation has deteriorated, But sooner or later 
Telus has to realize that the solution to the current crisis 
is simple: the company must hire and train enough people to 
provide the service you are entitled to. 
The members of the Telecommunication Workers Union 
° 
www.twu-canada.ca 
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Sportsplex pledges 
starting to add up 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
JUSIT OVER $125,000 was 
plec.ed at nit Oct. 30 city 
hall ~cercmony, boosting 
the amount needed for thc 
planned spnrtsplex here. 
When combined with 
money already raised, thc 
thermometer t acking the 
goal of $4 million was in- 
creased to $2,254,698. 
Most recent commit- 
ments include $50,000 
from the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Medical Association, 
$50,000 from the Terrace 
Rotary Club, $20,000 from 
Terrace Minor Hockey As- 
sociauon and $5,001 from 
the Tcrrace Ringette Asso- 
ciation. 
Not included in the cer- 
emony was a $5,000 
pledge from the Terrace 
Downtown Lions and just 
over $17,500 raised at an 
Oct. 18 auction which saw 
sports memorabilia and 
other items sold. 
Among those items up 
lot sale were donations of 
sports gear carried over 
from the now disbanded 
Rick and Paul King Foun- 
dation. 
That foundation was 
formed after the death of 
Rick King, a city council- 
lor who lobbied aggres- 
sively for a second sheet 
of ice more than 10 years 
ago. He and his young son, 
Paul, were killed in a car 
accident Nov. 6, 1993. 
The foundation raised 
roughly $40,000, about 
half of which was used to 
pay for initial architectural 
drawings for a proposed 
earlier sportsplex building 
and to pay for a 1997 ref- 
erendum for an earlier, but 
unsuccessful, construction 
the proceeds frorn last 
month s auction. 
The city has already se- 
cured a $2 million federal 
and provincial grant, but it 
must be used by 2005. 
i l l  
As it stands, the propo- 
sal for tbe second sheet of 
project say the building's 
versatility to be trans- 
formed into a gymnasium 
is key to  mak ing the ,~ 
sportsplex really pay off. ~ 
Building a dedicated 
gymnasium would be even 
more beneficial, they say. 
Ron Bart lett  and 
ice includes seating for 80 Clarence Martin both 
people, two multi-function raised the issue at a recent 
rooms, administration of- sportsplex luncheon. 
rices and retail areas for •Both--men suggested 
lease. 
The structure will go 
between the existing arena 
and the aquatic centre. 
The current administra- 
tive area in the arena 
would be turned into a 
youth centre, but what pro- 
grams would operated 
there have yet to be deter- 
mined. 
Some supporters of the 
more seating for spectators 
would help Terrace attract 
major events similar to the 
All Native Basketball 
Tournament in Prince Ru- 
pert, which generates mil- 
lions of dollars of revenue 
every year for that city. 
"First Nations commu- 
nities live and breath bas- 
ketball, not hockey," Bar- 
tlett said at the meeting. 
J 
CITY PARKS and rec official Wade Loukes had the 
job of increasing the sportsplex thermometer mon- 
etary tally at a ceremony Oct. 30. Pledges made 
that date amounteC to more than $125,000. And 
that means cash and commitments now total just 
over $2.254 million for the project which has a bud- 
get of $4 million. Sportsplex backers want work to 
start nexl spring. SARAH A. Z IMMERMAN PHOTO 
ECHO° OFFERS REBATES To- 
IHELP"FIRE BRBK" 
I DO HOMES 
In the wake 
of this year's 
disastrous fire 
season, Echo 
Power Equipment 
(Canada) is offering 
cash rebates to help 
BC residents "fire 
brea k" their homes 
and property. 
l t i | ( I J l r  Endorsed by 
p~, , r  fire marshals, 
the Echo program 
will rebate 10% of the pui'chase 
price for any Echo power pruner 
to any BC resident. 
Echo power pruners reach up 
to 22 feet high to cut down 
overhanging tree branches that 
can spread fires from tree-to- 
tree or from tree-to-house. 
Details of the rebate program 
are available from any Echo 
dealer in British Columbia. 
#lEe ' l iB  For further information and the 
location of your nearest Echo dealer: 
call 1-800-731-7836 orfollow the Ask Any Pro!" "BC Residents" link at www.echo.ca. 
Offer valid until March 30. 2004 
and may be extended at the discretion of Echo Power Equ,pment (Canada). 
OUR BEST SALE EVER 019 
CANADA'S #1 M IN IVAN 
plan. 
The sportsplex commtt- 
tee wants to raise $2 mil- 
lion in cash and pledges 
within the next two months 
in order to start building 
the second sheet of ice 
next spring. 
Ideally, those Pledges 
should be paid up by the 
end of 2004. 
So far the city has just 
over $46,000 cash in the 
bank including $20,000 
from the King Foundation 
which was deposited in 
Nov. 2000. 
The remaining money 
comes from private donors, 
some corporate donors and 
Alcan mum 
on donation 
ALCAN officials aren't yet 
prepared to say if they'll 
make a donation to the 
Terrace sportsplex project. 
"'We certainly listened 
to the presentation with a 
lot of interest from the 
sportsplex group," says 
manager of corporate af- 
fairs Colleen Nyce. "We 
receive many, many re- 
quests, as you can 
imagine." 
The sportsplex project 
is just one of several big- 
money northwestern pro- 
jects Alcan has been ap- 
proached to support this 
year. 
The list includes the 
new medical program at 
UNBC. supporting a swim- 
ruing pnol in Houston. 
building a civic centre in 
Burns Lake and building a 
library in Vanderhoof, 
"We can't do them all. 
even though we're a big 
company we only have so 
many investment dollars," 
Nyce said. 
Alcan so far this year 
has shelled out $50,000 in 
the Terrace area. 
That includes money for 
Riverboat Days, the 75th 
Anniversary homecoming 
social, the trades competi- 
tion held annually at 
Northwest Community 
College, the Dare to 
Dream Foundation. the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
the Terrace business ex- 
cellence awards and do- 
nating money to various 
scholarships. / "We're making a bigger 
effort to be involved in the 
community," Nyce said. 
Alcan was approached ~I  
last month by the commit- 
tee and a more detailed 
package about the project 
was sent to Alcan Oct. 24. 
. 7 4  r,,.~ 
.~ . .  . . .~%~¢?~ 
Dodge Caravan 
i 
O 0/0 on Dodge Caravan d .ow purchase financing for72 M O N T H S" a" "odge Gra.d Carava"s 
l 
ZOO3,DODGE CARAVAN SXT: • Leather wrapped steering wheel. Body colour door ~andles • Unique I 
15" "Crossfire" wheel covers • Air conditioning • Cruise control • Power windows, locks and mirrors 
• Sentry-Key® Theft Deterrent System * Multistage driver and front passenger airbags • 7Pass.enger seating 
• 21588" 
' i 
Dodge Caravan ': l ~ 1" l l l ' l l " 
LEASE FOR 
$ ?l::tt/m00th 
~%,# 48 MONTHS 
WITH SL750 DOWN PAYMENT OR EQUIVALENT TRADE 
FREIGHT AND AIR TAX iNCLUDED. NO SECURITY DEPOSIT, 
OTHER 48MONTHLEASE 
PLANS OFEERED 
DOWN PAYMENT 
s3,350 
sO 
LEASE FOR 
s388,  ' 48 MONTHS 
WtTN $1.750 DOWN PAYMENT OR EQUIVALENT RADE. 
FREIGHT AND AIR TAX INCLUDED. NO SECURITY DEPOSIT, 
MONTHLY 
s354~ 
s425, 
DOWN PAYMENT 
s3,350 
sO 
APPEARANCE 
PACKAGE , 
"Most Fuel Efficient 
Van for 2003" MONTHLY 
Based on 2003 Fuel Consumption 
Guide ratinos published 
by Natural Resources Canada. 
s294Y 
s364 t 
CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
'28,188" 
~ REAR SEAT 7" DYe SYSTEM 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
& WIRELESS 
[,:~,-,~T.; : ; ~ , ~  HIQhlst $1d* Ira=act Raelmp' 
2003 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SPORT OVO EDITION: 
' Ouad seating, honl [, real air conditioning • Power windows, locks ~ m[rr0rs 
• kNIfM/cassetldrO pl~yer * ].zone temperalere control * geyle$$ enlry, ABS brakes 
, Cruise control, Additional I~" in lenqt h & 124 L (zs.a eu. It.) mote cargo c&padty 
o~?~,, The best orotechon 
we've ever offered on 
\~,~,'~\~ ,'. / all 2003 Dodoe 
~'i~ " "::1'~ Caravan and Grand 
Caravan models. 
7 Year or ltS,0OOkm 
oowertram warranty. 
Plus 24 hour Roadside Ass,sfance. 
6M, ~e, HOH~ & TO~TA ~' r  gA](H IT, 
CIIRYsLER FINANCIAL 
CANADA 
VISIT YOUR N EIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEEP' ,  DODGE DEALER OR DODGE.CA Wise customers read the fine print: ", t • These are limited time i 
offers which may not fie combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate and apply to retail deliveries on most new 2003 vehicles. Dealer order/trade may be necessary. II • 0%0 purchase financing on all 2003 Dodge Caravan and Grand Caravan models up to 72 months, Example: S25.OOO@ 0%0 APR/72.month term; monthly payment is $34T.23. Cost ol borrowing 5 ~ "  is SO. Total obligation is SZ5,00O. t Based on a 48 month lease for the 2003 Dodge caravan Z80 RBK*AGR (vehicle not exactly as shown) and 2003 Dodge Grand Caravan 
28H.WNY¢RBU*XRV*GNC. Total Caravan lease obligations are as follows: 517.472 with $0 down; 517,494 with SL750 down; $17..462 wi!h $3.350 down.Lease financinginterest rate is 0.5%0. Total 1L JeeD 
Grand Caravan lease obligations are as follows: $20.400 with SO down; $20.374 with $1.750 down; S2O,34Z with $3.350.down. Lease linancing interest rate is 1.3%.Kilometres limited to 81600: I I  - - "  
charge of SO.5/km for excess kilometres. • Cash purchase price may not be combinea with purchase financing ano applies only to tne 2003 uooge caravan 280 RBI(',AGR and 2003 Dodge 
Grand Caravan 28H+WNY÷RBU*XRV*GNC. If customers choose 0% purchase financing, they forego incentives available to cash purchasers. The effective interest rate. factoring in the~e - - l l l~  =,'. ,",cam 
incentives, could be up to 9%. '. 'i" • Cash purchase/financinqlleases include freight and exclu@ licence, insurance, taxes, registration, dealer a dm!nistration charges and PPSA. Lease/financing BILl 
subject to approval by Chrysler Financial Canada. Chrysler Financial Canada is a member of the uaimlerChrys~er ~ervices ~;anada Group. See dea~er for complete details and conditions. ~ Based 
on U.S. Nalional Highway Tralfic Safety Administration (NHTSA) scoring system for 2002 model year Dodge Grand.Caravan, $ 2003 and 2004 Chrysler. Jeep. and Dodge vehicles are backed by the l i ~  
best protection we've ever offered: a T'year or 115,000 kilometre Powertrain warranty p~us 24'hour OaDSide assistance. Basic war!amy coverage!s for 3 years or 60 000 kilometes. Rust-through 
F-- coverage on all body sheet metat is for 3 years. Whichever comes first. Some conditiom inc!udinq a deductible, may apply. Offer opel not apply to vehicles old for certain commercial uses. See dealer for details. ® Jeep is a registered trademark of 9aimlerChrysler Corporation useo unoer license ny uaimlerChrvuer Canada tnC.. a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 
  ERRACE 
4916 Hwy; 16 West, Terrace, 
635-7187 
B.C. 
1-800-313-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com DLR. 5958 
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[ SAF EWAY 
1 - 
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TI1UR$DAY, rRIDAY AND 8ATURDAY ONLY! 
Fresh  
Ch icken  
Breasts  
.:'.i:i~.~:::.::.i.:/~::::~.~!':" i~:-: " ." . .... ............ 
• L.: ~ L ' "  "~.~I  ¢*~'~:~ ~ j~* ' '~*~'  *~ ~, ,~ ,  , .m 
Sp l i t .  Bone- in .  
Lucerne  
Ice  
Creaxn 
~:.',.'::~:..&~ .,~,~,~.7,,.~ ~oe, 
Assorted varieties, ~4Litre:~FIRST 
TWO - Combined varieties. 
Household limit- regular prices apply to 
over limit prices. 
Coca-Col~ 
or Peps i  
Products  
• " . / /  [ 
Black Forest Cake 
Or Carrot Cake.  8 Inch .  Single Layer, 
~. . . : .  :~ :~ 
:| 
I 
P'\ 
Assorted varieties, 2 Litre, Plus deposit 
and/or enviro levy where applicable. 
LIMIT SIX- Combined varieties. 
Household limit- regular prices apply 
to over limit prices. 
St. Louis 
Style Ribs 
in BBQ 
Sauce 
Boneless Top Sirloin 
N 
Or Boneless Top Si110in, S01 !c~ 
X~ole ina bag only for 
$3,99/1b,. S8.80/kg. Cutflee of 
charge. S e instore for detai s,
Whole Slab. Approx, 623 g. 
Samples available Friday and 
Saturday, 
Large Bartlett Pears 
U,S,A. Grown.  No, 1 Grade. 
.~ii;ii!i 
I 
t 
Finding Nemo 
VIIS Or DVD. 
$5,00 Z f  
.~insta~fll' ~ith Se purchase ~ 
ofa 6 pack 200 or ~...., ~6 ~!!O 
Steak 
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' In  The Terrace Slanda~! Is nun 
Bu R: online 
S INESS E vv ,,.leffacegandard.cm 
Check out our alto or call 638-7263 for advertising Information 
Hawkair 
is news  
maker of 
the year 
A GALA evening was the 
occasion to pay tribute to 
excellence in Terrace's 
business community last 
week, 
The annual Business 
Excellence Awards were 
handed out at the Terrace 
and District Chamber of 
Commerce vent. 
Company of the year 
and newsmaker of the year 
honours went to Terrace's 
homegrown airline, Haw- 
kair Aviation Services. 
Over the past year the 
company expanded its 
reach to include new des- 
tinations, including Daw- 
son Creek, Sandspit and 
Grande Prairie; Alberta. 
Bryan Gascon of Cana- 
dian Tire was named busi- 
ness executive of the year 
and his store was also re- 
tailer of the year. 
Cathy Morris of Terrace 
Totem Ford Sales was 
named employee of the 
year. 
Spa Essentials took 
home the customer service 
award and the rookie of 
the year award. 
The community booster 
GALA NIGHT: Hawkair co-owners Rod Hayward. Paul Hawkins 
and Dave Menzies (above) were honoured as Company of the 
Year and News Maker of the Year. Rookie of the Year honours 
went to Spa Essentials' Marcella Reay and Denise Gagnon (top 
right). And Terrace Totem Ford's Kevin Kennedy helped Cathy 
Morris (right) celebrate her win as Employee of the Year. 
award was a tie between 
Terrace Sight and Sound 
and The Mix, CJFW and 
NTV. 
Contributor to the arts 
for 2003 was Donna Zie- 
gler of the Dare to Dream 
Foundation. 
The 75th anniversary 
committee won the tour- 
ism excellence award. 
And the home-based 
business award was a tie 
between Silwma Rigsby of 
The Basket Case and 
Carla McDonald of the 
Pampered Chef. 
Chamber members 
voted previously on a set 
of nominees in each cate- 
gory. 
Port tax breaks leave Rupert stranded 
pert, it will save the port 
there money. 
The program was un- 
veiled to help bridge the 
gap between B.C. ports 
and competitors in Wash- 
ington State, which pay 
about one quarter the 
taxes. 
Provincial  f inance 
ministry officials indicated 
they hope to add Prince 
Rupert to the program in 
time for the 2004 taxation 
year 
CITY OF TERRACE 
is seeking nominations 
to 
/ ,~ l&&l l l r  
THE ORDER OF TERRACE 2003 
The Order of Terrace is given to select individuals in 
recognition of outstanding contributions to the well-being 
of the City of Terrace, and to recognize significant 
achievement and service to the community in a wide 
variety of fields, including (but not limited to) business and 
entrepreneurs, arts and entertainment, science and 
academics, health and education, sports and youth 
leadership, volunteer and community service, and 
charitable donations. 
If you know someone that you feel should be considered 
for the Order of Terrace, please submit their nomination 
(in confidence) before November 21, 2003' to 
The Order of Terrace 
Mayor and Council 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
Nomination forms and criteria information may be picked 
up at City Hall, or by calling Denise Fisher at 638-4722, 
or online at www.clty.terrace.bc.ca 
'Nominations can be made at any time of the year, however the 
City would like to honour these recipients of The Order of Terrace 
in conjunction with its 75th Anniversary celebralions. 
A "FAX RELIEF package 
for lower mainland ports 
has suddenly put Prince 
Rupert at a disadvnatage. 
Victoria last month an- 
nounced a cap on property 
tax rates tbr port operators. 
per year. 
But the plan left out 
Prince Rupert. 
And officials there say 
it must also be duplicated 
on the north coast or else 
Prince Rupert will be the 
The provincial government, ...-: . . . . . .  most expens ive , .  ~,. port in the 
will compensate mtinici-pr'ovmCe. 
palities Ior at least $2,6 If the samg aid program 
million in lost tax revenue is extended to Prince Ru- 
!~;~i~ '~~ ' ThornhiUFire 
~~%~ ... " ~ Department 
Thornhill Fire Department 
would like to thank 
PJ's Pizza • Acklands Grainger 
River Industries 
for their support during Fire 
Safety Week. Your support is 
greatly appreciated. 
ACgr-AND$ 
: 
iI 
r I I l I I i l g g l l l l l l i l i l l l ]  
I ~lP I Agriculture and Agriculture at
Agri-Food Canada Agroalimentaire Canada 
ATTENTION FARMERS 
Did your farm income drop in 2003? 
You may qualify for an advance through Producer  Ass i s tance  2003. 
This is a transit ion measure unti l  new business risk management  
programming is fully in place for 2003, 
To be eligible, you must  have completed six months  of farming activity 
and a product ion  cycle in your 2003 fiscal year. 
For more information ~:~:':~:~; ~::;'~;~ ~!:~t~ :: 
and to get your application form, ~:,~t~,~t:~ 
call toll-free 1-866-~61-8S06 
or visit the Web site at ~i~;;:!-tte- 
www.agr.gc.ca/producerassistanceZO03 
!~2~.it:7!~::!::%?:':#.t: 
~$:~ :,L
I¢1 Canad t ,.,BRITISH L, OLUMBIA 
m 
.:.~ 
~ Ter race  R.C.M.P. V ic t im Serv ices  3 
~i vo lunteers  w ish  to  thank  al l  o f  the  :~ 
ind iv idua ls  and  compan ies  who ;i 
k cont r ibuted  to  our  Desser t  :~ 
i l Ga la /S i lent  Auct ion  Fundra iser .  :.-4 
Your generosity made our evening a huge success. 
.a  
All West Trading Koala Sun 
All West Glass Kristin's Emporium 
~':~ Azad Adventures Marhauer Brothers 
Best Western Misty River Books 
Bistro I/Ambiance Misty River Tackle 
Blue Ridge Graphic Night Owl Pottery 
~.. Cafenara Northern Photo 
Canadian Tire Northern Drugs 
~~ Carlson Wagonlit Northwest Specialties 
~ Checkers Pizza Northwest Community 
Chubb Securily College 
Creative Zone P.B Auto Detailing 
~'. Don Diegos . Pandher Enterprises 
~.i Dragon's Den Pauline Montague ti 
Dynamic Health Pauline Hill '..'~ 
~" EB Horseman Pet world .-: i'~ Ebony's PNG 
~. Electronic Futures Sidewalkers ~ 
.. Evergreen Pub Sight & Sound .-: 
Falls Gallery Skeena Valley Golf ' 
~: Finning Tractor & Country Club ~ 
i.'. Fleece]oy Sharon Skeena Wilderness q 
Gemma's Fishing Charters ':~j 
~: Glenn Beard Superior Propane 
ii Gordon Demoe Terrace & District 
' Gourmet House Credit Union 
~ Happydays Handbag Terrace Builders :'!~. 
Hava Java Terry's Lock & Key :.'i 
~.. Hot House Thistle Pottery :~ 
Ida Mohler Totem Ford 
i~ Jan's Photo :"~ Uniglobe 
[. Independent Auto .~ Video Stop 
~ Keenleyside Insurance Your Decor ; i '~ 
You can get a FREE influenza vaccination if: 
':~i;" : ~!~'~:,~: ~" ° You're over 65 years of age 
:>' <#,tl;~ °You have a oh ran io illness , ,~~j . ,  
If you're ~n an at-risk category, you can get your 
flu shot at a local drop-in clinic: 
STEWART 
Stewart Health Centre, 
904 Brightwell St 
Appointment required, call 
250-636-2525 (please leave 
message) 
Tuesday, November 18 
9:15am to 7:00pro 
Thursday, November 20 
9:15 to 11:30am 
TERRACE Drop-in clinics 
North West Health Unit 
(in Auditorium) 
3412 Kalum Street 
Wednesday, November 5 
8:30am - 4:30pm & 6:30pm - 8:30pro 
Friday, November 7 
8:30am - 4:30pm 
Monday, November 10 
8:30am - 4:30pm & 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
Wednesday, November 12 
8:30am - 4:30pm & 6',30pm - 8:30pro 
Friday, November 14 
8:30am - 4:30pm 
For more information, 
call 250-638-2200 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
author i ty  
For more Information, please visit www.northernhealth.ca 
Ph.: 635-3393 Fax: 638-8333 
'4431 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Serving the Pacific Northwest since 1973 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle Ave.,  Terrace, B.C. 
635-6600 
"|Ve Do It All" 
Fresh & Silk Flower, Plants & Girls 
for All Occasions. 
Bea's Flowerland- 
SEE OUR SITE AT , 
http://www.qeocastle.com/terrace/beas.htrn 
or order at our Teleflora.cam ;~Tele[lor~ 
www.Beasflowerland,com 
or drop in - next to the Royal Bank 4646 Lakelse Ave. 
Call: (250) 635-6312 Fax: (250) 635-6314 
TERRACE 
[e l  | I : k'~,."] III ~1 : i 
4916 Hw,y 1 6W, Terrace, B.C. 
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Branch No. 13 MU£T REMEMB[R THEM 
Cont r ibuted  by 
Cmde Peter  Crompton  
Dieppe, Flanders, the Biscay, the 
Battle of Britain, the North Atlantic, the 
Mediterranean, and a thousand hills and 
dales from Pusan to the 38th Parallel. In 
all these places, during one war or 
another, they were there, they were 
young, they were soldiers, sailors, and 
airmen; they were Canadian. 
Some of us today ask why were they 
there? During the Great War ,hey'called 
it "noble adventure" to serve King and 
Country, to fight the Hun. Wether they 
went for the adventure, or out of some 
sense of duty to their Country, the fact 
remains that they did indeed go. 
They fought and won, lived and died. 
They died to keep from oppression a 
handful of countries in Europe most had 
never seen. They died so that we could 
keep the right to decide our own destiny. 
Those that survived that terrible War and 
the few that are still with us, remember 
not the victory but the waste of a 
generation on those battle fields. Over 
66,000 died in World War I 138,000 were 
wounded. 
In World War II over one million 
Canadian men and women served 
overseas to curtail the tyranny and 
oppression of human rights over 44,000 
died and 53,000 wounded, since then 
Canadians have served in the Korean 
War, Gulf War, Afghanistan, and over 
I00.000 Canadians have served for 
peace and freedom during a period 1947 
to the present, Operations include 
Bosnla-Elerzegovina; Kosovo; Golan 
Heights; and East Timor 
We must continue to Remember, if we 
do not, the sacrifices of those hundreds 
of thousands of Canadians ~" "~ 
lives will be meaningless, 
they served and died making our world a 
better place for all to live. 
On Tuesday November 1 lth 2003 join 
with our Veterans at our service, and 
let's all Remember together those that 
died and those that survive today, also 
let us not forget those Canadian 
Soldiers, sailors and Air Force personnel 
who are presently deployed overseas on 
operational missions. 
Let us not forget soldiers are not old 
men, they are young, so why Remember, 
we ask, why Remember our "ancient 
dead, be they brave, be they not? 
• Because according to one histarian; 
Those too young to Remember the  
mistakes of the past are doomed to  
repeat hem in the future. May we never 
be too young. 
ROADRUNNER SERVICE  
635-7187 WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED 
www.terraceautomal l .com Tel" 638-8581 4648 Lakelse Ave. 
I l b lU I J - t~b IItI, I~MMI I I l I tT t l l I kVVV BranchNo. 13 [ ~  i 
~ r ~  Master of ceremonies: Cmde C.F. Meek HYMN- I l l l b l  ai lG"ia s I 
10:15 am Parade forms at the Safeway Parking Lot. "0 GOD OUR HELP IN AGES PAST" o f  Ca[ la ,  da  
Parade Marshall: Crude L, D. Kirkaldy 0 God, our help in ages past, 
i . Sgt. at Arms: Cmde Peter Crompton Our hope for years to come, I I I P ' I '~ i  Gu ides  I 
"'491 2 Hwy 16W, Terrace, B.C. 10:20 am Parade Marches toTillicum Theatre. AndOUr shelter from the stormy b l a S t , o u r  etrnal Home! l - ~ i l l ~ l ~  du c~, ,o~,  I 
: 635-6558 ~,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _  Time, like an ever-rolling stream, 
v,~vw.terraceautomal l .com .u . I L ;UM THEATRE 5EHVICE Bears all its sons away; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   o5o= O onngP,a,orOa ta,o ,on 
: :~ POIN  - '~~!~ : 10 55 am oSalvati°nCANADAarmy Dies at the opening day. ~ ;'>REMEMBE6'~TIIEM I I  
, :  "~ WEST : : 0 God, our help in ages past; ~ . , . . . . . I  
• . REI~I 'ALS  L ' I '~ I I I~  • 0 Canada, Our home and native landt Our hope for years to come 
t~>, • ~,,,:,:~.~..., ,-.~.~'..f ..> P.,.~,J ~ - .~ ,  ,,:. True~,jB~oj/e.jp~J~'.~sons co.l~mand Be though our guard while troubles last " .~ .- 
. ~- • *-Complete.Line of Equ=pment ,., ........ •** Withglowing hearts, we see thee'rise, ° .................. ~:~"Add"o~t"bternal horn'e! ................ ~ , , ,  i',; 
,e  , for Construction, Home & Industry e The true North strong and free~ - -~ , . .~ . ,~  
• : ca,, FAX • - . . . .  " GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ~.~11~"  
• ,o.,.o,=o 635-3038 ="= • wel-r°mtar ana wiae, 0 Can aa ,s tand  on gu rd forthee. CmdeKirkald "y ~3~B~F-~" ~ ' l ]~ , .  / 
eee2~ 03KaJuer%St~; e • e • e e • • • • Teerreocee God keep our land glorious and t ree!  CENOTAPH ~t~'F  ~ " I 0 Canada, we stand on guard for thee .  SERVICE  ~ -  I mr  -'1 .....~(%.~..., B C Gr~ U OCanada, we stand on guard forthee I = etheatre s ce the ra = I • Fo 10w'ng th ervi , Pa de w'll reform in front of i ~"  "~ B.C. Government and Service Employees ° Union 
10:56 am HYMN_Abide With Me the theatre and proceed to the Cenotaph for the laying of I I - - , L~ 114-t71()I:,,zdleAve..Termce, B.C.VHG lT2 " 
wreaths, I 
Abide with me; fast falls the Eventide; LAYING OF THE WREATHS I www, bcgou.b¢.co A componenl l NUPGE (CtC) 
T!e dar.knes,s deepens,, Lord: with me abide; PRAYER by Legion Padre Rev. Lance Stephens ' I Off ice: (250) 635-9126 
= J l l .  CormerrK~Penmm~Seru~oe I when omer nelpers fails, ana comlons t lee ,  . . . . . . .  
I ~ ., t~No,~,,~, s~.~ z~e I Help of the Helpless, O Abide with me. Parade will re~urn to ~ateway ParKing LOt I Fax: (250) 635-3588 I _" • e.ONZ= P~ou. ~ .o,uu~ms I 
. ,~x. Y Y gY  ' -- . LL 664 IU '  635 2444 . , , ,o  I Holdthouth cross before m closin e es; All are invited to the Branch for refreshments A Reception for 
Shine through the gloom and point me to the children and Juniors to be held at Happy Gang Centre. I TO FREE (800) 665-1 
[ 4626 Davis,terrace. e.c.vsG lx7 I skies; 
Two minutes of silence, 
7,~_~ an eternity or 
~rafitude. 
~_J~. / "  BC Northwest District Council 
of Carpenters 
Branch No. 13 
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old; 
Age shall not weary lhem nor the year's condemn, At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 
"WE WILL REMEMBER THEM" From your comrades ofthe ...... 
A dyB co......o...e 0 n urton 4654 LazdreAve, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 T011 Free: 1-800-661-2208 
Member of parliament for Skeena Phone: (250)635-1601 E.mail: andy@an~urt0n.ca 
HOUSE OF COMMONS Fax: (250) 635-4109 Webslte: v,~vw.andyburton.ca 
 .oWI" r MS 
ving & S o g 
51 30 Park, Terrace, B.C. 
635-2268 
Heaven's morning breaks and earth's vain 
shadows flee; 
In life, in death, 0 LORD, Abide with me. 
11:00 am LAST POST Bob Butcharl 
Followed by 2 minutes Silence 
11:02 am LAMENT- Terrace Pipes & Drums, 
D McKay 
11 :DE am BUGLER'S REVEILLE 
-Bob Butchart 
President Branch 13, Cmde Brian Kirkaldy 
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old, 
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 
we will remember them, 
ADDRESS: by Legion Padre, Rev, Lance Stephens 
POEM: A Common Soldier, Cmde C Meek 
MESSAGE: by Legion President, Brian Kirkaldy" 
~ T er ra~~ 
~ terracebuilders@ telus.net 
1-800-470 DO IT 
207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
4708 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. 
~ *lighted Signsl i ~  
sines$ *lettering & decaling~.) 
pinstripe veh ic les~ 
TEL: (250) 638-8746 
FAX: (250) 638-8715 
KAL TIRE 
"Lest  We Forget"  
Cedarland Tire Ltd. 
4929 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-6170 
CLOSE UP 
Business Services 
4535 Greig Ave.,  Terrace - 635-7840 
"LEST WE FORGET" 
Automol ive  Fuel 
Conv~t$1ons & ~ttv lce 
4904 Hwy. 16 W. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace: 635.6617 Smilhers: 847-9172 
Kitimat: 632-3333 Prince Rupert: 624-6400 
TERRACE 747 
AIR CADET 
SOCIETY 
The Air Cadet Hall is located at Ihe 
TERRACE/KITIMAT AIRPORT 
For furlher information please call 635-6747. 
I •  •Dispenser Sales & Rentals .Premium Bottled Water 
635-234 I 
FREE DEUVERY IN TERRACE & KITIMAT 
1-800-474.7873 
THANK YOU TO OUR HEROES! 
Roger Harris 
SKEENA MLA 
4623 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 5V1 
PH: 250-615-4828 
FX: 250-615-,4833 
roger.harris@bdiloerals.com 
 CI|ILVJi" 
z ¢" 
, , . . . .  • ..R,Ip 
 635 TlPS 
oracle Financial Services 
"pRoviding IiNANCiAI ins/ghr" 
Lyle Harvey, cFP. CLU, cH.F.C., RHU 
302. 4546 Park AvenuE, Terrace, B.C. V8G IV4 
TEl (250)635-bl46 Fax (250) 635;6112 
1-877.63 ~.b 46 E.Ma h lylE o~cle@rd0s Net 
Flnandal PlAnNIng, InsurAncI: Products & Services 
( 
I It's about pumpkins 
LADIES WHO attend the adult Sunshine Centre 
got into the swing of things with Halloween artistic 
renderings (above). Each pumpkin is nestled into a 
passenger seat of a bus, hence the slogan, 
"seniors on the move." Below, Chad Buhr hold his 
family's winning entry in the family category of the 
75th anniversary committee's pumpking carving 
contest held Oct. 26 at the millennium pathway. 
The Adrian Lewis family was second and the Rita 
Wacholtz family was second. 
lok ,,, s Pet Cub, 
"Club Pet Savings" Yo~ :o .  s, 
exciting event each month. Call our staff t< 
Vehicle Pet Barriers.., 15% Off I Cosmic Cat 
Rogz Dog Collars II Nip .......................... 10% Off 
ant1 Leashes ............. 10% Off ll All Lifter Boxes .......... 15% Off 
Nascar Leashes II Cat Flea Collars ........ 10°/0 Off 
and Collars .............. 25% Off II Cat Plastic 
Mint Dental Rings ...... 15% Off II Dishes ...................... 20% Off 
All Flea Products ....... 10% O" II Cat Posts .................. 10% Off 
................. iiill 
Producls . . . . . . . . .  10% o. I I k 
Reptile Bulbs ............. 1~'o Off II 
. . . . . . .  
Corn Snakes ............. S~'~I I  
Aquarium 
Background .............. 25% Off 
Fluorescent Bulbs ...... 15% Off 
Aquarium Stands ...... 15% Off 
Marina Aquarium 
Hood ....................... 10% Off 
Fish Nets .................. 10% Off 
Living World 
Cage Liners .............. 15% Off 
Canary Starter Kits... 20% Off 
Spray Millet .............. 15% Off 
Jun.qle Gems 
Bird-Toys.................. 20% Off 
1-800-633-7/87'635-1600 . . ~- -  
a proud sponsor of 
(.lliff|h  
4" ) ) r , iX)i I 
Terrace Crimestoppers are asking for help to 
solve a break and enter to a restaurant in 
Terrace, B.C. 
On Monday, October 20th, 2003, the front 
window was smashed to the Bistro L'ambiance 
restaurant at 4608 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. A 
variety of liquor bottles were stolen from inside 
the restaurant. Some of the liquor is 
uncommon: peppermint schnapps, Tanguiray, 
Tia Maria and Grand Marnier. Some evidence 
was found at the scene of alarm testing by the 
person(s) involved. 
Terrace Cr imestoppers wants your  
information, not your name. Any information is 
va uable and may lead tO the ••arrest and 
conviction of the offenders, 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,OO0.OO for Information leading to an arrest and/or con- 
viction. If you  have  any  Information call "Crime Stoppers" 
st 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. Callers wi l l  NEVER be 
required to reveal their name or testify in court. Crime 
Stoppers does NOT subscribe to call display. 
Call 635-TIPS 
(CO'~ommercial lability Jet o f  
: kC ,o l .  _ Mobile Homes. Travel ,~¢~,,~ 
 vvewe r 
www.keenleyside.com ~ U I~"~ 
. . . . . .  /~,:.~'~=~ ; . . . : .~  . . . . . . . . . . .  
('~ ,,~'.~(J . .~ ' t '~r i  ¢ '~  
I 1-800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 Fax: 250-635-3288 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
~:..: 
" E  
:!-& 
2001 F ]50 SUpelcr.:.w . . . . . . . .  :' " 
Tan, 23674A ~ ~.;~  [] 
Green, U2033 ~:I~;,'i]!:;:~:;i; ~ Black, 23747A s I ! ) ,90  8 
1999 F250 4x4 5/C ...... "~;i' ,t,.~, 
White/Blue, 23 57 5A '~' 'i ~.~ " " '~ bJ "~" '::~I~ ~l:" 
• i . F t  
199'? i:~. 5(', ..~/'-".~. 4x.4 ...... -4.~.~:. 
While, 23615A s'~ ": ~'~'- 
t . , .  • . 
,~..: . . . .  z, [I 1¢)93, Tinlberllne "~ .,, 
2002 Windstar LX oo-,~.CC', ,[~'~c#~(~. 
Red, U2028 s'~i ~ ~,  Ill Camper .','rj}~,$~,l{~i. Beige, U2078 s'i "~ ~"~ 
2002 Tracker ~.~ 4~E 
Silver, 23824A s I .~ i !~ 
~7 
2002 Sport lmc ~,~-  
Snowmobiles 
%888 
Green, U1997 ~1~,~88 
L'e 
• :':"~v: ",. ~. 
2001 F150 S/C 4;.4 ..... ':' ..... 4;  , ,b - : , , ,C , "  
Black, 23855A "j; ~:.;! ,~ ~ ~:2¢ 
Red, 23850A s~ i:.~:~[:~¢;~ 
2001 Taurus Wagon '~" " '~ "~ 
Blue, 23749A s $ i',~ .~ ~:~ 
t,? ~° .¢., 
2000 F150 S/C 4x4 .... ><f.~:.'~:.. 
'][:ll] Black, 23687A s~ ~,~ ~i ;~ 
Grey, U1976A S~,88  8 
?.00 ] V,/in4]star Sport ,.E;(~.~'~ 
While, 23893A.::S "~ ~ °~ ~# - ~ . p" 
1991 Jeep YJ . i~t :~.~ 
While, 23715A =[~,[']i!] 
2000 Wir, ds~ar ":'-'oc: ~, =.o, ~ ,.~.,. 
Green, 23591A s~. ~,8~ 
2002 Winclstar Bt~se . . . .  ¢~~ -, 
White, U2039 s~ ~ ~: ,898 
S/C ,tx4 
Tan/Black, 23930AS~ 9 ,g88 
1993 Dod,,e Co,oven .'::Jb.~.. 
Blue, U2044A s~,~ 8 
1996 Dodg~ s/c 4x4 S¢~(-¢  
Gre, en, 23875A S 13 ,688 
TERRIACE STANDARD.  
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O'MMUNITY SECTION B JENNIFER LANG 638-7283 
M Y PO IN,T 0 F:VI  E W 
ARON STRUMECKI 
eBay madness 
I T ALL started so innocuously. 
I was staying with my parents when 
my dad told me he wanted to buy a 
digital camera. He wanted my help. My pride 
puffed itself up just a little. 
This is good; I thought o myself, it's a per- 
fect chance for one of those mature moments 
that Hollywood writers are always talking 
about when the father and the son come toge- 
ther and bond over a common interest. 
It would be an instant in time that would 
make my mother weep at the sheer beauty of 
the situation. It would be something to tell the 
grandkids. It was going be something for my 
diary, maybe even the memoirs and change 
forever the way me and my father talk, under- 
stand and appreciate one another. 
i Well my mother did weep, and my dad and 
I have a new way of understanding each other 
all right. Too bad it came at the price of mad- 
dening addiction that haunts me to this very 
day. All I can say to you is this. If a loved one 
asks, "Where can I get a good deal on a 
camera?" never say "Why don't you check 
things out on eBay?" unless you're ready to 
deal with the devil, my friend. 
Within the hour, we were both entranced by 
millions of shiny baubles and thingamajigs, 
much of which we had never seen before. It 
seemed too impossible, too incredible, and too 
cheap to be real. It didn't take long before we 
• had racked up a number of good leads on some 
pretty good prices, and figured out the dos and 
don'ts of currency exchange and import taxes. 
Before long, we were four sheets to the 
wind, sailing the wild seas in search of our 
first Catch, a slightly used Canon Powershot 
$30 with all the trimmings. It' was a beautiful " 
• sight to behold, trim silver flashings with a 
shiny eye and a bright LCD. 
We put in our first bid of close to$200 dol- 
' lars American as firm a bet as we were willing 
to come. There was less than a full day left 
with no other serious bidders in sight. 
That slim, silver, graceful beauty was ours 
We had it in our sights. 
Soon after, we retired for the 
night. Tomorrow we would ready our nets and 
prepare for victory. 
The next morning was uneventful, and after 
'breakfast, we took a leisurely stroll to the 
computer to see how our catch was shaping 
up. Satisfied with what we saw, we parted for 
our morning duties light on our feet and with 
glee in our hearts. 
"The auction clock ticked.' 
So the day passed, after a full and fitful 
dinner, we barely remembered to check in on 
the object of our success. There was only a 
half an hour left when we logged on; plenty of 
time to revel in our success. 
On a side note, I should point out that I've 
always thought myself to be a fairly normal 
stable person where money is concerned, and 
I'm proud of the restraint and discipline that 
I've developed when it comes to spending. I 've 
always managed to keep myself from digging 
myself into holes [ can't climb out of so I've 
always thought myself free of danger. 
Oh devil weed, thy name is eBay, how can 
I resist thy call? 
Well friends, imagine the shock and sur- 
prise on our faces as we logged on, and saw 
one of the most shocking things l've seen in 
my life. 
Some Iowlife had outbid us by a dollarl 
The auction clock ticked. 
We had already bid our maximum, and 
they'd beaten by a mere handful of pennies, a 
situation we obviously couldn't stand for. 
Carefully we typed in our new bid. Eagerly, 
as the page reloaded, we waited to see our bid 
placed into winners green. 
As any doctor will tell you, one horrid 
shock in a day is enough to upset any man, but 
two, TWO shocks in a day is darn right 
perverse. Somehow the wily fox had already 
outbid us, and the winning bid jumped another 
two dollars American. 
As my good friend Bob would say, we were 
starting to get a bit peevish. 
Soon after, with another larger failed bid 
under our belts, and all restraint was lost. We 
realized that this person was serious about 
causing us trouble. 
Soon after found us on the losing end of a 
$300 dollar bid and achingly close to being 
winners. 
All we needed was one more click, 
The clock went tick. The auction was over. 
Now, two weeks later, and we've yet to see 
our silver beauty again, but I 'm sure we'll 
catch her soon, It's only a click away. 
i Fang 
factor 
THIS FREAKY foursome 
took part in Uplands 
Elementary's fabulous 
Halloween costume par- 
ade last week. It turns 
out the four frightening 
vampires are all in the 
same Grade 4 class. 
Hundreds of children 
and many of their par- 
ents turned out for the 
event. There were plen- 
ty of princesses, Harry 
Potters, wizards and 
even some celebrities in 
the crowd (Britney 
Spears and a Vegas-era 
Elvis). One student 
came as a gigantic milk 
carton. Teachers and 
school principal Joe 
Vidal dressed up, too. 
Each class took turns on 
stage so the whole 
school could admire 
their costumes. 
JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Is the Fall Fair finished? 
New volunteers are needed to help organize the fair, outgoing president warns 
MORE THAN 30 years of agricultural ex- 
hibitions, achievements and.entertainment 
could be at risk, says the president of  the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
Speaking last week in advance of the 
fair associat ion's Nov. 10 annual general 
meeting, Barb Adams says more people 
are needed to sit on the association's gov- 
erning executive. 
"I know people are getting tired of hearing 
it, but the economy is a factor," Adams told 
the Terrace Standard. 
The massive job of organizing the fair each 
year rests on the.shoulders of those who.volun- 
teer to sitoff tl~e board, ......... ' .... 
"We could lose 
some of our people who 
possibly might have to 
move away. We could 
be down to less than a 
skeleton crew and that 
would be the end." 
Adams, the president for two years but a 
long time fair vohmteer before that, won't be 
running again this year. 
"Other executive members 
won't be running again, either," 
she said. 
But Adams says even though 
executive members may not run 
again, they will still be avail- 
able to give advice and assis- 
tance to new people, 
"We have no problem during 
the fair itself. Lots of people 
help out. But we need people all 
year," she said. 
Adams became involved in 
the~.fall fair,through rabbit clas- 
ses. 
She wants to 
"We have no problem 'dur-ireturn to showing rab- 
ing the fair itself. But we need bits and other 
people all year. ", ag ri c ul  t a ra I 
projects in which she's in- 
volved. 
Adams did say the strength of the Labour 
Day weekend fall fair is that its events are 
Barb Adams 
compartmentalized so that each 
runs pretty much with its own or- 
ganizers. 
That, in turn, lessens the fine de- 
tail work of the governing exec- 
utive, she said. 
Even though Adams may be 
stepping down, she and other ex- 
ecutive members are working on 
plans they hope will be in place 
for next year. 
A carnival company is talking 
both to the fair people here and 
to Bulkley Valley Fall Fair orga- 
nizers in Smithers, 
That fair takes place the week- 
end before the one here, making 
it economically feasible for the 
carnival company to go to both 
places. 
The Nov. 10 annual general 
meeting of the fall fair takes place in the Ter- 
race Art Gallery, located in the basement of 
the Terrace Public Library. The meeting starts 
at 7 p.m. 
At 96, Bill Bennett is one of 
our remarkable local veterans 
By YVONNE MOEN 
WITH Remembrance Day 
coming, I would like you 
to remember all the men 
and women who went 
away to war, like my dear 
friend, Bill Bennett, a ve- 
teran. 
Bill just celebrated his 
96th birthday on Oct. 15, 
and I believe he is likely 
the oldest living veteran 
belonging to Royal Cana- 
dian Legion Branch 13. 
During the First and 
Second World Wars many 
men like Bill Bennett left 
behind loved ones to serve 
their country, so the rest of 
us could live in Canada 
where life is so good. 
Now it's only right that 
we all take time on Nov. 
11 to pay tribute to all the 
veterans and give thanks 
to those who gave their 
lives. 
Bill Bennett was born 
Oct. 13, 1907 in Lerwick, 
a little town in the Shet- 
land Islands in northern 
Scotland. 
When Bill was very 
young, his family came to 
Canada to live. 
Before the war, Bill 
was a member of the Non- 
Permanent Active Militia 
(NPAM), When war was 
declared, he was working 
for the CPR us second ste- 
ward in charge of the din- 
ing room on a ship. 
Bill resigned from the 
CPR and like his father, 
joined the Seaforth High- 
landers of Canada. Bill 
went active Sept, 7, 1939, 
He was among tile first 
Canadian Infantry Division 
who left Vancouver and 
arrived in Great Britain 
prior to Christmas 1939. 
They were the first Ca- 
nadian troops to arrive and 
served the longest time 
overseas. Most of the war, 
Bill served as Company 
Sergeant Major. 
At the time war broke 
out, Bill had been courting 
a beautiful ~ind wonderful 
lady. Her name was Norma 
Nelson. They had been 
seeing each other for about 
a year. They decided to 
get married on Sept. 10, 
1939 - the same day Ca- 
nada declared war on Ger- 
many. 
Sadly, then Bill had to 
leave his wife behind. He 
kissed Norma goodbye in 
Vancouver on Dec, 15, 
1939 and didn't see each 
other for again for five and 
a half years. 
Bill returned home in 
June, 1945. He now says 
!caving Norma behind was 
the worst thing in his life 
he had to do, and now he 
regrets the time he lost 
with her. 
There were many more 
like Bill, which is why It 
is so important o remem- 
ber, Not only did they love 
a loved one behind, but 
some of them "never did 
return," 
Bill lost a brother in the 
war, His brother, Jim, was 
a Lancaster Bomber Pilot 
for the RCAF. He was shot 
down Nov. 26, 1943. He's 
COMPANY Sergeant Major Bill Bennett in England 
In 1941, when he was 32 years old. 
buried at Gnmnd, Germa- 
ny. 
Bill Bennett, at 96 
years, is a reinarkable 
man. He still enjoys on oc- 
casion to get out on his 
scooter and go for lunch at 
the Happy bang Centre; 
He still has fairly good 
health. He loves to get to- 
gether with friends and so- 
cialize. 
At 96, he has lived life 
to the fullest. But now he 
is getting a bit tired and 
missing his dear wife, 
Norma. 
Bill and Norma, and 
son Ric arrived in terrace 
in 1958. 
They owned and opera- 
ted "The Motel" for 29-an- 
d-a-half years. 
Norma Bennett spent 
over 20 years collecting 
and compiling the history 
of the Skeena. From her 
collection came Pioneer 
Legacy, Volume I and II. I 
had the greatest privilege 
to work with her on her 
committee. 
When I look through 
these wonderful history 
books, I amazed with her 
collection. Bill and her 
small committee are very 
proud of her and she de- 
serves the full credit for 
such a wonderful historical 
legacy. 
Norma passed away on 
April 17, 2000, 
During the Second 
World War, Norma also 
joined the service. She 
was an officer in the top 
secret Code and Cipher di- 
vision in the RCAF based 
in Ottawa, 
On Remembrance Day, 
please take time to say 
thanks to all the men and 
women who served at war 
time, 
We Shall Remember. 
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Clubs & pubs 
GATOR'S PUB: Are you ready to party all 
night long? Come on out and dance to the 
music of our hot, new DJs. Nightly specials. 
Wednesday night free pool, Thursday is DVD 
night. Friday and Saturday, Hot Dance. Check 
out our new look! 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Theresa Made sings Friday 
evenings, Watch your favour•to sports pro- 
grams on a large screen TV ............................................ 
GEORGES PUB: Justin Sayne Nov. 6-8. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night 
club. No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college 
night Thursday, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Fri- 
day and Saturday. Karaoke contest Sunday 
and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays: jam 
sessions with Frank and Friends, Moonshine 
and Copper Mountain. Participant prize meat 
draw starts at 4 p.m. All members welcome; 
bring a guest. Lounge opens at  3 p,m. 
Concerts 
[] Skeena Junior Secondary Fall Concert pre- 
sented Thursday, Nov. 6 at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. The music starts at 7:30 p.m. Fea- 
turing the Grade 8 concert band, the Skeena 
Jazz Band, the quintet and the Grade 9/10 
concert band, Admission by donation. Pro- 
ceeds to the Skeena Band Tour 2004 to Vic- 
toria. 
[] Barachols, a high-energy Acadian record- 
ing act, performs Saturday, Nov. 8 at the 
R.E.M, Lee. Tickets at Cook's Jewellers. Pre- 
sented by the Terrace Concert Society. 
• Thornhlll Junior Secondary Dessert Con- 
cert Friday, Nov. 14 at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club, at 7:30 p.m, Featuring 
band students. Tickets at the door. This is a 
fundraising event to help cover travel ex- 
penses to the national music festival in Mon- 
treal. 
• Coffee House at Cafenara Friday, Nov. :].4. 
An evening of music and song. Presented by 
the Terrace Arts Council and the Northwest 
Singers. Performers include: Catharlne John- 
son, Scott Northridge, Corey and Nlta Funk, 
Tim Keenan, Michael Bruce and Karla Hennig. 
Admission by donation. 
• Hall to the Fish Heads! Dr. Fishy is hosting 
a CD release party for Red Fish Blue and a 
benefit for the Child Development Centre. At 
7:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 15 at the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country Club. Tickets are li- 
mited. Available at the North Store. 
Local theatre 
[] Cinderella. Terrace Little Theatre presents 
its 50th anniversary production. A hilarious 
romp through the story of the princess who 
rises from the ashes with a Terrace 75th an- 
niversary twistl Nov. 21 and 22 at the R.E,M, 
Lee Theatre: For info call 638-1215. 
l Northwest First Nations Theatre Collective 
holds auditions for Penny Gummerson's play, 
Wawatay. Roles for one woman (30-45) and 
two men (30-45). Play reading Nov. 10 at 
7:30 p.m., auditions are Nov. 24 and 25. 7:30 
p.m.at the McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum 
Street. No experience necessary. We'll train 
you! For more info call Marianne: 635-2942. 
Visual arts 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery presents ".,.and 
the fish you rode in on." Watercolours by  
Dyan Myhr and pottery by Dan Condom 
Opening night reception Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. 
Lower gallery: Blatherings, a collection of 
mixed media works by Kara Myhr, Joey Lun- 
dflgan and Trina Myhr. 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery is open Wednesday 
and Thursday from noon-4 p.m,, and Friday 
from noon-6 p.m, and Saturdays from noon 
to 4 p.m. Sundays from 1-4 p.m. Call 638- 
8884. 
Movies 
Whale Rider, the next film in the Travelling 
Picture Show's fall tour. Presented Monday, 
Nov. 10 at the Tillicum Twin Theatres. Show- 
time at 7:15 p.m. 
Terrace 75 
II 2003 RCMP Regimental Ball. Celebrating 
the city of Terrace 75th anniversary. Satur- 
day, Nov. 8 at Veritas School. Dinner and 
dance. Live entertainment with The Accelera- 
tors. Tickets available until Oct. 31 at the Ter- 
race detachment. Formal dress. 
i 
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Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
November 6- Skeena Junior Band Concert- 7:30 p.m. 
November 8 - Barachols - Acadian traditional music 
filled with passion and life 
• 8:00 p.m, : 
Tickets $25.00 at. the door 
$20.00 for students/seniors : : 
November 15- Bennefit Concert for the Homeless 
Featuring local First Nations Artists 
• 7:00 p.m. : : : :  
Tickets $15.00 and anon perishable food item 
November 21, 22-Teiiac e Little Theatre presents 
CINDERELLA • a PantOmime for the Entire Family 
• 8:00 p.m. 
Special Matinee Performance. Nov. 22- 2:00 p.m, 
Tickets $12,00- in advance $14,00. at the door 
Children. $8.00-in advance $10.00- at the door 
Tickets available at Uniglobe Travel 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
The Terrace Standard offers the Community Calendar as a public service 
to  its readers and community organizations.This column is Intended fo r  
non'profit organizations and events without an admission charge! iSPace : 
permltting,~ Items 
p'mi Thursdays. Fa 
: : For comi 
COMMUNITY EVENTS LISTINGS 
NOVEMBER 7-8 
[] Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Craft Fair 
in the education room of the hospital Nov. 7 
from noon to 4 p.m. and Nov. 8 from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 
[] Christmas Craft and Gift Sale at Rlverlodge 
in Kit•mat from 5-10 p.m. Friday, Nov. 7 and 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m..Saturday, Nov.,S. . .~ 
NOV. 10 ' ' " 
[] Skeena Valley Fall I~air Ass~)clatlon general 
meeting 7 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Everyone is welcome, 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12 
[] Youth Opportunities presents a workshop 
on youth exchange programs from 4-5 p,m. at 
our office at 4530 Lakelse Ave, Call 635-3812. 
This workshop is good for youths who think 
they would like something new, 
THURSDAY, NOV. 13 
[] Cancer support group for family and friends 
meets at the Canadian Cancer Society Re- 
source Centre at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave, at 7 
p.m. The next meeting is Nov, 27. Call Craig 
at 635-0049 or Rose Marie at 635-6985. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 15 
[] Christmas Bazaar, Sacred Heart Parish 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p,m, At the Veritas School 
Gym, 4836 Straume Ave. 
TUESDAY, NOV. 18 
[] Celiac Support Group meets Tuesday, Nov. 
18 at the Skeena Health Unit auditorium at 7 
p.m. Call Shirley at 635-7568. 
NOVEMBER 18-20 
• Travel the Information Highway from 1-3 
p,m. at InterConnect at 4530 Lakelse Ave. A 6- 
hour series on how to use the Internet in your 
job search. Gather networking resources, learn 
where to find job openings, access employer 
information, identify career and job search re- 
sources, and learn how to send your resume 
by ematl. Call 635-7995 for more information, 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19 
[] Do your Christmas Shopping earlyl Come to 
the Canadian Women in Timber 13th Annual 
Christmas Bazaar Nov, 19 from 5-9 p,m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West banquet rooms. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26 
[] Interview Skills from 4-5 p,m, at Youth Op- 
portunities, 4530 Lakelse Ave, Learn the im- 
portant dos and don'ts for your next job inter- 
view, Call 635-3812. 
NOVEMBER 27-29 
• The Salvation Army will be taking applica- 
tions for Christmas hampers on Thursday, 
Nov. 27 and Friday, Nov, 28 from 1-5 p,m., and 
on Saturday, Nov. 29.from 9 a.m. to noon at 
the Salvation Army Church, 4643 Welsh Ave, 
Bring a piece of I.D. for themselves and for any 
dependents. For further information please 
call 635-1829 between 9 a.m, and 5:30 p,m. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 29 
[] Family Fun Day and Dinner at Centennial 
Christian School, Everyone welcome to join an 
afternoon of family fun and great desserts. 
Stay for dinner, too. Tea room from 2-4 p,m., 
games from 2-4:30 p,m,m and Dinner from 
4:30-6',30 p.m. Proceeds to the school's Boos- 
ter Club. Call 635-6173 for further informa. 
lion, 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
[] The Terrace Tourism Society will be present- 
ing the annual Kermode Christmas Parade on 
Saturday December 6, 2003 starting at 6 p,m, 
Mark it on your calendars so you don't miss 
this great family event full of lights and hoil. 
day cheer, For information on participating in 
this year's event, please contact Terrace Tour- 
ism at 635-0832, 
[] Film Prince George presents Postcards from 
the North: the art of taking location pictures 
Monday, Dec. 1 from 9:30 a,m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Topics include taking a proper location photo, 
the impact of digital photography, and what 
makes a good and bad location, Preregister by 
Nov. 22, Cal 250-649-3207. 
PSAs 
Flu and Pneumococcal Vaccine drop-In clinics 
at the Health Unit Auditorium Nov• 3-7, 10, 
.~.~ #pd.,~4,:F.tom 8~.3012a,m::to ,4-3.0, p)n. EvefiL 
ing. eltnios-,from 6:30-8..SO:p:m;-Nov: 5, 10 and 
12. Both vaccines free to anyone aged 65 a@l 
older, The Flu vaccine is free to people with 
chronic health illnesses, otherwise there is a 
$15 fee, At 3412 Kalum St. 
Terrace First Nations Council of Women is 
seeking a place to call home, The council has 
been incorporated seven years as a non.profit 
society. It's run solely on volunteers who have 
offered numerous programs in our community 
throughout the years, Contact us at P.O box 
1224, Terrace, B,C,, VSG 1P7. 
Do you need a winter coat or other warm 
clothing? Come to the Salvation Army Thrift 
Shop and inquire about the Coats for Kids 
program• 
Crafting with Candlce: decorative lanterns. A 
workshop for children aged 6-10 at the Terrace 
Public Library Nov. 12 from 4-5 p,m. Free but 
preregister in person or by calling the library 
638-8177. 
Terrace Toastmasters meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p,m. at 
the Telemedia Board Room, rear entrance, 
New members are always Welcome. Call Bob 
at 635.0923 or Rolf at 635-6911 for more in- 
formation, 
Teen Scrapbooklng Friday, Nov, 7 from 7-8:30 
p,m. at the Terrace Public Library. Bring 10 
photos to scrapbook and come to the library, 
All other materials included. Class size limited 
to 10 teens, so register nowl 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club meets on 
the first Wednesday of the month downstairs 
at the Sandman Inn at 7:30 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. For info, call Joyce at 635-7913, 
The Kinette Club of Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of each month at the Kin Hut at 
6:30 p,m. We are an energetic group of women 
serving the community's greatest needs. If 
you'd like more information, call Corrine or 
Helen at 638-1231 (Eves), 
Register new for children's programs at the 
Terrace Public Library. Tickles and Tales 
(babies to 12 months) Thursdays from 11:15- 
noon, starting Nov, 13, Toddler Time (13-23 
months) Wednesdays from 11:15-noon, start- 
ing Nov, 12, Tales for Twos Tuesdays from 10- 
11 a,m, Starting Nov, 18. Preschool Storytime 
(3-5 years) Wed, or Thurs from 10-11 a.m, 
Starting Nov. 12 and 13. Registration begins 
Oct. 29, 
Attention CraRers: showcase your wares at 
the 3rd Annual Centennial Christian School 
Christmas Arts and Crafts Sale Saturday, 
Nov. 22 from 9:30 a.m, to 4 p,m. Call the 
school at 635.6173 or Maria at 635-7531 to 
reserve a table, 
November Is Diabetes Month. Canvassers will 
be going out door-to-door for donations to the 
Canadian Diabetes AssociatiOn. Money is 
used for research, education and support to 
send children to a special camp for diabetic 
children. Let us all work together to find a 
cure for this dreadful disease, 
TGIF Fun Club (Thank Gosh It's French), Stu- 
dents in K.12 are Invited to the Caledonia Gym 
every Friday there's no school for fun French 
activities for all ages, $10/day, Bring a lunch. 
From 9 a.m,.3:3e p,m, Call Gary at 635-6531. 
NOVEMBER SPECIALS 
For The Month Of November, Enjoy! 
Lunch 11.4p.m. 
BCI's Turkey Stew 
served with house salad 
and homemade biscuit 
Dinner After 4p.m. , ,  ' ' ,  
Curried Chicken 
noodles, garlic pita ~'-'~. - 
bread and 
fresh vegetables 
Kid's Menu 
Available all day! 
Served with Surprise G00die Bags 
__ the family together! 
4702 Lakclse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
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Baby's Name: 
N01en I(asik 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 15, 2003 at 12:30 a.m. 
Weight: 5 lbs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: (]rag &J~mnioe Knox 
Baby's Name: 
Rebecca Jeanne 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 23, 2003 at 8:45 
Weight: 7 lbs. 12 oz. ~x: Female 
Parents: Bntttts & Kale McCarron 
Baby's Natne: 
l~tleb James 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 26, 2003 
Weight: 8[bs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Patents: Gimie & Duncan Morris 
~aby broil, rfir Sara 
Baby's Name: 
Shayla Rose 
Date & Time of Birth: 
• October 21, 2003 at 2:23 p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 6 oz. Sex: Fan,de 
Parents: Rick & Lori Gull•son 
¢ 
Baby',,; Name: 
Robin Joseph Isaak 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 27, 2003 at 11:16 a,m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: M.'de 
Parents: Ted & Lorr:dn Knndall 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Owen 
Date ,l Time of Birth: 
October 24, 2003 at 10:40 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 3.5 oz. Sex: M.'fle 
Parents: Eric & Lisa Buck 
Baby brother for 
Cl)ristina & Shannon 
AT SKEENA JUNIOR, they 
take being in band very seri- 
ously. 
So seriously, in fact, that 
everyone in band takes part 
in something ominously 
called the Rehearse-a-thon. 
It turns out it's actually a 
lot of fun. This year's musi- 
cal marathon took place on 
Halloween. (Costumes were 
encouraged. After all, music 
is serious business, but it's 
okay to have fun.) 
Band leader and instruc- 
tor Susan Brouwer says the 
rehearse-a-thon prepares the 
musicians for their first per- 
formance of the year - to- 
morrow night's Fall Concert 
at the R.E.M. Lee theatre, 
, which starts at 7:30 p.m. 
The rehearsal and the 
main event Nov. 6 are both 
fundraising events for the 
band In May, students 
travel to Victoria, where 
the band will perform at the 
Victoria Day Parade along 
with bands from all over the 
United States and B.C. 
Tomorrow night's concert 
will showcase the school's 
concert and jazz bands, as 
well as a new quintet. 
The evening's elections 
include Edvard Grieg's In 
the Hall of the Mountain 
King, Rock Around the 
Clock and the Baby El- 
ephant Walk - something 
for everybody. 
The rehearse-a-thma, n
annual event at Skeena, is a 
chance for the students from 
different classes to rehearse 
as a full band. 
Skeena Jr. band is set to fill 
the R.E.M. Lee with m usic 
k~~:, i~i~i~ u" t+: ,;  
IT SOUNDS FUN: trying out other instruments at last Friday's rehearsal, 
But it's also an opportu- 
nity to learn tips from guest 
clinicians, local musicians 
from the Terrace Commu- 
nity Band who volunteer 
to spend an hour or so with 
students. 
The day starts early - at 
8:30 a.m. - and it doesn't 
wind down until alter 3:30 
p.m. 
But that's all part of th+e 
dedication band students 
- and instructors - at all 
three Terrace high schools 
seem to exude. 
Instructors and interested 
students are continuing to 
hold jazz band classes in 
Terrace and Thornhill out- 
side of regular class time 
on a volunteer basis because 
the programs were cut this 
year. 
At Skeena, jazz band is 
held on Friday mornings 
- even though Fridays are 
not regular school days any-  
more. thanks to budget cuts 
that ushered in the four-day 
school vceek. 
"Attendance is great!" 
Brouwer says. "It's 93 to 95 
per cent. It's really good." 
Looking ahead over the 
next few months, expect 
Skeena's band students to 
continue other fundraising 
activities as the countdown 
to Victoria kicks into high 
gear. 
Chocolate sales, bottle 
drives and other activities 
will also be taking place. 
In the spring, Skeena 
presents its annual swing 
dance for the community. 
"People dance to a live 
swing band. It's actually like 
a real gig for the kids." 
As well, bands from all 
three local high schools 
present he Tri School Band 
telethon at the R.E.M. Lee 
on Feb. 29 - Leap Day. 
Meanwhile, rehearsals 
and band class are marching 
ahead at Skeena. a brand- 
new school that opened this 
September. 
Among the amenities of 
the new school house is a 
band room with windows, 
a high ceiling and sound 
baffling. 
It's also much roomier 
than the rehearsal space 
at the original Skeena Jr. 
that was torn down in July, 
making it easier for students 
to move music stands and 
instruments around. 
"It's a beautiful band 
room. The sound is won- 
derful," says Brouwer, who 
also conducts the Terrace 
Community Band. 
Next week, we'll check 
in with the award-winning 
band program at Thornhili 
Junior Secondary, which is 
also holding a concert - on 
Nov. 14 at the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club. 
Auxiliary group 
hosts craft fair 
HERE'S A great way to support your local hospital - and do 
some Christmas hopping. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary is holding a craft 
fair this weekend in the education room of the hospital. 
The sale takes place Friday Nov. 7 from noon to 4 p.m. 
'.~+ "' ~..." :;; +:. "' ; I" , " ",' ~,' 
:and c0ntinueg Saturda~No.v. 8 from 10 a.mtjO,~l~m. : .¢~ :'~ ' "' "~r:L'~_ ~ ". . . . .  ' 
':~ ,The auxiliary, a volunteer.;0rganization hat also.operates 
a downtown Thrift Shop and the hospital gift shop, will use 
the proceeds help purchase much-needed medical equip- 
ment for the hospital and Terraceview Lodge. In 2002 and 
2003, the auxiliary purchased more than $100,000-worth of 
equipment. 
Kitimat craft fair Friday 
BACK BIGGER than ever, why not get a jump on the im- 
pending holiday season by heading to the annual Christntas 
Craft and Gift sale in Kitimat? 
It's billed as the region's largest Christmas craft and gift 
sale. 
Organizers ay there will be 135 tables this year display- 
ing home decorations, pottery, floral arrangements, hand- 
made leather goods, aromatherapy roducts, country crafts 
and other hand-made goods suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use. 
There's always plenty of food to chose from at the food 
fair. This year there will be a variety of dishes from around 
the world and fresh baking. Specialty coffees and teas ,will 
be available for the first time. 
Bring the kids. There will be toys on sale, along with 
personalized children's books, jewellery, temporary tattoos, 
face painting, cotton candy. Babysitting is available on site. 
To find the sale, follow Highway 37 to Kitimat. Turn left 
at the third set of traffic lights, then take the first turn to your 
right 
The craft sale runs Friday, Nov. 7 from 5 to 10 p.m. and 
Saturday Nov. 8 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m 
Dinner Theatre 
and 
:Eami!y Pack 
Dinner Theatre Select 
Includes Two vouchers Dinner Theatre 
Plus Two Regular Season Vouchers 
Regular Price $101 
DINNER THEATRE SELECT PACKAGE 
$84 
Cinderella Family Pack 
Two Aduhs and 2 Children (12 and under) 
Vouchers for our City of Terrace 
75th Anniversary Celebrations 
production o1" Cinderella 
Regular Price $53 
ANNIVERSARY PACKAGE 
s40 
Playbills available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
theA ~ Our offlctal ticket outlet Is 
~ ~  Q 471gA LazelLe Ave .,~ 
Community 
Calendar 
The Sunday Fun League at 
the Terrace Curling Club Is 
looking for new members, Be- 
ginners welcome; no exper- 
ience necessary, We meet 
Sundays at J. pro, at the cur- 
linl~ club, starting Oct. 5. Call 
Les at 6:1.5-5445 for more de- 
tails, 
Does your loved one have a 
brain disorder such as schizo- 
phrenia, bipolar disorder, de- 
pression, panic/anxiety disor- 
der, personality disorder or 
OCD? For free information 
and /or support call North- 
west B,C, Schizophrenia coor- 
dinator in Terrace at 635- 
820e or toll free: %866-7877 
(FAM.SUPP). Or attend the 
Terrace Support Group on the 
third Tuesday of the mohth 
(except July, August and De- 
cember) at 7:30 p,m. at #102- 
4450 Grleg Ave. 
Alzhelmer's Support and Edu- 
cation Group meets on the 
second Wednesday of each 
month at the conference 
room at Terraceview Lodge, If 
Alzhelmer's or other geriatric 
dementias touch your life= 
you are welcome to attend, 
For further Informatlon, call 
AVellne at 798-2581 or Doris 
at 635-0223. 
L 
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4643 ParkAvenue, Teriace SOMETHING 
F0ralirnitedtirneatparticlpaling 0airy0uee reslau,ants.~2003AM. D.O.~orp., D I F F E R E N T  
Mpls.. MN. Price Valid on specified sizes only. See stole for details, d a i r g q u e e n. co m 
i [] 
Dare to Compare 
@ TERM DEPOSIT 
• Fully redeemable after January 31, ZOO4 with no penalties 
• Low minimum deposit of $100 
~ NORTHERN SA V INGS 
CREDIT  UNION 
4702 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace • 638-782.2. 
HAWKAIR 
+ 
NOVEMBER 
! SALE  
Terrace/Kitimat.'to Vancouver 
s'l,, q :fl,:,,:, 
Your Hawkair fare includes taxes and fees. One Way. 
New bookings only. Restrictions apply. 
Book until November  17th,  2003.  All travel completed by  Nov. 30th,  2003.  
635-4295 or www.hawkair.ca 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR HAWKAIR 
or 
4553 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-2281 
213 City Centre, Kifimat 
.632-2135 
Prince Rupert 33 Tl~rd Ave W. 
ttavel@citytel,ne! 
4718-A Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace 
638-8522 
1-800.668-0828 
I 
Carlson 
Wagonlit 
Travel" 
4736 Lakelse, 
Terrace 
635-2277 
carlsonwagonlit @telus.net 
Wings Travel 
330 City Centre, 
Kitimat 
632-4731 
gball.wings@ lelus.net 
1-800-663-3397 
I I 
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Around Town 
A comic 
quartet 
THEY SURE sound like 
fun. Barachois is a high- 
energy Acadian quartet 
from PEI performing Satur- 
day at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, one of the stops 
on the band's farewell tour. 
"Barachois" is an Aca- 
dian term meaning a shal- 
low pond of water separa- 
ted from the sea by sand 
dunes - an image that pro- 
vides an apt metaphor for 
the band, which aims to 
help keep Acadian culture 
alive in an English-speak- 
ing North American sea. 
That probably sounds 
rather serious, but the 
band's stage act is any- 
thing but 
Barachois is known for 
bringing plenty of daffy 
humour to performances. 
"Paramedics may be on 
standby for those falling 
out of their seats with 
laughter," The Northern 
Sentinel recently warned. 
The group does impres- 
sions, as well. The four 
musicians play many dif- 
ferent instruments, includ- 
ing fiddle, guitar, key- 
board, wooden spoons, and 
skillets. 
www.bcnatrualresourceforum.con 
Counting 
blessings 
A FORMER Terrace resi- 
dent has put her life story 
down on 384 pages. 
Elly Kardamylakis, who 
worked for the B.C. As- 
sessment Authority here 
until moving away to Cmf- 
ton in 1981, begins with 
her childhood in Koenigs- 
berg, East Prussia. 
She came to Canada in 
1958, one of many people 
who became refugees fol- 
lowing the Soviet Union 
advance into eastern Eur- 
ope following the Second 
World War. 
The autobiography i s  
called Counting My Bless- 
ings. 
"Personally, every life 
has a story; somebody just 
L IBRARIAN Melanie Wilke with the display honouring the late Haida artist. 
A lasting tribute to Freda 
By JENNIFER LANG outlining Diesing's numerous accomplish- 
THE LIFE and work of the late Freda ments, including a collection of her ex- 
Diesing is the subject of a permanent dis- quisite prints and her 2002 National Abet- 
play at the Terrace Public Library. 
Diesing, an influential carver and tea- 
cher, helped lead a cultural renaissance 
in northwest coast art. At the time of her 
death last year, the 72-year-old Haida art- 
ist and Terrace resident had been enjoy- 
ing a banner year. 
In 2002, she received an honourary de- 
gree from the University of Northern B.C., 
earned a national award, and was hon- 
cured with a celebration at Kitsumkalum. 
Her sister, Roberta "Bobbie" Perry, 
has given the library a number of items 
Terrace 75 
iginal Achievement Award, an honour she 
received for her outstanding cultural and 
artistic achievements. 
The library has also been given a col- 
lection of newspaper articles and photo- 
graphic portraits of Diesing taken at var- 
ious times during her career. 
Perry and friend Yvonne Moen asked 
the library to put the items on display. 
"They felt the library would be a vis- 
ible spot," librarian Melanie Wilke says. 
The display will be located at the front 
entrance of the library on the west wall. 
What a great year! 
Time capsule is a record of life here in 2003 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE'S 75th anniver- 
sary committee is looking 
tbr suggestions for items to 
include in a time capsule 
commemorating the year 
2003. 
The capsule is being or- 
ganized by long-time Ter- 
race resident, Willy 
Schneider, who is a mem- 
ber of the anniversary 
committee~ 
The deadline to drop 
items off at city hall is has to sit down and write it 
and th~it's' what  Id id , ' "  she :: Ni~V.-:14, ":: : : : ' * - : '  '- ~" 
said. "I lived, loved, So far, the list of items 
worked and had pain." to put in the capsule in- 
elude a newspaper, phone 
book, the city assessment 
roll, the 2003 grad class, 
the city budget and payr- 
oll, photographs of the cur- 
rent city council, the far- 
mer's market, New Year's 
baby, the 75th anniversary 
committee and the George 
Little house as well as the 
Wal-Mart development. 
Adding programs from 
Riverboat Days and other 
various community events 
that took place during this 
75th =inniversary year, like 
the Riverside Festival and 
the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival, are other 
suggestions for the time 
capsule. 
The capsule will be 
buried Dec. 21 at Heritage 
Park Museum during the 
official closing ceremonies 
for the 75th anniversary. 
It's not meant to be 
opened for another 75 
years. 
The plaque will read, 
"This time capsule has 
been buried on the occa- 
sion of the city of Terrace's 
75th Birthday and not ..... 
opened prior to the year  
2078,"  
-" ~ e j To place your 
| ~ ' r ~  ~ 1 11~ 1 r~ T Community Classified 
~. . J~k J l  1 JLI. II 11 IL~.ll ! !  b y callthis newspaper or 
~11 I1~11 '/ | tollfree 1-866-669-9222 
classifleds~bccommunitynews.com 
I M =d1~ I / I  ~W~dl  ~1~ wvvw,communityclassifieds,ca 
ACH Z.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION.WIDE FOR $1,443 
AUTO FINANCING CAREER TRAINING EMPLOYMENT LOANS STEEL BUILDINGS 
SECOND CHANCE BE AN INTERIOR O_Pp_OR_]'.U_NITIES__. PAYDAY LOANS! Bad FUTURE STEEL 
FINANCE. Wesayyes to DECORATOR wilh YOUNG ADULT mystery credil? No credit? No BUILDINGS. Durable, 
poor credil and bankrupts, our unique home-study shoppers needod. Musl problem, Borrow up dependable, pre. 
Selecl from over 450 course. Call for be of legal ago In to $1000 until payday. 
your free brochure, your province and Have a job? Gel a engineered. All-steel 
cars.trucks. 4x4s- vans. t - 800-2 67-1 829. possess valid picture ID. loan guaranleedl 1 slruclui'es. Custom-made 
Call Marty or lar~ www.shegieldschool.ca. For details visit hour approval. 1"866"3- to suit your needs and 
604-552.4554, Sheffield School el v,~,v,_bsgcq~:cq~p.rojects,.. PAYDAY 24 hrslT days. requirements, Factory. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES Inlerior Design, Ollawa NOMAD ELECTRIC is www.prldireet,ca direcl, affordable prices, 
ON currently acceoling PERSONALS Call 1.800-668-8653 
A MAJOI~ FLOORING ext.536forlreebrochure. 
WHOLESALER needs 0ARS applications Ior a CANADA'S TOP 
cash llow. Save uo Io AUTOMOBILE LOANS journeymanolectriclan. PSYGHICS,,.Are you STEEL BUILDINGSALE, 
50% on 100 choices el GUARANTEED Located in Peace River, ready to believe "Final Clearancet" Priced 
Trucks/vans/cars/SUVs. Alberta. Please lax in psychics again? to sell, Go direcl/save. 
woodgrain laminate, 20 Diesel/gas, Turned down? or email resume Call now, you won't be 25 x 40, $6,900. 
choices ceramic Iile.look Rales too high? Trade? to Ihe followlng: disappointedt 1-900-451- 
for you nomad86@tolusplanoLnet; 707052.95/m[nuto 18+ 30 x 40, $8,500, 
laminate, 6"unlinished We havemoney 780-624-5138, 35 x 50, $12,900. 
rusliclir, 3112p~elinish~l 0-7%. Complimentary . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DIVORCE SURVIVAL 40 x 80, $17,400, 
hardwood in oak, maple, delivery, Applyloday. COUNSELLORS STRATEGIES...BeIore 50 x 120, $35,500, 
•birch, brazillanwalnul Inven lory l loans  NEEDED. Clients are spending large sums on 
lapanese cherry, and m~w.credil.king,com, Call provided to counsellors in legal fees, call The Family Many olhers. Pioneer .... 
bamboo, Real wood 1-800,650-4829 24/7 privale praclice trained by Law Cenlre l0 understand 1.800-668.5422, 
Sales~leasing~service. Counsellor Training yourrighls & obligaUons. TRAVEL 
Iloalinglloorsoak, maple, EsL f986 .  Insliluleinalllocafions Our lawyers wUl present 
hamboo, slate, and in Canada. Visll you wilhyour options & TIMESHARE RESALES, 
granile. Tons more~ Call COMING EVENTS wwwcounsello~tnsl=tu(e,com, oiler smarl & proven Rii® Slroman • Since 
t-800.631-3342. HOW TO TAKE your next Call now 1-800-665-7044. slralegiee to help reduce 1979. Buy.sell-rent. 
your legal fees, safeguard exchange. Worldwide 
spirilual step. Find FNANClALsERvic~" your assels & defend your selection. Call nowl BUSINESS your next spiritual 
OPPORTUNITIES step. Call Eckankar al DEBT STRESS? We child custody & access 1.800-201.0864, 
WEEKLY PAYCHEQUE81 1 - 8 0O -L OVE. G O D can help you avoid rlghls. Don'l be a vicliml 
lor a tree book, bankruptcy through debl "Separate Smart." TRUCKS 
Company needs help www.eckankar.org.___, consolidation. Achieve Toll-free1.B66.879-3529, AUTOMOBILE LOANS 
filling oul simple peace of mind. RECREATIONAL GUARANTEED 
worksheels. No EDUCATION Visil us online al: VEHICLES TruckslvanslcarslSUVs, 
experience necessary. APARTMENTICONDOMI mydeblsoMion.com or 
Slarlimmedialely. Call NIUM MANAGER. Train callloll-ffee:l-877.556- OVER 200 NEW and Diesel/gas, Turned down? 
1-800-279.0019 ext.CP7 o ' be an 3500 used molorhomes, diesel Rates Ioo high? Trade? 
apartmentlcondom]nium .... FOR SAiE MISC'-- pushers, 5th wheels, We have moneyfor yau 
or visil www.opportunily, manager, Many Jobsl Job ;,.~,T.,. ~ ; ,^, ~2";;;, trailers, van.conversions, 0.7% Complimentary 
~fepol.com. placemenl assistance. O,.W~,Lt-~,UU~,UU ~, Iruck campers. Total delivery. Apply Ioday. 
,,rnm~,n now~uper Lumeermare RV Centre RV Listing GAS BAR wilh 60 seat All areas. GOv ......... ,.,~,.,=,=~,,,,h ,',,,,,,',,,,m 2000 largorcapaciUes Service, Flee pick.up Inventory / loans  
¢ostauronl. convenience .-Ulnformalion/brochure:,..~u ...... more op, ion,. Norwood Western Canada. www.credit.klng.com, Call 
store, souvenir shop, 60 604-681.5456 / 1.800. ~nnuslnes, manufaclurer Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 1.B0O.650.482g 2417 
of sawmills edgers seal lounge, 12 room 665.8339.www.RMTI.ca ' , Winfield, B.C. 1.800.668. Sales/leasing/service. 
motel & tire shop, Great and skiddors, Free 1447.www.voy_agerRV.ca Est,t986. 
lucallon, growing annual EMPLOYMENT Iniormalion, 1-800.566. SALES HELP WANTED WOOD HEATING 
sales, will] a Iol OPPORTUNITIES 6899,ext,4OO,OT ASMALL AUTO PARTS BLAZE KING wood 
more rowth otental WANTED HEAVY DUTY CORAL CALCUM g P . , . . . .  maker needs commlsslon 
Retiring. Seriouslnqulries mecnanlc Ior s nop i,n "EXTRA" 100 capsules, Sates people la call on stoves, E/flciencies to 
Norlnerfl Ptoera ua 53 '~ call Cheryl or Don , 0 rags -t00 , pure garages and suppliers. 82.5%.Thermoslatically 
867 699-4:301 Hw',, 3 780.523.5288, ask lot marina cora caclum Those a ready hand ing conlrolled, long burn 
":-r ..... i ..... '"'' ' ' Rick or tax resume to from Oklnawa, Japan auto paris prelerred, Fax limes up to 40 hours. 
ru±r ,u~__u~_  780.523,5910, Wage as  endorsed and delailsto905.457.0994, For nearest dealer, 
INVENTORS. NEW d_ependenlonexPerionce,, r uommendedbyRoberl - -~ ICE-~- - - - -  250.493-7444. Emall 
PRODUCT ideas wanted. LESSON LOGGING LTD, Barelool on ,T,V, CB MINAL REco'R~ vcsales@vtp,nel or 
We are currently ooking Is now hiring buncher, 1,866.319.0708, Calgary; Canadian aidon seals www.blazeking,oom _ 
tor ideas Ior new skldder end ptocossor v~'vw-'c-ureEq~-a~-~-mL2 r~.enrd t'/9 wniwr ^nrtn~,l^ . . . .  , t r  . . . . . .  
or improved producIs ~P;r~riSle~OorurlVOrakrela n. NEE DA COMPUTER? pc;mils lag~'Am'eri'c;n ;o~"'y;ur'~e';;;;n';"o'ii 
Don I have cash? The en r Wh r sk Io prepare and present Io Y' Y gas or eleclrl¢ lurnaca, 
corporations. Our sward. ~;~le~lanw~g;:rean;de °~glna/!B.M.P~nt!um,,4 emp!oyment,!icens!ng, Savedollarslhswnet 
. . . . . .  p • p , r~ Ior ~1 a oayl P~O ~,~ iravel, arrast, aeponauon, . . . . , 
winning team aeilvete ~-or fleares oealer, . neceesa y. Fax resume down Fasl dn very Free property oonllscation? 
proless~onelresu  Free w h reerences to dl=alcameralC I w S 250 493 7444 Ema ' g'l . . . .  al no I Canadian - U, . ' " , :  
information package, 780-706.3222 or ca l l  TolHree1.866-259.1171 immigrati0nspeclalisls. Vcsalas@v!p,nel or 
1.800,544.3327. 780-778- ]197 .  www,dottaraday.¢om 1.800.347-2540. www.valleycomfort,com 
Title Sponsor : . TECf12003 is proud to present... , l :llllll,,,i ' 
The Business & Industry Trade Show 
The BC Natural Resource Forum 
Hosted by Pat Bell, MLA Prince George North 
Nov 13th & 14th, 2003 
Prince George Civic Centre 
$4.00 admission at the door 
Plan to attend this informative 2-day event featuring speeches from industry leaders in 
the Forestry, Mining, Energy and A.qricuhure sectors. Discussions on short and long 
term planning, capacily buirding and'joint ventures with First Nations. 
The Business & Industry Trade Show will highlight innovators and suppliers to the 
natrual resources industries, demonstrate new technologies, promote innovative 
solutions for the home or office, business trends and opportunities, career 
enhancement opportunities, and technological advanced in the market pJace 
teekcominco g~:~ norateK ~n, pr,~uc,q 
For more information on speakers, times and dates or to register for 
luncheons, go to ~n~wv.bcnaturalresourceforum.com or call 250-564-3737 
Keynote Speakers 
AGRICULTURE- Honoumble John van Doncjea, 
Minister of Agrku]lure, Food & Fisheries 
%rthem Agriculture one year la~. yet mare challengesf" 
Ihurs, November 13111, 9:30 am- 10:00 am 
lunch Speaker, Russell Hallbauer, 
GM Base Melal Joinl ventures, Teck C0minco Ltd. 
"Opportunities & Challenges Facing the Nning Industry" 
Thurs, November 13th, 12:00 noon- Luncheon $20/person 
INERGY- Dr. Michael J. Heit, President, Resource Matters 
'Unleashing the Po~aP 
Friday, November 14th, 9:30-I0:00 
lunch Speaker, Minister De Jane h Minisler of Forests 
'State of Forestry in BC" 
Fri, November 14th, 12:00 noon-Luncheon $20/person 
MINING- ~ t~ill Superinlendent 
FORESTRY. ~ Presidenl & CEO, Council of Forestlndustries ,Norlhgo!e Expbration's K~ess Mine ,~ .... 
~e~Ke)~ChaUe~es Faclng~e gC ln~ar Fomst lndust~ ~ Wd~ge~ Explora~on . ~e Kemess Turnaround '~ 
Thursday, November 131h, 1:30- 2:00 Fri, November 14th, 1:30.2)J0 . . . . .  
,No 
g,, 
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kl 
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ROB BROWN 
Cut the Crap 
ltat we're looking at here is actually 
ipping the argument. That's the one 
hich says we're exporting the high 
/ue wood, in fact, we d be exporting 
the crap." 
So said Skeena's MLA Roger Harris in an article 
entitled "Hardwood May Tempt Chinese," (Terrace 
Standard, 25 October 2003.) 
It's difficult to know precisely what Mr. Harris 
means by the phrase "flipping the argument." In 
fact, it's hard to know what Harris and many of his 
colleagues are talking about most of the time. This 
is because they express themselves in a fractured 
form of English that suggests they are either senti- 
literate or purposely attempting to cloud complex 
and contentious i sues with ungrammatical circum- 
locutions. 
A government that turned a provincial budget 
surplus into a deficit three times the size of the pre- 
vious record deficit by means of a tax giveaway that 
benefited the people who needed it the least at the 
expense of the people that needed it the most, then 
used that deficit as an excuse to implement legisla- 
tion designed to hobble social services and educa- 
tion, needs to cover its tracks with twisted diction. 
MLA Harris believes he can persuade the Chi- 
nese to buy alder, birch, and cottonwood that they 
desperately need for their domestic furniture market 
thus leaving us with valuable softwoods, which, 
pret)umamy, we will dontiniae tolog at an"ficcel~rfft- 
co rate alter me seconocOnung orbKeena t..e tu ose. 
Harris's is the forest view of Primitive Man. 
In Roger's wilderness there are good "and bad 
trees. It is a magic land where the forest is a garden. 
Alder, cottonwood and birch are weeds that must be 
removed, for removing them will improve the natu- 
ral processes and speed up the growth of profitable 
species. 
In this vision, every stick of mature timber needs 
to be cut and a new tree planted in its place. But 
where does Roger hope to find these hardwood 
groves'? 
. . . .  .To answer this question we need only to venture 
outside before the leaves fall and look at the moun- 
tainsides. The colourfui bands along creeks and de- 
caying roads that are fast turning to, or have already 
turned, into waterways are hardwood stands. 
You will also find them along the riverbanks and 
on the Skeena islands where giant spruce and cedar 
trees stood not so very long ago. The real estate 
highlighted by these brilliant yellow and red slashes 
is the best wildlife habitat in the Skeena drainage. 
The magnificent cottonwoods that hold together 
the Skeena islands along with alders, aspen, willow, 
osier dogwood and all sorts of other shrubs, are the 
seral species that appear after damage or disruption. 
Like scar tissue on a wound they heal the landscape 
and represent the next step in forest succession. 
But axing this irreplaceable fish and wildlife 
habitat is not a problem in the Profitable Forest of 
Primitive Man (PFPM) where fish and other fauna 
are" seen as impediments o economic growth. This 
is the forest land of monoculture and clear cuts 
where biodiversity is an irritating concept hatched 
by pesky biologists and promoted by enviros mak- 
ing the job of the Forest Giants and their hard work- 
ing armies of loggers more difficult thereby. 
The profound complexity of ecological connex- 
ions - the notion that hardwoods need softwoods 
and softwoods need hardwoods and that both of 
them need mushrooms, moss, bugs and birds-is con- 
veniently ignored in the PFPM, where it is assumed 
that all specres can thrive independently of each 
other. In the PFPM, man's economic dependence on 
the trees is accepted but his ecological dependence 
goes unrecognized. 
And what about scenic splendour? In the aesthet- 
ic of Primitive Man it's fine to turn a beautiful land 
into a land of beauty spots for short-term profit. 
The PFPM is run on man's timetable not na- 
ture's. It is a land of boom and bust where raw logs 
roll down the highway and out of town so somebody 
else can realize their real value. It's a place where 
the soil is treated like dirt.despite its fundamental 
importance to the trees and, by extension everything 
else in the ecosystem. 
The entry in my dictionary says "trap" is an 
unsavoury term that "should be avoided by careful 
speakers and writers," The first definition given is 
fecal mattim No trees are listed but "a foolish talk or 
nonsense" is given as an alternate definition. 
Roger Harris' scheme to sucker the Chlnese fits 
that definition perfectly, 
Legacy of Kings 
Ten years after the deaths of Rick and Paul King, money raised in their 
memory makes up the largest 
By SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN 
NORMA KING says it would have been her son's 
dream come true. 
Rick King, a former Terrace city councillor, 
an avid hockey fan and one-time nfinor hockey 
coach, was a huge supporter of bringing a second 
sheet of ice to Terrace. 
And with the current push to raise enough 
money to start construction on the project this 
spring, she says he would be proud. 
"It was something that was really near and dear 
to his heart," says Norma of her son. "Maybe it's 
going to come to fruition and I know he would be 
happy about that - it was something that he had 
longed for and wanted to happen." 
Rick and his 12-year-old son Paul died Nov. 
6, 1993 in a car crash while driving home from 
Prince Rupert alter a Fee Wee rep hockey game. 
Rick lobbied hard as a city councillor to get 
a second sheet of ice. He had coached minor 
hockey and was his son Paul's biggest fan 
Paul had just started playing rep hockey. In 
tact, the father and son duo were on their way 
home from the rep tearn's first road trip of the 
season when the accident happened. 
Norma's grandson, Paul, had scored a hat trick 
in the first of two back-to-back games and he was 
elated. 
"They were anxious to get home and tell room 
about he hat trick," recalls Norma. 
"He was a really outgoing young man, he just 
loved hockey." 
sum of cash 
PAUL and Rick King. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
The deaths of the Kings rocked the hockey 
community and inspired some local business- 
men, including John Bandstra, Brian Downie and 
sports retailer Bob Park, to establish the Rick and 
Paul King Foundation. 
The foundation held fundraisers including the 
wildly successful Skate '97 auction and a $100 
per plate dinner. 
The group raised more than $40,000. Half of 
that was paid to the city for drawings of a pro- 
JACQUELINE Lenuik and Stephanie Leong are on their way to the toughest figure 
skating competition in the province. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO, 
Skaters set on champs 
By SARAH A. ZllVlMERMAN Long says. 
GOING TO provincial championships ts 
nothing new for Stephanie Leong - this year 
it will be her third trip to the prestigious 
event for competitive skaters. 
It's been two years since a skater from the 
Terrace Skating Club qualified for section- 
als - that was also the last time Leong made 
the trip to the championships, also called 
sectionals. 
Having that experience under her belt 
helps the 13-year-old approach the event 
with confidence andrealistic goals. 
She's aiming for clean programs, landing 
all of her jumps and finishing in the middle 
of the pack. 
"I don't want false hopes," she explains, 
adding skating in the north is not as compet- 
itive or aggressive as skating with athletes 
from the southern part of the province where 
ice time is abundant and year-round. 
"Stephanie's ahnost landing her double 
Axel and there's a good chance some other 
competitors could be landing triples," says 
her coach Barb Long, 
But competing when the stakes are high is 
Leong's pecialty. 
"Stephanie's definitely a pressure skater 
and when the chips are down she shines," 
This year, Leong will also have a team- 
mate competing at the event. 
Jacqueline Lenuik, I0, is going to section- 
als for her first time this year. Though she's 
skated in province-wide non-competitive 
events this is her first high.level experience. 
She admits he's a little nervous but she's 
knows what to do to get into the right frame 
of mind. 
"1 just think of what I have to do," she says. 
She qualified for sectionals at her first 
competitive stream meet two weeks ago in 
Prince George, 
She's got her sights set on landing her 
double flip and rotating her double loop - a 
jump using the edge of the skate's blade. 
"I think she'll be awesome, she a very 
focussed kid and very determined," says her 
coach Cathy Mills. 
"She skated very well in Prince George 
and came back even more determined to do 
bigger and better things," 
Qualifying for sectionals means the two 
skaters will compete in next year's B.C. 
Winter Games in Port Alberni. 
The club also had nine skaters recently 
qualify tbr a non-competitive provincial 
corn petition called Star Skate, in January. 
Brush up on soccer skills 
YOUNG SOCCER players here can look 
forward to another ound of indoor soccer 
clinics set to start in the new year. 
The clinics cover the fundamental skills 
of soccer including passing, receiving, con- 
trolling the ball with different parts of the 
body, dribbling and shooting, The goal is 
The clinics are taught annually by Terrace 
soccer player and coach Nick Kollias. They 
run for four consecutive Saturdays tarting 
January 10 and again Feb. 7. 
Classes are for soccer players aged five 
to 14 who were registered with the Ter- 
race Youth Soccer Association in the 2003 
for the youngsters to improve on their own season. To sign up stop by the parks and 
skills, learn new techniques and prepare for recreation office at the Ten:ace arena or call 
next year's outdoor season, 615-3000, ' 
given to the sportsplex fund 
posed building and for a 1997 referendum for an 
earlier, but unsuccessful, construction plan. 
Just last month, sports memorabilia purchased 
by the foundation and earmarked for future fund- 
raisers was sold at a sportsplex auction here. That 
event raised more that $17,000, signalling a re- 
newed zeal for the proejct. 
The foundation can be credited for having a 
hand in raising a good portion of that money as 
well, says Bob Park, who shared Rick King's vi- 
sion of the benefits of a second sheet of ice. 
The foundation was disbanded four years ago 
and the remaining $20,737 was put in a bank ac- 
count in trust to the city, to be used specifically 
toward a second sheet of ice. 
While the city has recently received pledges 
of money from numerous groups, the seed money 
from the Rick and Paul King Foundation remains 
the largest single amount of cash in the bank for 
the project. 
In many ways the current push to build the 
sportsplex has the most likely chance of going 
ahead than any previous proposal. That's because 
the city does not have to go to referendum if it 
needs to borrow cash to fill the gap between mon- 
ey raised and a shortfall in anticipated costs. 
Norma is hoping the project will happen and 
ground will break in 2004. 
"I know Rick would be very pleased and I 
know he would be working his butt off to get it," 
says Norton. "I 'm sorry it wasn't sonlething that 
could happen in his lifetime." 
Bluebacks dive into 
competitive season 
THE TERRACE Bluebacks dove right into the competitive 
season as the first meet of the year took to Kitimat's wim- 
ruing pool. 
rlr-'Wlule the Methanex reglo0al alMevel meet was a eJjanq¢,; 
to kick off the season it was more an 0pportunit)~ for=swim '- 
nrers to zero in on technique. 
"The focus on the competition was getting back to ba- 
sics," says head coach Mike Carlyle. "They're not in the 
same shape they were in at the end of the season last year." 
That means regrouping and reminding swimmers where 
they can save the most time in a race. In the case of last 
week's race that meant iming turns - the 7.5 metres going 
into a turn and the 7.5 metres coming out. 
"If can improve each of those turns by half a second, 
we're looking at 1.5 seconds," he says. 
That's because an average 100 metre race m a 25.metre 
pool incorporates three turns - the part of the swim where 
if a swimmer isn't aggressive enough, precious time can be 
lost 
"For someone who is going to nationals a 1.5 second 
improvement could mean a second swim or making finals," 
Carlyle says, adding he was impressed with how well the 
Bluebacks were attacking their turns. 
Dakota Algor, Hayley Schmeidel, Evan Watson, Allison 
Knoedler, Jason Ruchotzke, Vanessa Hardy and Edmund 
Swan each earned medals at the meet. 
Pedal power 
SUNNY skies last weekend lured road riders out of hid- 
ing to hit the pavement. Dave Stewart was one of six 
riders out Nov. 1 for a leisurely mid-day ride to Furlong 
Bay and back, SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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440 Houses 
EMPLOYMEhff 250.299 444 Miscellaneous AUTOMOI1n~ 750.799 
254 Busine. C~cpodunBies 448 Mobile Home= 756 Canopie~ 
2.58 Careers 452 Modular Homes 762 Cars 
262 I~ate  456 Rooms 768 Classics 
266 Educalian 460 Room & Board 774 Path 
270 HelpV~anled 464 Senion/Retirement 7no suv'~ & ,Ix 4'$ 
274 pra~esslona~ Accommodations 786 Truc[s 
278 Skilled Trades 468 Shared Accommodations 792 Vain/Buses 
282 Tutoring 472 Slomge 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work Wanted 
476 Suites NOTI~ES~/T1ENDERS 800-849 
480 TOU risl Accommedafion s a 15 L~gal Notices 
484 Townhouses 830 Tandem 
SERWCES 300-399 488 Wanted To Rent 
302 A~:counting 492 Warehouses 
The Terrace Standard resewes the fight o classify ads under appropriate h adings and Io set rates therefore and to determine page10cati0n, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate onthe basis of children, madlal status end 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no.srnoking preference. 
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27 .02  
16 .05  
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12 
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13 
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14 .9e  15.25 i  
27 .29  27 .55  
16.32 16.59 
28 .62  2e .89  
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For longer ad, please use a separate sheet 
Clip & Mail This Form To: STA= ARD ,.,,.,,-, ..,,.,,~^Ph°ne 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 ~g~, ' l -~t~ 
Fax 
638-8432 
ADVERTISE your business or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copiesl You get guaranteed 
distribution to this large target 
market in two government print 
magazines. Please call Anne- 
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
• . | 
G r a ~  ~ 
Casc I   
COU T 
Designed for today's 55* on the go! 
• ~..=..~,m ~ ' ~ '~ '~;"~ "~.~'~'~L~ 
,p r i ced  f ro  F IB,.. ~ ~  
'89,900 a ~  
l * Safe * Affordable * View of Ms. Bake~ 
• 1he u[rimate in comfort .., and so mu(h mote 
~1~ 35230 Dclair Road 
O Abbotsford 
604-852-1139 
Managed by the Salvation A~my 
www.cascadecoutt.ca 
J 1 8 :Coming Events 
30 In  Memoriam:: 
30  In Memor iam • L . .  • • 
~i60~Appi iances/  
B.C. RAIL belongs to the peo- 
ple. Province-Wide effort 
needed it we are to STOP THE 
SALE! Coalition for Account- 
ability in Government. cagebc 
@yahoo.cam 604-988-2066. 
J udy  - I lom 
July 8, /53  - Nov 4102 
In the dark a beautiful night 
I sit alone : - :=  
Crying all night. 
Wild thoughts run though my 
mind 
of all the crazy things we used to 
do 
the times we had were never bad 
you were good and always 
understood 
You've been gone f0r so long... 
now I have no one to sing me 
that song. 
It's a fact.... I can't bring you 
back 
I will never forget and never 
reject 
the good times and the bad times 
we Shared. 
or how much we really cared 
you will always be a part of me 
and in my heart and there 
rll always be with you 
I miss ycu. 
By: Sheena Roberts 
Taken from us November 6, 1993 
Ten years have passed 
It's so hard to believe 
Though our tears have dried 
July 8, 1953 - Nov. 4, 2002 
On behedf of the 
Morgan Family and 
Judy-Mom's children 
and grandchildren we 
would llke to send out 
our gratitude, for all 
the -suppor t ,  love and 
; ~Ya j re~'~e received ! in 
our t ime o f  need, You 
are greatly missed by i 
Mora, Dad, all your I 
brothers, sisters, nle-I 
ces, nephews, children 
and grandchildren I 
March 16, 1934 - October 30, 2000 
Tom 
One" a memory  o f  
yesterday's 
A s~h fo r  a Face 
unseen 
And the constant  
feel~rig that  God 
alone 
Knows just what 
should have been. 
sa~ly misssed 
by your sister, Rhode, 
nieces & nephews 
LUNZ, 
Boniface Andrew 
aka  Barney  
On Oct. 19. 2003 Mn 
Boniface Andrew Lunz 
passed away at the age of 
70 yrs, after a short battle 
with cancer. 
He Is survived by his four 
children, Mlchael of Fort 
McMurray, AB, Cindy 
Our  heads  still grieve (Yvon), Barbara (Fred) all of 
Terrace and George of 
Cherished memories come to mind i ~ Armstrong; B.C. 
Of the good times we've had : Predeceased by his wife 
Remember ing  the joy you brought in life IJ June, I brother 'and Z 
We try  not to be sad i : ~ sisters, 6 grandchildren. 
Services were held at 
In Remembronce  Sacred Heart Parish on 
Morn & Dad (Grandma & Grandpa) October Z3, 2003 with 
Paxton (Son & Brother) Father Gerry Craig 
Kelly Yaslnchuk - Sister (Wade, Tamara, officiating. 
Fallen) Donations may be made 
Barbara Grelson .Sister(Randy) to the Canadian Cancer 
Society, 
• Brother ( C a ~  ~, REST IN PEACE DAD. 
m= .,,=6$TIPS 
~l jus t  s topped1 
to  th ink  
what  good  
f r iends  i ha~e 
and  wanted  
you  to  know 
Thank  
You A l l .  I 
Jaekie P. 
XMAS - White Rock Dec. 20th 
to Jan, 4th. Executive view 
home, 5 bdrms, 4 baths, hottub, 
2 f/p's all inclusive. 604-541- 
8776 www.sunsetinn bednb.com 
THINKING ABOUT staying at a 
B&B in British Columbia? Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com 
for links and colour photos from 
over 700 B&B's in BC, 
USE MOFFAT fridge and elec- 
tric range. Almond with black 
trim, Excellent condition. 
$750.00 for pair. Call 250-638- 
8904 (44P3) 
II _'='_. I~ 'n":" ~"~'~; ~ ' '= ' /~ ' "  °~ ~' 
I Ftea.~ m, ol~r dmo~ ~o: 
I HTARI a~l SlRO~E FOUNDAT~3N .~. . .  
Io~ e.c. &YUKON ~"  '~ 
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J 638-1966 ~'  "" 
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I 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE UD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Dailyscheduled bus service from Stewart to 
i] Terrace and return, and all points in behveen. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D~ and 
i courier service,; : . . . .  ., • 
i * !r ~ t 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
m[i_F 'LBr~ ~ . ~  Dry  
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
*BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
*AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635"  1132 
b:ld:il~l~]k'tl:i~Vdl~ll]:l:l;[o]ttl.l~l[#tf,.lflLlu:(o]:lq~h~llfl~ 
REWARD: For 1985 Blue Ford 
1210 Tractor 4WD. Missing 
Saturday, Thanksgiving wknd. 
Sentimental value. Call Lan- 
gley RCMP 604-532-3200 File 
#200337526 or 604-534-1337. 
Anonymity quaranteed. 
FOUND ONE girls mountain 
bike on Davis Ave. To claim 
and identify call 250-638-7251 
(43NC2) 
SWM 36, fun outgoing. Loves 
kids and the outdoors. I am em- 
played and am looking for Miss 
Right. Must he active and out- 
going, pyode211@yahoo.com 
(44P3) 
LAC LA HACHE 2 bdrm cozy 
cabins, furnished & winterized, 
good fishing, long term - 6 
months: $35D/mo. $25/day, 
$140/wk, 1 month: $400 incl 
utile. 1-250-306-4165 
Vet' 
~r~Jk  .earl.r 
sO c~Imunl~les 
across S,c., a,~ I~ 
fke locals SaNe ~=u 
• p f~e bes-f pl~es 
• (-o see m~(f be Seen. 
I Cl sEL¥  RIr , l eF MOVIN 1, I COOSE  NS PIANOS ,~ervin 8 theNorthwest since 1980 
~ ' Y0tll Moving Professionals Since 1997 I Piano Tuning 
.1~ i~ frisk & New32 & 28 ft liailefs at Your S{;;~cet I Complete Rebuilding 
~,=T • Acr--oss to~wn or the country I Regulating & Sales 
~ • Will assist or load foryou I _, Cer~ . 
, Reasonable Rates I r~o  ~aner- ~ecnnician 
"1-866-615-0002 I 
! ~ ~ ] ~  ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT I Jos~ Coosernans 
Ph: 615-0002 ce,: 638"6969J ( so) 
"R.ubber Ducl /Daycare 
Licensed Family child care For 
ths ¢0 22 years 
Call today to eorOll your Child 
Lorle Hansen 
~ " i ' ' ,  " " ' .  
~ - ~ ~ - "  AVEL eCRUSH 
=TOP SOIL eSNOW PLOWING 
Terrace, B,C, 
Quint0n Freeman 
Rob Freeman (250) 635-2652 
I I NovATio s I 
~L & LANDSCAPING • Landscap~g • Floor & Kitchen Tiles 
• Moss Removal , Build S Repair Fences 
• Yard Mainlenance • Build S Ref~it Decks 
• Gutter Cleaning • Siding Installalion &Washing 
• Odd JObs * And Much Mc~e &rJT,~LL~lmE;ik~i 
FREE EST IMATES 
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
OW LOW LOW RATES I )  
I 
• 175 Bu i ld ing  ,~ 
• Materials: : 
!258 Careers 
270Help Wanted 
270 Help Wanted  
220 Miscel laneous 
225 Mus ic  ~ i 
5~ 
;3 
i :  
,i! 
i I I  
f " " I i • 
l VELCOME~ 
""VVAGO  
• g S INCB 1930 ,, ' 
Your Wekome 
"Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B,C, is: 
Cathy 
6 ! 5-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby. 01ease call Your 
we=come Wagon 
hostess for your free 
%g!ffs and informat io~ 
Flooring Distributor NEEDS 
CASH FLOW Laminate - $.49 
sq/ff, Laminate tile - $.99 sq/ft, 
1X6" knotty fir - $.80 sq/ft, slate 
or granite from - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 
1/4" oak or maple pre fin - 
$3.99 sq/ff, 3 1/4" exotics pre- 
finished - $4.99 sq/ft, bamboo, 
prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 1-800- 
631-3342. 
4000 NEW Vinyl Windows. 
Over 60 different sizes to 
choose from. Great Pricesl 
Chilliwack location 1-800-546- 
8733. Surrey New & Used 
17861-64th Avenue, Surrey, 1- 
877-570-8733, 
SIX PERSON hot tub, 20 jets, 
six years old $6000.00. 
10,000BTU air conditioner, 
used once $450.00. Regency 
gas fireplace $1200.00. Natural 
gas Olson furnace $300.00. 
Call 250-638-1838 (43P3) 
GUITAR EPIPHONE Les Paul 
Standard Limited Edition Wine 
red with hard case. Excellent 
condition. $700• Call 250-638- 
1074 (44P1) 
CONVENIENCE STORE with 3 
bedroom home on subdividable 
lot in Vernon. Land, building, 
equipment and business only 
$229,000. Bill Hubbard at 1- 
877-227-4073 Century 21. 
ADVERTISE your business or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copiesl You get  guaranteed 
distribution to this large target 
market in two government print 
magazines. Please call Anne- 
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
ABSOLUTELY FREE informa- 
tion on-line. Work from home 
$25-$75/hr pt, ft. Call 1-888- 
204-8473 www.dollargenera- 
t0r.com(45p6) 
BUSINESS. FOR sale. Vans 
News - Terrace. Excellent fami- 
Lly business with growth poten- 
tI~E S~.?i~dg'rh~Irles o~l l~G~T ~" 
or Sharon 250-847.;2412 (43P3) 
SEASONAL BUSINESS, float- 
ing  30' cute, located on the  
Douglas Channel at MK Marina, 
Kitimat, B.C. Set up to seat 12 
people. Equipment: freezer, mi- 
crowave, stove, pizza oven, re- 
frigerated stainless sub table, 
stainless worktables with 
shelves, stainless cooking 
ware: There is also a spacious 
room upstairs which could be 
storage and/or office. Asking 
$39,000.00. Call 250-847-4331 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IiTEST DRIVE:il 
12003 Kenworth with zero dowo. You must I
I have a minimum ONEYF.AR fiat deck high- I
I way experience able and willing to run I 
I CANADA/USA and possess good references. I 
I Steve or Andre (800) 663-0099 I 
TRAIN TO work in The Com- 
puter Industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For Program or 
Student Loan Information from 
our CDI College Abbotsford 
Campus Call toll free today 1- 
888-421-7225. 
A LEADING Southern Interior 
lumber manufacturing facility 
has an immediate full time 
opening for an Interprovtnclal 
Journeyman Millwright. Tha 
successful applicant must be 
able to work graveyard and 
weekend shifts. He must have 
experience in: 
* Optlmll Double length Canter 
* Kockums Headrtg 
* UkiahGang . . . 
* Nawnes opt m zea Board 
Edger 
* Newnes Trimmer and Sorter 
* Auto Log Grade Reader 
Upon successful completion of 
a 90 day probationary period, 
you will be offered a permanent 
position In a safe work environ- 
ment in an ISO 14001 certified 
mill driven by continuous Im- 
provement. Only those to be In- 
terviewed will be contacted. 
Please fax your resume to: 
(250) 679-3545 Attention: Per- 
sonnel. 
INLAND KENWORTH-PARK- 
ER PACIFIC is looking to fill an 
equipment field service position 
as well as a truck mechanic. 
These positions are available 
immediately. Competitive wag- 
es and benefit package. Fax 
resume to: 250-545-0999. 
QUINSAM COAL Corporation, 
a wholly owned subsidiary of 
HIIIsborough Resources Limited 
(TSE-HLB) requires an 
Electrical General Foreman. 
Repealing to the Director of 
Maintenance and Equipment, 
you will be responsible for the 
planning and coordinating of all 
the maintenance activities of 
the mine's underground and 
surface operations: You will en- 
sure all activities are carnee out 
in a safe, efficient and cost ef- 
fective manor. You will assist 
with capital acquisitions and 
projects and expansion plans. 
You will possess an Electrical 
Engineering Degree and have a 
minimum 3 years supervisory 
experience In a coal mine. As 
the company is expanding Inter- 
nationally, you wig be fluent In 
Portuguese. The ability to 
teach electronics Is a definite 
asset. 
Quinsam Coal offers a competi: 
tive salary and benefits pack- 
ae.clt 
Please send resume to'. Quin- 
sam Coal Corporation, PO Box 
5000 Campbell River, BC, 
V9W 5C5. Email: marilyn.klotz 
@quinsam.com Fax 250-286. 
9727. 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
interior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck e;:geri- 
ence required on general 
freight. We offer performance 
based remuneration, assigne 
units benefits direct deposi 
Company operates primadl 
BC/BC-AB. Fax resume 
abstract. 250-828-1490. 
The BC Paraplegic Association 
ills looking for a temporary, part-time 
! REHABILITATION CONSULTANT 
to work out of fheir Terrace office. 
You will work 18.75 hours per week starting 
immediately and ending January 15, 2004 
with the possibility of an extension. 
The ideal candidate will have a degree in 
a Rehabilitation discipline, Social Sciences, 
Psychology or associated field with 3 years 
relaled experience. Registered Rehab 
Professional eligibility is required. 
Please forward your cover brier and 
resume no later fhan November 12fh to 
Leanne Dospital, Professional Practice 
Leader, BCPA, by fax (604)326-1261, 
or email: Idospital@bcpara.org 
KSAH HOUSE SOCIETY 
Shelter Support Worker 
Ksan House Society through the Terrace Emergency 
Shelter program provides hort term accommodation to
men and couples. Ksan House Society is seeking 
applicanons from dedicated individuals for the full time 
permanent position of Sheher Support Worker. 
Qual i f icat ions  requ i red:  
• Minimum Grade 12. 
• Diploma or Certificate in the field of social work or 
related field and/or extensive xperience in a similar 
environment. 
• Knowledge and understanding'of First Nations issues. 
. . . . .  -Ability to-work with homeless.and/or t;ranSie~j~ i !~ 
individuals. : . . . .  
• Considerable understanding of issues related to 
homelessness and poverty. 
• Excellent interpersonal skills. 
: Strong communication a d problem solving skills. 
The ability to deal with clients and community 
• agencies in a professional manner. 
• The ability to handle stressful situations. 
Knowledge of community resources; 
; Self motivation. ' 
; Ability re work independently and as a team member. 
Valid First Aid Certificate. 
The position may entail some shift work including 
weekends. It is a unionized position with a full benefit 
package after successful completion of a probationary 
period. A satisfactory Criminal Record Check will 
be required. Please submit resume to Ksan House 
Society - TES Hiring Committee, 4724 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., by fax at: (250) 635-2315 or by to email: 
• ksan@uniserve corn by November 18, 2003 
Event  & Cler ica l  Ass i s tant  
(Part-time, Term, 18 Hrs/Week to July 31,2004)  
UNBC's Northwest Campus located in Terrace, BC, 
administers courses and programs in several 
communities throughout lha region including Terrace, 
Prince Ruped, Hazelton, Smithers, and Haida Genii. 
Courses and programs include the Iollowing: Bachelor 
of Social Work, Master of Education, Masters of Arts' 
in Fiist Nations Studies, Certificate inFirst Nations 
Language, and a number of degree.completion 
courses in Histo~/, Geography, and English; The 
TerraCe Campus provides all lhe services of the 
:~ University o regional studenls, staff and faculty. 
• Assisling students with registration, fee 
payments, course inlormation, textbook sales, 
and appointments 
• Generalreceplion dulies including responding to 
inquiries from the general public, facully, staff and 
sludents 
• Vacation reUef or other support statf p0sitions as 
required 
'The successful candidate will possess a one-year 
Certificate in Office Administration together with one- 
I ~ Reporting to the Regional Services coordinator, you 
I i ~will provide adm n s rative and cledcel assislance to 
' slalf and facully~as well as providing service and 
support 1o students from the Terrace and other 
] regional campuses. ~ 
I.!iilS~;;iiic'~utleS: willinclidei : 
:1 :;~I~ ! Planning, coordinating and implementing special 
: - i;i events and meetings inthe region 
year office experience, preferably inan Academic 
environment. An equivalent combination feducation 
and experience will be considered. You are proficient 
in the use of word processing, database, 
spreadsheet, presentation a d desktop ublishing 
software (i.e. MS Word, Access, Excel, PowerPoint, 
and Microsoft Publisher). This position requires the 
successful candidate o have an excellent customer 
service focus, exceptional interpersonal, 
I ^ ; . . . . . . . . . .  organizatlona a dcommun ca on sk s Applican s 
• ueneral aomNstrative suppon inclualng nllng, m,~! nn~ ,=== u e an g rl,;v,~r ~=n=,~ 
• nd co ...... ~..s . . . . . . . .  s . . . . . .  's ........ : " booking appointments a typ ng rrespondence 
l :  Please forward your esume, proof of education and the names and addresses of three references (including 
telephone, fax and emai! information), quoting competition # 03-62CU(T) to: Human Resources, University 
I'~i el Noflhem Brltleh Columbia, 3333 University Way, Prince Georgei Be, V2N 4Z9. Phone: (250) 960.6521. 
I ;~ Fax: (250) 960.5695, Applications will be accepted before 4:30 pm on: Wednesday, November 12, 2003, 
[i~: , We Ihank all applicants for their interest in UNBC. However, only these applicants selected for further 
I ! i  Consideration will be contacted. 
l i t  For more information, visit our Web site: www.unbc.ca 
# 
" All qualifleci candidates are encouraged to apply; however. Canadians and permanent residenls will be given priority. The University el 
~l-"Northern British Colurnbla iscommined toemployment quity and encourages applications from wemen, aboriginal peoples, persons 
• I wilhdlsabililtesaedmembersolvisibleminorities. 
Looking for 
future in Media? 
The News Group In Victoria 
requires two new dynamic i 
Sales llepresentatlves to Join 
our growing team, 
Ambitious, hard.w0rklng 
individuals who thrive in a 
fast-paced, deadline driven 
environment are encouraged 
to apply ~th resume to: 
James Manning, Publisher 
818 Broughton Street 
Vlctoda BC V8W IE4 
(250) 381-3484 
A vehicle isrequired for 
thesn positions 
"~Olsen Group 
Is seeking fully 
qualified Heavy Duty 
mechanics for camp 
work. The company 
offers a top wage and 
benefits package. 
To become a member 
of our organization, 
fax or emai l  your 
resume with references 
to: 
j 0hn.oelkers @olsengroup.ea 
250-287-2372 
(No nhone calls 
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270 Help wante~d; 
DELl MANAGER, The suc- 
cessful candidate Is knowledge- 
able in all areas of the Dell Ex- 
perienced in merchandising 
with good organizational skills, 
People skills are essential as 
this position is for a large full- 
scale dell with upwards of 30 
employees. Advanced Food 
Safe knowledge required, 
Above all, your best assets are 
a positive attitude in a fast. 
paced setting combined with 
flexibility and pleasant personal- 
Ity, Beautiful Vancouver Island 
location, ,Top benefit and pan. 
sion package. Apply to: Quality 
Foods, Attn: Del I  Supervisor 
Box 1120, Quail cum Beach, 
B.C. V9K 1T3 
A'I'rN: WORK at Home. Real 
People, Real Success. We're 
ordinary people, we just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
earn $2500-$5000+. 
www.SlmplvChoose.com 
DEALERSHIP CON- 
HEAVY DUTY FIELD ME- 
CHANIC The successful applic. 
ant will be required to have a 
working knowledge of logging 
and road building equipment. 
Wages negotiable. Job to start 
November 24, 2003 and will 
continue for the winter season. 
Interested applicants please 
submit your resume to Tom 
Neufeld Trucking Ltd. at 250- 
845-3667. For more Information 
please call Tom at 250-845. 
3249 or 250-845.3669 (45P3) 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
the position of waitress, Please 
send your resume to Shan Yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Grain Ave. 
Terrace BC. No phone calls 
please.(44P3) 
BOUGHT A COMPUTER but 
TROLLER/OFFICE Manager 
"The Terrace Standa~ls B i  BB . . required. Comox Valley Dodge 
~ ? - - - - ' ' - - - -g f l l l f lU  has an immediate position 
...... ' diateavailableaccountant.f°r a f ll imesuccessfullntarme- 
:applicants must have a strong 
;i!i!iiiiii~iiiiiiiii, ~ i~ i :~ .... understanding of accounting 
and like to work in a high paced 
" ~ ' ~  w .terracestandard.com environment and be able to su- 
Check  out  our  site or  ca l l  638-7283 for iKh*ernalng i n fo rmat ion  
need a little help getting start- 
ed? Need help with the basics? 
Don't let your investment go to 
waste. Give ma a call and we'll 
get you surfing and omailing in 
no time. Call 250-635.3789 
f43S3) 
Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police 
Terrace R.C.M.P. Victim Assistance Program 
Volunteer Victim Service Worker 
Terrace Victim Assistance Program (TVAP) is presently accepting 
applications from people interested in becoming a Volunteer 
Victim Service Worker. 
VICTIM SERVICE WORKERS will deal directly with Victims of 
Crime and Trauma by providing emotional support, referrals, 
COtlrt support and informatinn. 
To Apply : 
Candid:lieS must be 19 years of age or older. 
• Be willing to nl:,ke a minimum 1 year volunteer commitment 
post training. 
• Applicants must be mature, responsible, caring individuals, who 
- - - -  7 possess strong inter-personal and listening skills and are able to 
work with people of various ethnic and economic backgrounds. 
• Complete training requirements including one on one and self 
study components, 
• Have a willingness to commit o approximately 16hours per 
month including xveekend on-call. 
• Be able to undergo and maintain an extensive security 
screening, 
- Must possess a vehicle and have a dean driving record 
Highly motivhted Men and Women of all ethnic backgrounds ure 
encounlged to apply, 
For more information contact Jan or Sherry @ 
638-7411 or pick up ;in application package 
at the Terrace RCMP detaclunent 
Deadline for appllc~allons November 15,2003 
Research Assistants 
Northwest Tribal Treaty Nations is look ng to contract two 
individua s fo serve as research assistants for a term. 
D. escripllon: The position (1 of Assista.n! to the Prgjecf ,Director of 
the Economic Strategy Initiative wi hep to ident ty, ocafe. 
collect and analyze in%rmolion from a host of sources on social 
and economic issues and draft reports. The Research Assistant 
position (2) will carryout commun ly research, conduct nterv e.ws 
and coiled data frcm various First Nations communities in the 
Northwest. 
Qualifications: A degree/diploma or experience in a related 
field is an asset. 
The first position (1) requires excellent research skills and the 
ability to conduct research, conduct interviews, analyze 
~.do~:uments, an.d.dreff~reports q[ong .with basic compuier,~l~il[s., 
includin~ the ability to use word processing, relational database, 
and desEtop publishinq software . 
Both positions requJ% stronq oral and written communication 
skills, and the ability to estobh~h and maintain effective working 
relationships with co-workers and representatlves of bands, 
economic development corporations, and a host of other 
institutions in the reaion. 
The second posih~n (2) requires Ihe abilily to travel fo a host 
of First Nations communilies in Northern BC and complete 
interviews and locate pertinent documents. This includes a va d 
driver's licence and reliable veh cle with appropriate insurance.) 
Location: Terrace, BC, (second position could be in Prince Rupert) 
Salary: Depending on qualifications and experience . 
Term of Appointment: Part-time or full-time for a term starting in 
November 
Deadline for Applications: November 15, 2003 
Qualified applicants are encouraged to forward, a resume and 
cover letter detailing their aualiticafions as it relales fo one or 
• more oF Ihe positions note~l, indudina names and tehphone 
numbers of three current professional references to: 
Kirsten Barker 
Norlhwest Tribal Treat,/Nations 
Telephone (250) 635-~305 
Fax: (250) 635-6323 
Email: info@nwttgroup.com Website: 
w,aw.nwttgroup.net 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Director Of Programs 
The Ksan House Society is seeking an independent, motivated, 
passionate, friendly individual for the full-time position of 
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS. Ksan Society is a non-profit 
grossro6ts organization which operates a transition house, 
emergency shelter and hostel, subsidized housing, sexual assault 
crisis-line-sexual assault centre and women's counsellor programs. 
The successful candidate will be dedicated to equality and will 
have an understanding (or a strong desire to learn)of issues facing 
individuals in an isolated resorce based community. , 
The position involves managing all the Societys housing 
programs including the Terrace Transition House, Terrace 
Emergency Shelter and Hostel, and independent housin~ 
programs. The successful applicant will organize, direct ane 
manage all housing programs consistent with Board approved 
agency policies, goals and-objectives and in accordance with legal, 
statutory, constitutional anO othe? requirements. They will ensure a
high standard of client based program delivery is maintained as 
well as promote die agency s objectives through contact with the 
community, business organizations and the general public. 
Job Skills and Abilities: 
. the ability to function independently and frequently pressure 
while managing multiple concurrent projects. 
e excellent oral, written, public speaking, presentation, training, 
facilitation and interpersonal communication skills. 
. demonstrated teamwork, leadership and supervisory skills 
. well developed planning, Organizing and controlling and 
administrative skd"ls. 
e good time and general management skills. 
. understanding of the dynamics, and ability to deal with and 
represent a non-profit organization in a positive and supportive 
fashion. 
e ability to foster positive relationships with staff, peer managers, 
community agencies, media nd ot~er external contacts. 
e publicity, public relations and community awareness skills. 
e ability to work effectively with staff, vohnteers and non-profit 
or publically filnded groups, agencies and organizations. 
. ability to deal tactfully with sensitive client issues. 
This is an exchded position within a unionized environment. 
Employment is conditional pending results eta Criminal Record 
Search. Resumes with'cover letter indicating non-profit 
management experience byNovember 7th to Ksan House Society 
by mail: 4724 hzelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VPG 1T2; by fax: 
• (250) 635-2315 or emaih ksan@unlserve.com • 
pervise a small office staff. Au- 
tomotive experience required 
with full cycle accounting on the 
o8S pc based computer system 
)referred. Excellent pay plan 
md company benefits, will con- 
~ider relocation expenses for 
the right individual. Apply in 
confidence to: Bruce Smithl 
General manager, Comox Val- 
lay Dodge, Courtenay, BC." 
V9N 5y8. (250)338-5451. Fax: 
(250)338-1442. 
ROOF FRAMERS WANTED. 
To work in Langley/Surrey ar- 
eas. Minimum 1 year experi- 
ence, Call 604-306-8953. 
I 
FULL AND part time class 1 
drivers required, Must have 1 
years experience, competitive 
wages and benefits. Year 
round work. BC, Alberta. 1- 
800-667-3944. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE Asso. 
elates - Kamloops to work rotat- 
ing shifts. Requirements: ex. 
cellent customer service skills 
and Grade 12 or equivalent. 
We provide a competitive bene- 
fit package and a salary of 
$9.05/hr. Forward resume to: 
Email: kamloops.Jobs 
@convergys.com Fax: (250) 
571-5870. 
GRAPPLE SKIDDER Operator 
Fulltime, seasonal, MerriWPrin- 
eaton area. IWA rate, benefit 
p ackage. Experience an asset. ax resume 250-378-8117. 
Only those selected for inter- 
view will be contacted. Closing 
date November 6; 2003. K.way 
Contracting Ltd. 
BELL 11 LODGE (Hwy 37 
North) Requires experienced 
GUEST SERVICES AGENT 
and FRONT DESK CLERK for 
busy winter Heliskiing season, 
Must be multi-faceted. Comput- 
er and cash experience re- 
quired, 2nd language preferred. 
Full time and available imme- 
diately, Fax resume 604-881- 
8330 or email manager@bell2- 
Iod.cle.com (45P3) 
CERTIFIFIED PARTS TECHNI- 
CLAN. Experience with commer- 
cial tramp transport., Apply In 
person @ James Western Star 
8912-107 St., Fort St. John or 
fax resume to 250-635-1066 
(44P3) 
EASY GOING, experienced be- 
bysitter wanted occasionally 
between 7am-3pm for two well 
adjusted kids aged 1 and 3. My 
house or yours. Southslde pre- 
ferred, Cash contract. Call 250- 
615-5581 (43P3) 
QUALIFIED MATURE tutor. 
Will teach English or French in 
reading, writing or math. 
Grades 1-6 children or adults. 
$17/hr. Guaranteed results 
within 3-6 months. Will supply 
some teaching aids. Call 250- 
638-0775 (43P3) 
A-1 SIDING roofing and gutters. 
We install 5" continuous gutters 
in assorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
vinyl siding and roofing. 20% 
Seniors discount on labor• 250- 
635-9714 (43P3) 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@ 250-638-8526(45p3) 
FIVE TON flat deck for hire. 
Reasonable rates. Long and 
short hauls. Call 250-615-5466 
(44P3) 
HANDYMAN AVAILABLE for 
small repairs. Carpentry, plumb- 
ing and'mlllwrighting. Call even- 
ings 250-635-4395 $25/hr. 
(44P3) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES for 
children on fridays. Kids First 
Camp located at Kinhut. Offers 
a variety of acMties from 8:30 - 
3:30 for children ages 6-12. 
$24/day monthly, or $30 daily. 
Call 250-615-6345 (45P3) 
r Looking for " , 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program oft~e Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and Is funded by tile Mthis~ of Community, 
Aboriginal ndWanea'sServ]ces j 
LOG HARVESTING cbn~pan~; 
hiring TRUCK DRIVERS and 
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS in 
the Ft. St, John area. Must be 
willing to stay in camp and work 
flexible hours. Contact John @ 
1-866707-8990 or send resume 
to 250-787-8991 (44P1) • ' 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTS. ';' 
PRINGS is now accepting appli- 
cations for the position of 
RESTAURANT MANAGER and 
or cook. Experience as a short 
order cook as well as full course 
banquet is necessary. Please 
drop off resume with a hand 
written cover letter and expect- 
ed rate of pay, or fax Att: Don- 
aid or Marlena @ 250-798- 
2478. (No phone calls please). 
(39TFN) 
O'BRIEN ROAD and Bridge 
Maintenance Ltd. is currently 
taking applications in Port 
Clements for a PLOW TRUCK 
OPERATOR with a Class 1 li- 
cense and Air Brake Ticket, 
although applicants with a 
Class 3 license will be consid- 
ered. Please fax resume to 250- 
557-4306 or call 250-557-4282 
(44P3) 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY, 
LIFEGUARDS with NLS Certifi- 
cate, CPR Level C and Senior 
Rescucitation as well as SE- 
CURITY GUARDS with Bronze 
Cross, Bronze Medallion and 
CPR, Apply at Mount Layton 
Hot Springs or fax resume to 
250-798-2478. Attn: Donald or 
Marlene, (42TFN) 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild'Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-889.527.8999 
NEED IVIONEY NOWI 
If you have equity in your, 
home we can helpl Can't 
prove income, sow credit, bank, 
says nol Call Rick Graves at 
Rick Graves & Associates. 1- 
604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! BAD; 
CREDIT? BILLS? UNEM -° 
PLAYED? NEED MONEY? 
WE LENDII If you own your 
own home - you qualify. 1-877- 
987-1420. www.plonaenNest.com 
Member of the Better Business 
Bureau. 
$37.95/MONTH FOR a phone 
line. Reconnection with no cred- 
it check. No deposit. No one re- 
fused. Emalh talanger@telus.net 
Call Need-A-Phone 1-866-444- 
3815 
NEW DELIVERY servlce in 
townt BK DELIVERY. Call 250- 
635-4469 or cell 250-631-2307 
(44P3) 
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404 Apartments 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Fall and Winter interior, 
residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bor discount. Professional quali- 
ty work. Reasonable rates, Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Karl. 250-615.0199 
(45P3) 
468 Shared.. : ;  
Accommodation 
SKI SUN PEAKS RESORT BC. 
Visit our website at: 
www.sunpeaksreservations.com 
or call Bun Peaks Online at 1. 
888-578-8369. Hotels, condos 
& chalets. Ski in/ski out, hot 
tubs. Great Accommodation -
Great Rates - Great Service 480 Touris, t 
Accommodation 
CLEAN, QUIET two bedroom 
apartment in Thornhill. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer includes 
bell express view. $450/mo. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. Call 250-635- 
5912 (43P3) 
NEW ONE AND TWO 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 
close to town, four appliances. 
Non-smokers, no pets. $550/mo 
Damage deposit required. No- 
vember 1/03. Call 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 (42TFN) 
ONE AND two bedroom apart. 
ments. Two houses for rent. I 
like to make you happy, but not 
too happy. Call 250-6f5-2361 
or 250-635-3354 (38TFN) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities. Available intmediately. 
Call Tom at 250-615-5441 
(CTFN) 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom Apts I
• $450 per month I 
Free hot water/recreati0n I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
, Security entrance Starchoice I 
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I
42o;Commercial 
 e room II 
Apartments jj 
sW    GpOoL II 
 WN+ :: II 
  ired. II 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit, Call 250-635- 
2065(43P3) 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-6428 or 250-638-0015 or 
250-615-0345 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, 
$450, $550 Heat and hot water 
included. Recently painted. Se. 
curtly on premises, Please call 
250-638-0015 or 250-638-1749 
(32C.TFN) 762 Cars: + 
PERFECT PRIVACY for single. 
This is a cozy, clean, complete- 
ly furnished, studio suite. All 
utilities included with satellite 
and laundry access. $490/mo. 
No smoking, no pets. Call 250- 
638-8323 (44P3) 
SMALL APARTMENT in four- 
plex in Thornhitl. Ideal for single 
person or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 (40P6) /524Commerciai i 
:i : ~Property : i THREE BEDROOM apartment, 
F/s, w/d and dishwasher. 
Minutes to downtown. Security 
deposit required and no pets. 
$650/month, $325 security de- 
posit. References required. Call 
250-635-5954. (45P3) 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications. 
Nov/ 
for 1&2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample perking 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
, On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
554 ~ouses i: 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR crrlZEN$ WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
II [ 
TWO AND three bedroom 
suites in Thornhill. Close to 
schools. $300.  $500/month, 
Fddge, stove. Contact Rob 250- 
638-7290 (43TFN) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
available immediately. Security 
entrance, rec facilities, on-site 
management. No pets, no 
smoking. $475 mo + security 
deposit. References required. 
Call 250-635-6824 ( 4P3) 
CLINTON MANOR ' 
RK MANOR APTS. 
Bachelor suites, 
and 2 bedroom apts. 
nfurnished and furnished. 
lose to swimming pool & 
downtown. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
hone 635-3475 
12OOSQFT BRIGHT two bed- 
room suite. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove. Lots of storage. 
Utilities and satellite included. 
Close to town, schools. Small 
pets negotiable. $650/mo. Call 
250-635-4956 (45P3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Three bedroom house Four ap- 
pliances, cable included. No 
pets. No parties. $850/mo. $425 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
4642 (45P3) 
ONE BEDROOM CABIN in 
Thornhill. Electric heat, 
$375/mo. Available immediate- 
ly or the first of November. Call 
250-638-8052 or 250-635-2319 
(44P3) 
OFFICE and 
RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Laze l le  Ave.  
Main f loor  1600 sq. ft. 
& 525 sq. ft. 
Second floor 580 sq. ft. 
& gso sq. ft. 
Phone 635-3=175 
10OOSQFT sHc)P w/reception 
area. i6005qft executive apart- 
ment above. $1400/mo. Call 
250-635-494t before 9pro. 
(43P3) 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Gobind Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409 
TWO BEDROOM condo, close 
to WalMart and super store. 
Recently renovated. Available 
immediately. No smoking. Call 
250-624-5824 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM condominium 
4832 Lazelle.(Ioft bedroom/2nd 
bathroom). Tastefully renovat- 
ed, quiet end unit. Includes N/g 
window coverings, three ap- 
pliances, security entrance. 
Non-smoking mature adults, no 
pets, deposit. $650/ month 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0240. (43P3) 
1/2 DUPLEX with four bed- 
rooms. Comes with washer and 
dryer, heat included. Close to 
downtown, very bright. Prefer 
families. Available immediately. 
Phone 250-638-1902 (43P3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
one bedroom f/2 duplex, 
mature adult only. Prefer non 
smoker."Close to Curling rink 
and Bingo hall References 
required, Cal l  250-635.3042 
(45P3) 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex, downtown. Two fire. 
places, two and a half baths, 
window coverings, five ap- 
pliances, covered earport. Avail- 
able November 1st. Phone 250- 
638-1885 for appt to view. 
$850/mo (44C3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom du- 
plex In upper Thornhill. F/s, 
w/d, blinds, fenced yard, fin- 
ished attic. Pets negotiable, 
Non.smokers ONLY, $675/mo, 
(negotiable for 18mo+) plus 
dam. dep. Available Immediate- 
ly 01/03. Call 250-635-4368. 
(45P3) 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Onslte caretakers,, five ap- 
pliances, ng fireplace, mini star. 
age, No pets please, $685/mo, 
Call Allison at 250-635.6580 
(31CTFN) 
TworrHREE BEDROOM 
DUPLEX SUITE. Natural gas 
heat. No washer/dryer but laun- 
dry available on premises Iocat. 
ed In Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park on Queensway. $325/mo 
No pets. References required, 
Call 250.635-1998 (41 P6) 
ONE BEDROOM ground level. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
gas fireplace, storage shed. 
Utilities and cable included. Up- 
per Thornhill. $600/month. Call 
250-635-3756 (44P3) 
ONE BEDROOM+ Duplex with 
laundry room, Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove included. Quiet 
area. $450 per month. Call 250- 
635-6011, (44P3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in Thornhill. Frldge, stove In- 
cluded. Electric heat. No pets. 
Security deposit, $385 per 
month. Call 250-638-7727 
(44P3) 
THREE AND A ONE BED- 
ROOM fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer. No pets, smoking or par- 
ties. Close to schools, and 
downtown. Available Nov 1st. 
Call 250-635-9684 ( 3P3) 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thornhill 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 (TFN) 
HOUSE ON large fenced lot. 
Fruit trees, two bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths, five appliances, blinds. 
Basement adaptable to 
bedroom. $650/mo References 
required. Call evenings or leave 
message 250-638-1553 (44P3) 
HOUSE WITH Two bedrooms 
plus study in Horseshoe area. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
Pets OK, Fenced back yard. 
N/g heat and fireplace. Avail- 
able Immediately, $600.mo. Call 
250-635-'6352 (45P3) 
LARGE SPLIT level home with 
in-law suite at 4719 Tuck. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$g00/mo, good references re- 
quired. Call 250-638-8639 
(44P3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom home 
on ten acres. Fridge/stove in- 
cluded. Finished basement. 
Utilities extra. Damage deposit 
and references required. 
$850/mo Call 250-960-8668 or 
250-560-5533 
LARGE WELL maintained 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town. Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250-635-5893 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex close RENOVATED FOUR bedroom, 
to schools in Thornhill, Electric two bathroom house with dou- 
heat. Fridge, stove, washer, ble garage and large shed. 
dryer $450/mo. Call 250-635- $800 a month plus utilities. Ref- 
9530 Available November erences and security deposit re- 
(43P3) quired. No pets please. Phone 
250-635-2669 (43p3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornhill, four appliances. N/g THREE BEDROOM house 
heat, large fenced yard. Avail- $600/mo on Straume. Fddge, 
able immediately. $550/mo. Call stove. Call 250-635-5139 
250-638-1553 (42P3) (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
town. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, dishwasher. $600/mo 
plus utilities. Call 250-615-6832 
or 250-635-5992 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex on 
Queensway. Good condition. 
View of river. Some 'storage 
available, $400/mo. Call 250- 
635-7844 or 250-499-5171 
(42P3) 
TWO BEDROOM in triplex, 
$475/mo. One bedroom cabins 
$425 and $450 too. Utilities in- 
cluded (cabins only), in quiet 
neighborhood. On-site landlord, 
plus extras. $200 damage de- 
posit. Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-3492 (43P3) 
TWO AND three bedroom units 
in Terrace and Thornhill. $400 - 
$600 rent. Sorry no pets. Rental 
history required. Call 250-638- 
1648 (45P3) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
VERY SMALL house, two bed- 
rooms, washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove. Wheel chair ramp. Pets 
OK. Horseshoe area. $550/mo. 
Call 250-635-4444 (43P3) 
CLEAN COZY three bedroom 
upper floor of house. W/d. 
Close to Skeena Mall and bus 
stop. $650/mo includes heat. 
Available Nov 1st, Call 250- 
635-6350 (44P3) 
COZY RANCHER in Thornhill 
in need of a good reliable ten- 
ant looking for a home, Three 
bedrooms, five appliances, 
large hedged yard, sundeck, 
tennis court, fruit trees and stor- 
age shed. References and se- 
curity deposit required. No pets 
or smokers please. Call 250- 
635-2627 (43P3) 
COZY TWO bedroom house tn 
Copper Mountain area, on pub- 
lic and school bus mute. Five 
appliances, pets negotiable, 
damage deposit and references 
required. $500/mo. Call 250- 
635-1112 (44P3) 
FIVE BEDROOM house on 
large lot at 3508 King Ave in 
Thornhill, Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, freezer. $650/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 (41P5) 
FIVE BEDROOM older home 
includes two bedroom base- 
ment suite, ffldge, stove, laun- 
dry hookup, n/g and/or electric, 
no smoking, no pets, $800.00. 
Call 250.635-5081 (43P3) 
FIVE BEDROOM older home. 
Includes two bedroom base- 
ment suite, fridge, stove, laun- 
dry hookup, Natural gas and/or 
electric heat. No smoking, No 
pets. $800.mo. Call 250.635- 
5081 (43P3) 
LARGE FAMILY home on dou- 
ble lot, five minute walk to 
downtown and schools. Five 
bedrooms four bathroorns, 
family room, F/S, dishwasher, 
available Immediately 4826 
Davis Avenue $990/month. Call 
250.615.2777 (42p3) 
THREE BEDROOM house lo- 
cated at 4509 Greig Ave. Hard- 
wood floor in living room. 
Fddge, stove, washer-dryer 
hookups. $600/mo. Call 250- 
638-8639 (44P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
carport. Fenced yard. Close to 
downtown and schools. $700 
too. Call 250-615-7278 (44P3) 
THREE BEDROOM trailer for 
rent. $800/mo. Includes utilities 
in ThornhilL Five appliances. 
References required. Call after 
5pro. 250-635-6241 (42P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house close 
to school in Thornhill. $400/mo 
Call 250-635-4395 evenings. 
(44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house with 
finished loft and garage on 
large treed lot. Fridge, stove, 
dishwasher. $70.0/mo. Call 250- 
635-9151 (42C3) 
TWO BEDROOM log house on 
20 acres. Set up for horses. 
$800/mo available Nov 30. Call 
250-638-0760 (43P3) 
UPPER HOUSE with three bed- 
rooms. 2405 Apple St. Separate 
entrance. Fddge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer. $750/mo. Utilities in- 
cluded. Non-smoking. Pets al- 
lowed. Available November 1st. 
Call 250-638-7608 (44P3) 
NEW 14X60' trailer in Thomhill 
Trailer Park. Available 
immediately. Two bedrooms, 
one bathroom, large kitchen 
and living space. Includes five 
appliances. $600 per month. 
Call 250-639-2977 or 250-632- 
5514 (4@3) 
NEWER TWO bedroom double 
wide mobile located in Queens- 
way Park. W/d, f/d, d/w, jacuzzi 
tub. $500/mo plus damage de- 
posit. No smokers, no pets. 
References required. Also older 
two bedroom double wide 
$400/mo. Please call 250-635- 
7411 (42P3) 
NEWLY RENOVATED three 
bedroom mobile home located 
on private lot. Available imme- 
diately. $650/mo To view phone 
250-638-1885 (44C3) 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
home in Pine Park. Washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove for $500 per 
month. Call evenings 250-635- 
8772 (39CTFN) 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
additon in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Park, Washer and dryer includ- 
ed, no pets. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-638-1902 
(43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$450/mo. Option rent to own 
Call 250-638-6969 (39CTFN) 
TWO" BEDROOM mobile• 
Washer, dryer, fridge, stove in- 
cluded, Located in Thornhill. 
Carport. Available immediately. 
Rent $450/mo plus $200 dam- 
age deposit, No pets, Call 250- 
635-6662 or (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in New 
Remo. 10 minutes from town. 
Wood stove and electric heat 
$475/mo, Fridge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer, garden plot. Pets al- 
lowed. Available December 1st. 
Call 250-635-9266 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer with 
addition for rent in clean qulel 
Park in Terrace, Call 250-837- 
6788 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer. 
Comes with washer, dryer. On 
private lot In upper Thornhill. 
Has 14'X22' shop, power heat- 
er, $575 plus utilities. Call 250- 
635-3756 (42P3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailers, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer 
hookups, pets ok. In town, Un- 
believable low prices. Call 250- 
638-7903 (43P3) 
VERY CLEAN three bedroom 
trailer in Woodland Heights 
Trailer Park, F/s, w/d, n/g heat. 
Furnace and wood stove. 
$500/mo+ security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2946 (45P3) 
ONE BEDROOM with kitchen 
facilities available for gentle- 
man. Call 250-635-5893 
(44P3) 
ROOM FOR RENT Share kitch- 
en, living room and laundry 
facilities. Close to downtown, 
use of laundry, kitchen and liv- 
ing room with cable "IV. No par- 
ties. Call 250-63B.8944 (38P3) 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, BC. 
Top of the Mountain Accom, 3 
Mountains, 3500 ski able acres 
with l t9  runs. Fully equipped. 
1,2,3,4 bedroom cendos & cha- 
FIVE-SIX BEDROOM home on 
.74 acres, w/finished basement 
on quiet deadend street in 
Telkwa. Two baths, sunken 
living room, skylight, five quality 
appliances, paved driveway, 
sundeck. Two sheds, Call 250- 
675-5515 (45P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM house with 
full/partly finished basement. 6 
years old, 1707 sqft, two and a 
half baths, paved driveway, ga- 
rage, fruit trees, Constructed 
with first quality materials. Lo- 
cated at 5418 McConnell Cres- 
cent on treed 2/3 acre lot. Ask- 
ing $209,g00.00 Owners down- 
sizing. Will consider smaller 
house in trade. Call 250-635- 
7462 after 6pm. (43P3) 
PRICED TO SELL• Four bed- 
room 1100sqft, fully finished 
basement, 4912 Scott Ave. 
$125,000.00 OBO. Call 250- 
785-7592 (43P3) 
NO DOWN PAYMENT for sale 
or trade for house• 14X70 SRI 
manufactured home. Two bed- 
room, two bathroom, n/g fire- 
place, f/s, w/d, built in dish- 
washer, microwave, and china 
cabinets, skylight. Master bed- 
room has full ensulte with jacuz- 
zl tub. Two large decks, back 
deck has six person hot tub. 
Also includes 8X10 sided shed. 
Fenced yard in a quiet park. 
Can be moved• Asking $59,900 
(or assume mortgage of 
$380/month plus pad rent) For 
more information call 250-635- 
6477(44P3) 
RETIREMENT SALE on trail- 
ers, Prices low to clear. Fully fi- 
nanced, Call 250-638-7903 
(43P3) 
SOLIDLY BUILT three bed- INVESTMENT: UNIQUE five 
room home needs a little TLC, unit townhouse, single storey, 
large lot, good neighborhood two bedrooms, sunken living 
southside. Has self contained rooms. Laundry and storage 
lets. Fr. $99 up. Ski.in/out or 10 basement suite. $140,000.00 
rain max to lifts (walking). Hot Call 250-635-5081 (43P3) 
tubs, saunas & jaouzzis. Stay 6 
nights & get the FIRST night ( ~ "  " e 
FREEI (Some Restrictions AP" 1(3 ~ m  
ply) Lift Packages Available. ra 
www.topofthemountain.ca I L~,~ V AmzlPn/~ 
e-maihsunpeaks @direct.ca 
1-800-585-8834 / L A S C A D r ~  
AVA'LABLE .O EMBER 1. / COURT 
three bedroom executive town- 
Designed tor today's 55+ on the gol 
~. .  • .~ , ;~: .~ 
'L'~.: ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
house. Attached garage, close 
to primary and elementary 
schools. Quiet location. 
$975/mo. Call 250-635-3926 
(43P3) 
PAY HALF MONTH RENT for 
November, December, January. 
Three bedroom townhouses 
close to downtown and schools. 
F/s, w/d hookups• apartments 
with w/d available. Please call 
TERRACE MANOR 250-635- 
4980(43p3) 
THREE BEDROOI~I 1 1/2 bath- 
room townhouse, Includes 
fridge, stove and blinds. Utilities 
not included. Walking distance 
to downtown. Located on 2906 
Molitor Ave in Terrace. Asking 
$650/mo. Call 250-635-0355 or 
250-632-2261 (438R2) 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse in 
family oriented complex. Close 
to hospital, schools, Canadian 
Warehouse, and Walmart. On 
bus route. Off street parking, 
washer, dryer hookup. Refer- 
ences and security deposit re- 
quired. $593/mo plus utilities. 
For more'information call 250- 
635-1996 Mondays 10:am - 
2pm Tues-Fri l pm-5pm. (43P3) 
• Safe • Affudable • V'~w of Mr. Baker 
• The dtimate in comfort., and so mud] m(xe. 
"~' 35230 Delair Road 
I ~ Abbotsford 604-852-1139 
| Managed by the Salvation Army _ 
www.cascadecourt.ca 
LIS TING/i SELLiN G:  
UNIQUEPROPERTIES 
waterfront ' country properties 
Ranches " outdoor ~usinesses 
,Lb st 
Intemal~onal Marketing 
& Float Plane 
www.landquest.com 
250-798-2200 
HARRY McCOWAN 
• APPROXIMATELY THREE 
acre lot. 235' frontage on Skee- 
na River. Cabin and well. 20 
minutes from Terrace on paved 
road. $17,000.00 Call 250-615- 
9091 (41P4) 
MUST SEE home on ten acres 
SIx b~moms; three baths, fln. 
ished' basement and two bay 
garage. Heated two bay 40/60 
shop with overhead doors. 4bay 
RV storage shed and much 
more. Asking $205,000.00, 
Phone 250-615-9339 (45P3) 
USA BEST Buyl Take over 20 
acres in booming West Texas. 
$295 per acre $100 per month. 
For more info call toll free 1- 
800-875-6568. (42P3) 
SUCCESSFUL RETAIL busi- 
ness, with established customer 
base for sale. Owner wants to 
pursue other interests. Apply 
Box #948, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
4R2 (41CTFN) 
1979 CHANCELLOR Moduline 
1344 sq.ft. 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, 3 appliances, carport, 
shop in lovely trailer park. Must 
be seen. (250)833-1438 Ask- 
ing: $59,900 Cell: (250)833- 
6438. 
MUST SELL. Older trailer MHP. 
Three bedroom plus addition. 
Five appliances, Wood and/or 
gas heat. Good condition. As is. 
$5000.00 OBO. Call 250-615- 
0191 (43P3) 
REDUCED PRICE! 1972 
Embassy mobile home, 12X58 
Includes two bedrooms, one 
bath, washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove, hardwood flooring, addi- 
tion and covered porch, shed, 
Nice and cozy. Paid $26,000.00 
asking $12,900.00 Call Can- 
dace 250-635-2232 (45P3) 
~ ,~.  G~ ~a ~ ~ ~ o~, i 
II ~1~II  m,,o,a, o,,a/,,,~ ,~,, p,,m,,=m. I 
II ~ ll~mnl'm,+oumd;Immm+/o~mnof~l I I.,~='.1 ~ of P=;. ~ =,~1; o~t ~ .om*lo&h,. I 
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I P~m ,~ l~* '~oa ~ I 
Io~s.c,,~u~o, , "'/'1 
IP.O.~Z~,~,m=,. I~.c.wG'+a "'% / I 
I +'''''++ " I 
rooms, fenced patios. Near 
school and hospital• Excellent 
revenue $30 - $33,000 per 
year. Senior owners wish to 
move south, Serious inquiries 
only. Call 250-635-6689 (44P3) 
• e 
Gra p y 
Living V Amazing, 
C CADF. 
COURT 
Designed for today's 55+ on the gof 
• • ¥'~++!',:L?¢'-,~" : 
• Safe ' Affo(dable • View of Mr. Baker 
• ]he uhimate inco, fort ... and so mud] m~e 
I '~  35230 Delair Road 
J ,~ ,  Abbotsford 
I~  ~ '  604-852-1139 
[ Managed by the Salvation Army , 
www.cascadecour t.ca 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6kin Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.8C FCC financing. 
OAC 
2000 748 Gt I Skidder with vo- 
lume in the Fort St. John and 
Fort Nelson area. Contact 
Bruce @ 1-866-787-8990 
(44P1) 
1996 BIG FOOT 8'(3" camper, 
short box series. Too many ex- 
tras to list. Excellent condition. 
Asking $13,900. OBO. Call 250- 
635-9807 (43P3) 
SNOWMOBILE AND ATV 
seats re-covered by Satellite Vi- 
nyl Fabrics and Canvas Works. 
4520 Johns Rd• Terrace, B.C. 
Call 250-635-4348 or 250-615- 
9924 (44P3) 
1990 ACURA Integra. Power 
locks, windows. Sun roof. FWD• 
four winter tires on rims. 
$4750.00 OBO• Call 250-635- 
3761 (44P3) 
1993 MAZDA MX-6, 5speed, 
dark green a/c, cd, power steer- 
Ing, locks and windows• Leather 
excellent condition. $8500. Call 
250-638-8402 (45P3) 
HOUSTON COURT order sale, 
5900sqft steel bldg., body shop 
and paint booth, land 2.33 acr- 
es (M-l) rented $1500p/m net. 
$115,000.O0. Call Anup 1-604- 
521-0579 Ravel Pac. (43P3) 
EIGHT YEAR old, two story, 
three bedroom home in quiet 
cul-de-sac. 2 1/2 bathrooms. 
Walk in closet and 5 applianc- 
es. Full crawl space and double 
car garage. Garden shed and 
playhouse. On large lot. Close 
to Uplands. $179,900.00 Quick 
posession. For appointment call 
250-635-1133. (44P3) 
WINKLER CANVAS LTD.  
-Commercial Agfi Buildings- 
. ~ v ~  Single and Truss Arch 
i r  ~~l~i~ava i lab le  from 24'-105' 
• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  wide 
, ~ ~ ~ !  • P re-e ng inee red Truss • 
• .~'~¢+,.: ': & ~ ~ ~  Buildings 
Freestanding 24 or 30' Shop, RV/Truck Storage 
Lease to Own• Available in various colours. ' 
Also available: Livestock Bams Machinery Sheds, 
Garages, Riding Arenas, Hay/Grain Sheds, Greenhouses 
[ ~  Souths ide Feed • Burns Lake 
(250) 694-3500 Ken Rose ~° dUed 
www.winklercanvasbldg.com m,E a CONDU,T 
Immaculate 2 year old, 3 bedroom, 
2 bath modular home walking 
distance to downtown. 
Why rent when you can own? 
Asking $59,000, will consider options. 
Make us an offerl 
Call 635-5005 
CAB LOANSi 
~,CarCred i tBC icom 
, . ,  TOLLFREE~.., . 
11-866-987.5530, 
.f 
'899.00 
1999 Yamaha 
~inl, Max, 700,141' Track, Pipes 
s5,5OO.O0 
24' Fiber Form 
I Ocean Boat Her( Cruiser 
Y8 Tandem Trailer 
 .:= 4,995.00 
 o0o 
Mountain Max, lO0 
 5,995.00 
1995 VMax 
600 Long Track 
l  2,SO0.O0 2001 Honda 
CRSO0 
s3 ,500.00 
2002 Ar(tk (at 
570 Mtn:(at Only::] 60 mi es 
I '4,99s.oo 
2002 Polaris 
RMK 800 151" 
Windows, Locks, Dual Air & More • 
• was $23,995 NOW $21,995 
2002 Chewolet ~ n - P : - ~ - "  : . 
~ ~ ' t  Trailblazer4x4 : :~;: : 
~ ~ :  Air conditioning, Cruisel Tilt; Power! :::~ 
Windowsi Locks, CD Player & M6re: ~; 
• was $32,995 NOW $29,995~ 
"i t ~ ~  2001Ford Ranger XLT 4x4 ~~ : 
~ J , ~  4 Door, Extended Cab V6;Auto Air:! : 
~ . j  Condlti0nlng, Crulse,'l'lltl Pow0r wlnd~S, 
I~ "' .: ' ,'I Locks, 6CD Stacker, Keyless Entry y :! 
~ w,s $26,995 NewS21;995 
~ : .  :: 2001 ChOler in~'pid:.;',: : 
:,,,'~-,, ~ ~ ~ " ~ - ~  : Air Condition!ng;Cruise;Tilt, Powei:.L :::. 
~ J  1997 PonUac 
~ i ' ~  ~. Air Conditi0nli~g;Crui§e,'l'iii~We~ : ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~  :: v8 Auto. Air Cond[ti0ning c~lse]i:~ :: :i:
~ ! J P°wsrWind0Ws:LQCks;AM~MCQ~re 
J 
~ ~  , ::,Windows; L0cks, AM/FMCD, MdgS.:!:,'~:: 
7,500.00 
_ _ ~ , . . "~ m_~B '~  : V6,AbtS;Air condition g;C~!se;:'i:! 
i~|!V~I,HI ,H'7"IT;'B~T;! ~m, . :  - -=.._ I~ I1~ 
~ WAS$26'995 :NoW $25;995: I 
tt 
J 
" Over 400 vehicles in stock 
"First t ime buyers welcome ~ BI~:rlSH ~ ....... ~ ~J  BRr:rlSH ~,,,r= 
Cal l  Now 24 Hour  Hot l ine  ~ COLUMBIA  ' .... '~  ~ COLUMBIA r0,,,,~ 
1-888-921-2733 NOT,CE OF SUB~TANT,A" NOTICE OF sUeSTANT,AL 
~oo~w~O COMPLETION OF COMPLETION OF 
BUY OR sell USEDCAR- 
SINBC.COM Cars, trucks, vans, 
sub's. Specialize in lease or fi- 
nance. 0 down payment, credit 
by phone. Put your items on our 
web site. $9.95 until you sell. 
toll free. 1-866-344-4044 (42P4) 
LADY DRIVEN 1998 Lumina 
sedan. 78,000kms. New tires 
and auto start. $11,500. Phone 
250-638-0188 (45P1) 
1988 FORD F-150 4X4 302 en- 
gine and auto transmission. 
Runs well. 4X4 works well. 
Many new pads. Frame twisted. 
$1000 abe .  Also 1978 Cadillac 
Coupe de Ville for parts. 425 
engine and automatic work well. 
$500 abe. Call 250.615-0037 
(45P3) 
1982 TOYOTA LAND Cruiser. 
Big diesel engine, snowplow. 
Some rust. Extra cruiser for 
parts. Great snowplow, great 
hunting rig. $6000.00 plus GST. 
Call 250-692-7244 in Burns 
Lake. (43P4) 
1985 TOYOTA 4X4 Landcruiser 
Wagon. 200,000kms, Original 
owner. Some rust. $9000..00. 
Phone 250-638-1074 (44P1) 
1991 GMC Jimmy $4750.00 
abe. 1986 Volkswagen convert- 
ible. $2200.00 Phone 250-615- 
0321 (45P1) 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 abe. Call 250-638- 
1831 
FOR SALE 1999 Subaru For- 
ester. 82,000 km, 5 speed. 
$19,500, excellent condition. No 
accidents. Call Mallory @ 250- 
638 -1010. (42C3) 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT EN2004TSKTE-421 
ARBOR FOREST SERVICE 
ROAD 
In accordance with the Contract dated 
September 5,2003 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
Ministry of Forests 
end CONTRACTOR: 
Nansen Drilling and Contracting Ltd. 
This is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
October 24, 2003• For all purposes 
under the contract, wherein the righls, 
duties and obligations of all parties 
concerned are described, and for all 
purposes under the Lien Legislalion 
spplicable to the place at work, 
Substantial Perlormance shall be 
regarded as equivalent to "Completed" 
as described thereunder. 
"timber Sales Manager. Skeena 
Business Area. #200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VaG 1L1 
(,. 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT E03-27-8955 
ARBOR FOREST SERVICE 
ROAD 
In accordance with the Contract dated 
Seplember 20, 2002 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
Ministry of Forests 
and CONTRACTOR: 
Timber Baron Contracting Ltd. 
This is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
October 24, 2003. For all purposes 
under the contract, wherein the rights, 
duties and obligations of all padies 
concerned are described, and for all 
purposes under the Lien Legislation 
applicable to the place el work, 
Substantial Perlormance shall be 
regarded as equivalent to"Completed" 
as described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager. Skeena 
Business Area. #200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia 
VBG 1Lt. 
~ ~BPJ:rSH CALLING FOR TENDERS ~,~o, (~  
L..OLUMBIA Fo,=~, 
Sealed Tenders for Ihe following Timber Sale Block Layout Contract No, SD2004TSKTE- 
223 located in the Exstew Raver area, will be received by Ihe Timber Sales Manager, 
Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skoena Business Area. 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. 
British Columbia VBG 1L1, until 9:30 a.m. on November 17. 2003. This contract will 
require the layout of approximately 137 hectares. 
All inquiries should be directed to Trevor Shannon. Forest Technician-Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address, 
Phone (250] 638.5135. 
Tenders wilt not be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever and the lowest 
or any tender will not necessarily be accepled. 
Conlracl award is subject o funding being available al the time, 
BRJIISH BCTIMBER SALES ~,,.,,~,o, (~  
SKEENA BUSINESS AREA r¢,m 
COLUMBIA REGISTRANTS MEET INGS 
The BC "timber Sales, Skoena Business Area, invites all Category 1,2 and 3 registrants 
in the TerrecelHazelton Field Team areas to meet and discuss BC 'Timber Sales issues 
on the following dates: 
TERRACE TIMBER SALES OFFICE 
~200.5220 KeBh Avenue, Terrace. BC 
November 21, 2003, at 0:30 s.m. In the Erllng Holt Room 
HAZELTON FIELD TEAM OFFICE 
2210 West Highway 62 Bazelton, BC 
November 26, 2003, at 9:30 a.m. In the Hezelton Office Conference Room 
Inquiries with regard to this meeting should be addressed to Gord Haley, Operations 
Manager, Terrace "Rmber Sales Olflce, Skeena Business Area. #200 - 5220 Keilh 
Avenue. Terrace, Brilish Columbia V0G t LI. or by phoning 250,630-5153, 
1977 JEEP CJ with 8' hydraulic 
angle snow blade. $3500.00. 
Please call Randy @ 250-632- 
7722 I40P10) 
, TERRAC E 
Best Buyl 1997 GMC 2X4 pick- 
up. 64,000kin V6 auto, with: 
arn/fm cassette, new 16" 
tires/rims and additional 
45,000kin extended warranty. 
250-615-9977 [42P3) .. 
FOUR NEW Nordic Wintertrack 
tires on rims, P235/75R15. Ask- 
Ing $90.00 each, Call 250.635- 
5719 after 5:00pro. (44P3) 
t=m~ I~=,,,~=eaJ'l= • • 
online 
COLUMBIA CALLING FOR TENDERS r~,e,= 
Sealed Tenders for the following Planting contract will be received by the Timber Sales 
Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area. 200.5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace British Columbia on the dales shown below; 
Contract: PL2005TSKTE-10t Located: In the Terrace/Hawksbury Island Area within 
the Terrace Field Team. for Planting on approximately 93.0 hecleres. 
Viewing of this site prior to submllflng a bid is not mandatory. 
Deadline for rece=pt oftenders Is 9:00 e.m, on November 26. 2003, at which time ell len- 
ders will be oooned. 
Only those contreclors who have successfully compleled e Planting Contract of the 
same type and size wilhln the past Iwo (2) years are eligible Io bid 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms end In the envelope supplied Which, with the 
padiculars, may be obtained from the Terrace Timber Sales Office 01 the above location. 
Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever and the lowest 
or any lender will not necessarily be accepted. The work will be administered by Ihe 
British Columbia Ministry or Forests. 
All inquiries hould be dlrecled to Richard Krupol~, Forest Technlcian-Contrael 
Coordinator, at the above address.~ .~ . ,  
Phone (250) 638-5110. 
Contract award is subject o funding being available l the time. 
~ e  Leaving town? 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The eslal~ of 
ROSARIO RINO 
else known as 
RINO ROSARIO 
Deceased Formerly of Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estate of ROSARIO RINO 
also known as RINO ROSARIO ore 
hereby notified under section 38 of " 
the Trustee Act that particulars of 
thelr claims should be sent to the 
undersigned Executor at #200.4630 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V80 
156, on or beEore the December 3, 
2003, offer which date the Executor 
Iwill distribute the estate among thai 
I parties entitled to it, having regard I . 
Jank to the claims that have thenl 
I been received.- I '" 
I 
I Warner Bandstra Brown, J 
I S°licitors I 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The estale of 
MARTHA MARIE BURNETT 
Deceased formerly of Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the estate of MARTHA 
MARIE BURNETT are hereby nalified 
under seclion 38 of the Trustee Act 
~nat particulars of their claims should 
be sent to the undersigned Executor 
at #200.4630 LazeJle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 156, on or 
be[ore December 31, 2003, after 
which date the Executor will 
distribute the estate among the 
parties entitled to it, having regard 
only fo the claims that have then 
been received.- 
Myrna Lay Davies, 
Executor 
Warner Bandstra Brown 
So icitors 
J~ Ce.t..__._.e.rda__..._ll Chrstla._...__...__~n Scl,oo.._.__._Jl ~_3~J INVITES TENDERS FOR 
SNOW REMOVAL FOR THE 2003/2004 SEASON. 
Please phone Curtis Tuininga t 635-6173, 
i 
Or just cruising around? 
Do so in style. For sale 
is a 1988 Dodge Cara- 
van mini-van, New 
brakes in April, Excel- 
lently maintained by Io- 
cal mechanic, No rust. 
Service records avail- 
able. Call Rod. 638- 
8927. 
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I 
For many children 
and seniors .... 
epilepsy 
;i•' Isa reality 
~ 1  l ' , . 
li, ~,,, %%v 
, s77s,=~,%=, , 
1, ; i , . ,  Jl~.., Jiqm. L J  I ~ l= ! L J  ' J~ l~ '~ ~ ' l 
Please have your dog leashed ~ 
Or fenced-in away from ~ /  
your mail.boxes on ~ /  
Wednesdays and " "~.~P~I~ -..- 
Saturdays so your newspaper 7 - ~  
carrier can deliver your paper.- e 
'S BEST BUY 
(~)BC Newspaper Goup 
~ :!; i~i ~!~II i ii:ii ?!#~i ..... • ~ !; it; i ~:I i iiii iiii~ : i ~ • • ' .:~'i :!~: ~ i ~i,;i' i. ~ • ' 
. . . .  !'75 :;~•:i:C:i ¸  !•i: : :  : •• • • •• 
- - : -  ,- mur classified...__ ad in 
? THREE REGIONS 
$229 °° 
Maximum 25words. ~0nal words $,5.70 ea. 
For more information, 
pleasecontact: 
S T - NDARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET. TERRACE. B.C. 638-7283 
• i 
"r' 
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S P ORTS-:~ 
II Grrr! "e L J r  
WINNIE THE POOH, also known as Jade Kandola, 6, peeks around growling 
dinosaur Jorden Tinsley, 7 as the Terrace Skating Club's youngest skaters en- 
joyed Halloween dress-up fun at the arena. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Sports 
metll,  
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or e- 
mail us at: newsroom 
@ terraceetandard, com 
Nov. 7 
• Pee Wee reps take on 
Srnithers 8 ~.m. Midget 
reps vs. Smithers 10 
p.m. Terrace arena 
Nov. 7 
• Drop off for the 
Shames Mountain Ski 
Club and Ski Patrol ski 
and snowboard Swap, 
6:30 p.m. at the arena, 
TERRACE 
Nov. 8 
• Pee Wee reps take on 
Smithers 10 a.m. Midget 
reps vs, Smithers 12 
noo~ Terrace arena. 
Nov, 8 
• Shames Mountain Ski 
Club and Ski Patrol ski 
and snowboard swap, 9 
a.m. -1 p,m. at the Ter- 
race Arena. 
Nov, 7-8 
• Nancy Greene, ban- 
tam, snowboarding and 
alpine sign-up for the 
Shames Mountain Ski 
Club at the Terrace 
Arena 6:30 p.m, Friday 
and 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Satur- 
day. 
Nov. 8 
• Centennial Christian 
school host the 'A' girls 
volleybal zone cham- 
pionships at Thornhill 
Junior School. All day. 
Nov. 28-29 
• Pee Wee house tour- 
nament at the Terrace 
arena. 
Dec, 12 
• Pee Wee reps vs. 
Smitners 8 p.m, Bantam 
reps vs. Kitimat 10 p,m. 
Terrace arena. 
Dec. 13 
[] Pee Wee reps vs. 
Smlthers 10 a.m. Ban- 
tam reps vs. Kitimat 12 
noon, Terrace arena, 
Sports Scope 
Bantams tally two wins 
IT TOOK a trip to Prince Rupert for the Terrace Inland 
Kenworth Bmtam reps to win two back to back games. 
Terrace raced Prince Rupert Ocl 24-25 winning the 
first game 5-2. 
Sunny Parmar picki:d up two goals and singles came 
from Devon Porter, Ryland Findlay, Kenny McColl 
Lavy Sangha stopped 25 shots on goal for the win - ter- 
race outshot Ihe western squad 61 -27. 
Saturday's game saw netminder Amanda Bedwcll in 
net for a 7-2 victory which saw Terrace out shoot Rupert 
54-29. 
Sheldon Paulson led the scoring with two goals while 
Alex Redpath picked upa goal and three assists. 
Sunny Parmar put one between the posts and also 
picked up two assists. 
Singles were added by Nathan Froesc, Tristan Murray 
and Nathan Soucie. 
Sledders meet 
THE SKEENA Valley Snowlnobile Club meets tonight 
and the first Wednesday or evcry month. 
Meetings are downstairs at the Sandman Inn at 7:30 
p.m, Everyone is welcome to come. 
For information call Joycc at 635-7913 evenings or 
drop in to Ken's Marine o1" Ncid Enterprises during the 
clay, 
Everyday Value Pricing 
An independent market research 
firm surveys the marketplace twice 
each year to confirm that we continue 
to be competitively priced. 
Fixed Right The First Time 
Our Toyota-trained and experienced 
Technicians are your assurance of 
top quality service. Nobody knows 
your Toyota better, 
I .  
TERRACE ROTARY CLUB 
NATURE'S 
FARE 
8RH bTEPJ8 
 heaith  centres  
. , ,J 
~.. '~i..ii ~ i~ 
15th ANNIVERSARY 
PRESEN 
)CKEY GREATS 
;! Dave,:Williams :i 
Bob Bourne ~ 
Glenn 'Anderson 
MarkNapier : 
Jimmy Mann 
Ron Flockhart 
Larry Melnyk 
Richard Brodeur 
Ron Hoggarth 
*Players are subject o change. 
VS. 
KITIMAT 
Tamit ik Arena 
Saturday, November 15, 2003 
6:00 RM. 
~ww.o ld t imershockey .com 
Tickets $20.00 each 
(Al l  taxes  inc luded)  
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT; 
Terrace Standard  
3210 Clinton, Terrace 
SPONSORED BY: 
STANDARD 
¥ I  I I  I1,1;;I I I I  GO 
• Advanced tread designs 
• Superior traction in all winter conditions 
• Quiet & highly durable performance 
• nstall four for the greatest measure 
of winter driving safety 
• ~ake seasonal switches a breeze 
with Toyota Genuine Steel Wheels 
ECHO COROLLA 
FROM S52 S73 
TO =126 s132 
CAMRY RAV4 SIENNA HIGHLANDER 
s74 =164 '84 S129 
=180 $199 =181 s174 
Installation, balancing and taxes extra. 
Lube, Oil & Filter 
• Install Toyota Genuine Motor Oil & Oil Filter 
• Comprehensive ! l-point inspection 
• No appointment ecessary 
• While you wait service 
• Guaranteed completion time 
Toyota Genuine Motor 0]1 Toyota Synthetic ~/Iotor Oil 
'29 2 *67 95 + tax 
Everyday Value 
All" Toyota Models (Except Diesel), Wade disposal charge may apply. 
At participating dealers 
